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ABSTRACI'

This thesis discusses rule incompatibility phenomena (Le.,
ungrammaticali ty resulting from two or more applications of movement
rules in particular ways) a.'1d their related theoretical problems.

The

discussion concludes that the transformational component is exempted
from many tasks which have been assigned to it, and the component
should be reduced to a great extent.
Rule incompatibility phenomena cannot be accounted for well
by devices in the transformational component, such as the SO and SC
of transformational rules, rule ordering, or constraints on rule application.

The task of explaining the phenomena must be transferred to

S-structure or the LF-component.

A

proposal is made that the phenomena

are to be handled by constraints on binding theory, which operates
at S-structure.

Under the assumption of the free indexing theory,

instances of rule incompatibility involve ambiguity in binding, or
phrases not eligible to be binders.

Thus, they are ruled out by the

Unique A-Binding Constraint (UA:eC) , which states that A-bound expressions must be uniquely bound to binders, and the Constraint on Incomplete A-Binders, which states that incomplete phrases cannot A-bind
expressions.

These constraints release the transformational canponent

from the task of explaining the grammaticality judgments.
Some cases of rule incompatibility can be accounted for either
by the ~-island constraint or by the UABc.
viii

But, Chomsky's bounding

ix

theory must be revised, and given a revised bounding theory, the
island constraint does not hold.

~

N.:Jnexistence of the !!!!-island con-

straint indicates that rule incompatibility phenomena must be accounted
for by the other alternative (i.e., the uABe), and that the transfor-

mational cO!T\Ponent is exempt from the .!'!!!-island constraint.
Of the two possible indexing theories, the free indexing theory

can handle rule incompatibility phenomena, but the other theory (the
simultaneous indexing theory in our tenninology) cannot.

The choice

of the free indexing theory releases transformational rules from the
task of assigning indices to traces.
It is furthermore suggested that the transformational component
may be exempt from even the Subjacency Condition and the rule Move-a,

and therefore, may be abandoned completely.

CIIlIPTER 1

JNTRODUCTIQN

purpose and Orqanization
The purpose of this study is to take up a particular area of
syntactic phenomena which we may call "rule incompatibility phenomena,"
and provide an eJCplanation for them. in the GB-framework, Le., the framework presented by Chomsky in Lectures on Government and Binding (1981).

The essence of the explanation for the phenomena wil.l be fozmulated,

under the assumption of the free indexing theory, as constraints on
binding theory.

Arguments on rule incompatibility phenomena and their

related problems will lead to the conclusion that the transformational
component is exempted from many tasks which have been previously attributed to it, and the function of the ccm.ponent is reduced. to a great

extent.
By rule incompatibility phencmena, we l1lE!an phenomena. in which

two or more movement rules cannot apply together to derive well-formed

sentences though they should be able to apply insofar as their structural conditions are concerned.

The follO\¥ing are included in examples

of rule incompatibilities:

(1)

a.

It was about the financial problem that JOM talked with
Jim .!:. last night.

(Clefting)

b. *With Jim, it was about the financial problem that JOM
talked.!:. .!:. last night.

(Clefting

+

Topicalization)

(2)

a.

JaM gave the baok on binding theory to [a student

~]

yesterday [who knows very little about linguistics].
(Extraposi tion)
b. *Jahn gave!. [to a student

~.l

yesterday [who knows very

little about linguistics] [the book on binding theory].
(Extraposition + Heavy NP shift)
(3)

a.

JaCm sent the book
in New York].

~

by special delivery [to his friend

(PP Shift)

h. *Who did John send the book
(pp Shift
(4)

a.

+ WH

,It is hard to borrow
horse race].

~

by special delivery [to

~]?

Fronting)
~

from John (a lot of money for a

(Heavy NP shift)

h. *John is hard to borrow! from! [a lot of money for a
horse race].

(Heavy NP shift +

~

Movement)

All the derivations of the (b)-sentences involve two distinct rules,
if the syntactic operations indicated in the brackets are regarded as
distinct transformational rules, or two applications of the same rule,
if the operations are taken as variant applications of the same generalized rule, i.e., the rule Move-ct.

(We regard. for convenience, the

involved operations as distinct rules for the present; the essential
point does not change if we regard them as variant applications of the
scune rule.)

Application of one of the two rules produces well-formed

derived sentences, as in the (a) -sentences of (1) - (4).

Since the (a)-

sentences can be properly analyzed by the other rule'., they should subsequently be able to undergo the other rule.

However, application o£

the other rule renders the (a) -sentences ill-formed, as is clear from
the (b)-sentences.

Thus, the two rules are "incompatible" with each

other in the derivation of one surface structure.
The organization of the thesis reflects, in part, the history
of generative grammar.
into three stages.

The history of generative grammar may be divided

At the earliest stage, the primary concern. was to

provide many transformational rules and show that they can handle in
a natural and generalized way syntactic phenomena which seemed beyond
the power of phrase structure grammar.

Transformational rules were

defined in terms of SD (structural description) and sc (structural
change), and were sUpposed to derive well-farmed or grammatical sentences if they apply in accordance with their SD and SC.

Thus. the

ill-forrnedness of resultant sentences was considered ascribable to violation of the SO or SC of the involved rules.
At the second stage, the attempt was to discover regularities
which are observable among various transformational rules or in the
manner of their application.

These regularities were formulated as

constraints on rule application.
into two parts:

Syntactic regularities were factored

those which are particular to derivations of certain

constructions and those which are observable in derivations of various
constructions.

The former regularities were imposed on each rule, and

the latter regularities were imposed on transformational rules in general as constraints on rule application.

The ill-forntedness resulting.

from legitimate application of rules was attributed to violation of
constraints on rule application.

At the latest stage of the history of generative grammar, transformational rules are freed from the specification of SD and se, and
most of the constraints on rule application.

Transformational rules

are unified into a single rule (Le., Move-a), which is supposed to be
subject only to the Subjacency Condition.

As a result of free applica-

tion, the transformational rule vastly overgenerates.

Overgenerated

ill-formed sentences are to be "filtered out" by a system of principles
or constraints operating at s-structure and in the LF-component.
The next chapter, Chapter 2, corresponds to the earliest stage
of generative grammar.

This chapter presents data concerning rule in-

compatibility phenomena, and precise formulations of transformational
rules in terms of SO and SC.

It is shown that though two or more trans-

formational rules apply in accordance with their SO and se, they produce
ill-formed sentences (namely, instances of rule incompatibility)

i

thus,

the ill-formedness of resultant sentences cannot be accounted for by so
and se of the rules involved in their derivations.

This indicates that

rule incompatibility phenomena cannot be handled well by the theory
of generative grammer at its earliest stage.
Chapter 3 corresponds to the second stage of generative grammar.
This chapter reviews some of the previously proposed constraints which
have relevance to rule incompatibility phenomena.
straints are constraints on rule application.

Most of the con-

The review will show

that none of the previous constraints can account for rule incompatibility phenomena sufficiently; the phenomena are beyond the reach of
the theory of generative grammar at the second stage.

Chapter 4 presents an explanation which can cover the full range
of rule incompatibility phenomena.

It will be argued that under the

asswnption of the free indexing theory, instances of rule incompatibility contain ambiguity in binding or have phrases not eligible to be
binders; thus, they are ruled out by providing certain constraints on
binding theory.

since binding theory operates at s-structure (cf.

Chomsky (l981a, p. 196», rule incompatibility phenomena are to be
handled at S-structure.

Such a treatment of the phenomena is part of

the theory of generative grammar at the latest stage.

The arguments

in Chapters 2-4 as a whole suggest that rule incompatibility phenomena
not only

~

be handled at S-structure, but also must be treated there,

because they can be handled by constraints on binding theory, but not
by any apparatus in the transformational component.
Chapter 5 discusses two theoretical problems related to rule
incompatibility phenomena.
straint.

One is concerned with the

~-island

con-

Some instances of rule incompatibility can be handled either

by a constraint on binding theory or by the

~-island

argument in this chapter shows, however, that the

constraint.

~-island

The

constraint

does not hold at all in an appropriate version of bounding theory. Therefore, rule incompatibility cannot be attributed to the !!!!.-island constraint, and alternatively must be ascribed to a constraint on binding
theory.

The discussion of the

~-island

constraint will strengthen

the claim that rule incompatibility phenomena must be handled at
s-structure (or, in the LF-component), and, at the same time, the claim

that the function of the transfm:mational component should be reduced,
since the component is no longer subject to the !!h.-island constraint.
The other theoretical problem to be discussed is the comparison

of the two indexing theories suggested by Chomsky (l98la):

the free

indexing theory and one which we will refer to as the simultaneous indexing theory (Le., the theory which claims that indices are assigned

to traces simultaneousl.y with the application of movement rules).

It

will be sha.m that the free indexing theory must be chosen to account
for rule incompatibility phenomena.

The choice of the free indexing

theory over the simultaneous indexing theozy supports the claim that
the transformational canponent should be reduced. because transformationa! rules are stripped of the task of assigning indices to traces.

Thus, the proposal for the trea'bllent of rule incompa'ti;bility
and. the discussions of the related theoretical problems all converge

on the conclusion that the function of the transfo.nnational component
is exceedingly limited, or not present at all.
Arguments in this study, especially those in Chapters 4 and
5, assume the GB-framework.

However, Chapters 2 and 3, and sane places

in Chapter 4, assUDle, as a theory of phrase structure, X-bar theory, in

particular

the v 4

system proposed by Nakajima (forthcoming a and b) •

The V4 system is useful in providing an answer to the problem of which
node or ....hich layer moved constituents are attached to; this problem
will become crucial in the fo:anulation of movement rules
tion of derived structures.

ana.

dete:rmina-

Therefore, readers need some familiarity

with the V4 system.

The rest of this chapter is allotted to a rough

sketch of the v 4 system.

A Background:

The v 4 System

The central claims of the v 4 system are that the category S

is the projection of lexical category V, and that the maximum projection of V is not v 3 , as Jackendoff (1977) claims, but v 4 •
Jackendoff (1977) for the argument for the first claim.

See
The second

claim is motivated by the syntactic behavior of adverbs, among other
tests.

Adverbs are classified, on the basis of the differences in their

syntactic behavior, into four groups.

The syntactic differences observ-

able among the four groups of adverbs can be accounted for in a principled way if we suppose that each group of adverbs belongs to a
different layer.

In order to place each of the four groups under a

different layer, the category S must be analyzed as consisting of
quadruple layers.
The highest layer, v 4 , dominates "non-restrictive" constituents,
such as sentential adverbs expressing the speaker's judgment, evaluation, or opinion <e.g., fortunately, surprisingly, happily, etc.) and
sentential appositive relative clauses.

The layer v 3 constitutes the

nucleus of a clause, and dominates the subject NP, Aux, and sentential
adverbs expressing probability of truth value (e.g., possibly, probably,
certainly, etc.).

The layer v 2 dominates "restrictive" constituents,

Le., constituents restricting the meaning of VP, such as adverbial
phrases expressing manner, accompaniment, time, place, etc.

The lowest

layer, vI, dominates the head of S, namely, V, and its complements.

Adverbial subordinate clauses also show various differences in
their syntactic behaviors, and, on the basis of such differences, are
classified into four groups.

The syntactic differences among the four

groups can be explained, again, by supposing that each of the four
groups of subordinate clauses belongs to a different layer.

The argu-

ment on adverbial subordinate clauses gives another support to the

v4

system.
The possibility of occurrence of given constituents differs
from environment to environment.

For example, sentential adverbs ex-

pressing the speaker's opinion may occur in independent declarative
clauses or embedded clauses under assertive predicates,l but not in
interrogative clauses, embedded clauses under non-assertive predicates,
or infinitival clauses; sentential adverbs expressing probability may
occur in all the above mentioned clauses, but not in gerundive constructions.

Since a given constituent is supposed to belong to a par-

ticular layer, the possibility of occurrence of a constituent gives a
crucial clue for deciding internal structures of each type of clause.
If, for example, a sentential adverb expressing probability, but not
a sentential adverb expressing the speaker's opinion, may occur in a
given type of clause, that type of clause is considered to comprise v 3
(Le., triple layers) because the sentential adverb expressing
probability is supposed to belong to the layer v 3 •

In this way, the

fallowing conclusion can be drawn as to the internal structures of

1.

Cf. Hooper and Thompson (1973)

I

and Hooper (1975)

sentential type constructions:

independent declarative clauses, and

embedded clauses under assertive predicates

consist of v 4 at their

maxi:mum; interrogative clauses, embedded -clauses under non-assertive
predicates, and infinitival clauses consist of v 3 ; gerundive constructions involve V2 ~

The conclusion as to the internal structures of sentential type
constructions makes it possible to explain why "root-sentence- phenomena
(of.

Emends 1970; 1976) occur only in restricted environments.

Root-

sentence phenomena such as topicalization, tag question, etc ~ can be
obse:cved only in independent declarative clauses or complement clauses
embedded under assertive-predicates (cf. Hooper and Thompson 1973)

~

This fact can be accounted for by supposing that the syntactic cpera-

tions producing the root-sentence phenanena apply to attach elements

to the layer v 4 •

Hence, the root-sentence phenanena are observable

only in the environments which may have tbe layer V4 •
As noted earli8%', the layer v 3 constitutes the nucleus of a

clause, and, accordingly, the layer V4 is out of the nucleus of a
clause.

'l'his hypothesis leads us to suppose that the layer V3 and V4

constitute. separate bounding nodes I in other words, the layer v 3 belongs

to one bounding node, and the layer v 4 belongs to another bounding
node: 2

(i)

2. The initial symbol is expanded as follows:
VU + COMP VD

Constituent ~ is rewritten into CQlP and the same constit'lJent
vn , where n is 3 or 4. The value of n cannot be specified uniformIy: it depends on internal structures of sentential constructions. PS rule (1) will incorrectly produce an infinite sequence

10

0: bounding

n~

This supposition enables us to account for many interesting problems.
For example. indeterminate elements (e.g., some) in v 4... constituents

do not alternate with indefinite elements

tence involves the negative
(6)

a.

To

t::.}

exam.

b.

(e.q_,~)

even if a sen-

morphem.e~

teacher's surprise, John did not pass the

(s adv)

He didn't tell the truth, which irritated { : : } of his

friends.

(appositive relative)

'" Of .complementizers, as was pointed out by Dick Oehrle and Adrian
Akmaj ian (personal communication):
(ii)

To exclude a sequence of cCIllPlementizers, we provide a surface filter
which prohibits juxtaposed complementizers (cf. Xuno's (1973)
Conjunction-Juxtaposition Constraint). Such a filter is independently
necessary to filter out sentences as in (iii):
(iii)
*For that John will attend to became evident is
.iJqportant.
b. "'That that John passed the exam. pleased his mother
was obvious.
?*That for John to attend the meeting is important
is quite clear.

u.

:!'ur't;!'I\l~,

t.o the l.l."{o!!r

~.4

~!1~

~,~ !~,~ ~i~

,:It.1INf:

"r,

"\"t1! el:!,,~ L

~ 'I1,UI;~I'tt. ~h,~:..o

~ubt~.rd,lnll.~C

t':\)ur.tG

.~t!

CL.l.QiSeS <ltt.:l.ched

:luo.:rd.Ln<l.te clauses

The missing subject 9htJnol'tUIIl1al1 L..l 'IT..\bJ,gct t:J the constraint that covert
subjects be commanded by t118 ,..lX:tecIilder:ts. 4

verbial

subordir.a,:~ Cl.J.T.l;5ii!:3 ,~:i!

Missing subjects in ad-

understood as identical to the subject

of the main clauses (':".<=.., the boxed NP in (5», •... hich is dominat.ed
under layer v 3 .

Gi ....en. ::..'1at the layer V 3 is a.bounding node, the subject

position in adverbial clauses attached to the layer ,/4 is out of the

3.

Cf. Langacker (l969) , Ross (1967).

4.

Cf. Jackendoff (1972).

12
CCIl:Illa..."1d domain of the subject of the main clauses.

Hence, the subjects

of t..i-)e adverbial clauses attached to v 4 cannot be missing.

!o!ore interestingly, the sUpposition that the layer v 3 as well
as

t..~

layer g4 constitutes a bounding node makes it possible to ex-

plain, in a principled way. why extraction from a complement clause

is possillie '",hen the ccmplement clause does not have any v 4 -constituent,
but is il:lpossible when the ca;nplement clause has some v 4 -constituent:
(al

a.

It was the

~

that John said that she had lost

_ _ in the park.

b. -It was the

~

that John said that unfortunately,

she had lost _ _ in tr.e park.

The ccmpleme:lt sente:tce of (Bb) indisputably consists of v 4 because
.:.t:. h.ls

<l V4 -constituent.

In order to extract the underlined phrase

alll: 0:: t.he conplement clause, WEi Movement rnust first move the phrase
1nto COM!? posltion
<ii<l~am

o~

the ccmplement clause.

Ho ...-ever, as is

cl~ar

from

(5). there .Jre t.wo bounditJ.g nodes between its original position

..md CCMP

pOc;L~i.On..

Thus,

~1.e

Subjacency Condition comes into play and

proh.t.blts WH Movement from moving the underlined phrase into COME' posit.J.on.

The derivCLtion<ll process has to cease at this stage; therefore,

no el.;ament.

CJIl

V 4 -Coflst-<.t.uen::.

be ext.acted out of a ccmplement clause when it has some

Though complement clauses under assertive predicates

h..l""8 the c.J.pac.l.ty for taking v 4 at their maximum, they may consist of
"/.3 -..rt.en tbe:t do nat <:antain any V4 -constituent.

Given that the comple-

ment clause of (803.) is an instance of v 3 I there intervenes only one
bou:::cing ::.:ode bet"M-een the COMP position and the original position of

13

the underlined phrase (cf. diagram (5).
does not violate the Subjacency condition.

Thus, the movement into COMP
The derivation proceeds

to the matrix clause, and ultimately derives the well-formed sentence
(Sa) •

The ideas presented above of the v 4 system will be crucial in
several places of the following chapters.

there without special justification.

They will be freely assumed

CBlIPTER 2

ROLE INCOMPATIBILITY PHENOMENA

This chapter presents data concerning ru1e incompat:i.l:ri.lity
phenomena and formulation of movement rules which are involved in

derivation of instances of rule incompatibility phenomena.

Rule incom-

patibilities are classified into four groups depending upon direction-

ality of movement rules and sorts of constituents to which rules apply;
(i) those where two leftward movement rules apply to different constit-

uents; (ii) those where two rightward movement rules apply to different
constitnents, (iii) those where one rightward and one leftward movement
rule apply to the same constituent or its part; and (iv) those where
one rightward and one leftward movement rul.e apply to different constituents.

We will refer to (i)

I

(ii),

(iii), and (iv) as RI-l, RI-2,

RI-3, and RI-4, respectively.
Movement rules will be fonnulated, along the theOl:y of genera-

tive grammar at the earliest stage, in te:r::ms of SD (structural descrj,ptien) and se (struc1::ura1 change).

Application of a rule is supposed

to produce a well-fonaed or grammatical sentence if the rule applies

to an input structure analyzable by the SD and changes it to an output
structure in accordance with its SC.

Conversely, application of a rule

produces an ill-formed or ungrammatical sentence i f the rule applies
to an input structure

!!2:!:.

as is dictated by its SC.

analyzable by its SD or it does not change it
Exemplification of rule inc:onpatibility
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phenomena in this chapter will show that though two (or more) rules

apply in accordance with their SD and se, they produce ill-fo:r:med sentences (Le., instances of rule incompatibility)

i

thus, the ill-formed-

ness of resultant sentences cannot be accounted for by SD and SC of
the rules involved.

To argue that rule incompatibility phenomena actu-

ally cannot be handled by SD and SC of rules, it is necessary to formu-

late SD and SC of rules precisely to some extent.

In the following

sections, a subsection is assigned to each rule participating in the
phenomena, and each subsection starts with the formulation of the rule,
and then turns to the exemplification of rule incompatibility involving

that rule and other rules.
Rule Incompatibility - 1

Leftward movement rules tend to be incompatible with one another
in derivation of one sentence.

It is not the case, of course, that

all the leftward movement rules are incompatible with one another.

The

rules which bring about RI-l, i.e., rule incompatibility between leftward movement rules, are the following;
Topicalization

(1)

b.

Left Dislocation

d.

WH Fronting

~Movement

Relativization
f.

Clefting
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Topicalization
Formulation.
(2)

The rule of Topicalization 1 converts (2a), to (2b):

John claimed that Tom hated Jane.

b.

Jane, John claimed that Tom hated

Topicalization may apply not only to the phrasal category NP. as in
(2) , but also to phrasal categories such as PP, AP, or Adv P, as in
(3) -

(5),

Bill said that Sue sent the book to Mary.

(3)
h.

(4)

To Maxy, Bill said that Sue sent the book _ _ "

(PP)

We know that you aren't mOJ:e intelligent than Einstein.

h.

More intelligent than Einstein, we know you

aren't

CAP)

George premised he will talk about the problem next week.

(5)
b.

Next week, George promised he will talk about the
problem

(Adv P) 2

These phrasal categories are analyzed, in the X-theory, as p3, A3 , and
Adv3 , respectively (cf _ Jackendoff (1977».
to the category S, too.

Topicalization can apply

However, Topicalization cannot do so if a

clause contains some v 4 -constituent (Le., some sentence adverbs, topica1ized phrases, or non-restrictive relatives).

Compare (6a), which

contains a v 3 S-adverb, with {6b}, which contains a v 4 S-adverb:

1. For the rule of Topicalization, see, among others, Ross
(l967) , Postal (197l), Emonds (1976).
2. See Gundel (1974, pp. 195-198) for the argument that Adverb
Preposing is an unbounded rule. We are not sure, however, that Adverb
Preposing is a kind of Topicalization.
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(6)

That Mary was possibly ahead, no one found out

h. *That fortunately I Mazy was ahead, no one fOWld

out
Thus, Topicalization can apply to clauses analyzed as v 3 , but not to
ones analyzed as v 4 •

If so, Topicalization can be generalized to apply

to phrases at level three cross-categorially, that is, x 3 •
Constituents which may undergo the application of Topicaliza-

tien must be under the dcmination of vI or v 2 .

That is, Topicalization

may apply to complements of verbs, and phrases under layer v 2 (e.g Ol
adverbs of place, time, acccmpaniment, instrument, etc.), but not to
phrases immediately under layer v 3 (e.g., subject NPs, S-adverbs expressing probability) :
(7)

I think that John probably put Mary's bracelet in the box

last week.
Mary' 5 bracelet, I think that John probably put

(8)

in

the box last week.

b.

In the box, I think that John probably put Mary's
bracelet

last week.

Last week, I think that John probably put Mary'

5

bracelet

in the box
d. *John, I think that

put Mary's bracelet in the box

last week. 3
*'Probably, I think that John

put Mary 1 s bracelet in

the box last week.

3.

(ad)

that is deleted.

is acceptable to some speakers if the complementizer
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Th'QS, Topicalization may apply to categqry X3 under the domination of

,; or v 2 •
Topicalization usually applies in the cycle of the: topmost S,
and moves phrases to the beginning of

senteDCes~

tion may apply in embedded olauses, too.

Haolever, Topicaliza-

Embedded clauses which allow

the application of Topicalization are restricted to clauses embedded

\lIlI:3er assertive predicates, 4 as in (9a); clauses embedded under nonassertive predicates or infinitival clauses, on the other hand, do not
allow Topicalization to apply in them, as in (9b) and (ge);
John said that Jane. he insulted

(9)

most.

b. *John resents that Jane, Tan insulted

most.

*sally longs for, Jane, Tom to insult _ _ •
Embedded clauses under assertive predicates as well as independent
declarative clauses are analyzed, in the v 4 system, as consisting of
v 4 at their maximum, whereas embedded clauses under non-assertive predicates or infinitival clauses are analyzed as comprising v 3 •

Given this,

the facts in (9) can be accounted for by stating that Topicalization
attaches a moved constituent to layer v 4 •

The sentences like (9b) or

(9c) are ill-formed because they do not have the layer which may receive
constituents moved by Top':calization.
PUtting the above observations together, Topicalization is defined to apply to category
layer v 4 •

!. represents
4.

x: under layer ~ or V2,

and move in it to

Hence, the rule is formulated as in (10), where the symbol
an essential variable (cf. Postal (1971):

Cf. Hooper and Thompson (1973).
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(10)

Topicalization

[v4 y -

V 2 Y - X3 - Yl - Y] - Y

[V 3 Y -

1.--.",.--'
SD;

sc:

2

3 + 1,

"'-----....-----'"'
4

2,

In the rule incompatibility phenomena involving Topicalization, no well-

formed sentences are derived even though Tapicalization applies to output structures of certain rules in accordance with formula (10).
Exemplification.

We begin the exemplification of RI-l by con-

sidering the relation of Topicalization to Left Dislocation.

The

following sentences are outputs of Left Dislocation:

(11)

a.

Maryi' John talked to her i about the serious problem for

h.

That booki • John gave iti to t-lary on her birthday.

a long time.

These sentences have two complements of the verbs, and Left Dislocation
has applied to one of them.
term in the SD of (10).

The other complement satisfies the third

Therefore, Topicalization should be able to

apply to this complement, producing well-formed sentences:
(12)

a-i. *About the serious problem j , Maryi , John talked to her i
_ _ j for a long time.
ii. *The serious problem j , Maryi' John talked to her i about
_ _ j for a long time.

b-i. *To Maryj' that book i , JaM gave iti _ _j on her
birthday.
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ii. *Maryj, that book i , John gave iti to _ _j on her
birthday.

However, the resulting sentences are ill-formed irrespective of
Topicalization applies to PP or NP.

whethe~

Hence, Topicalization must be con-

sidered unable to apply to output structures of Left Dislocation in
any way.

We now consider instances involving

zation.
(13)

~

Movement and Topicali-

The next sentence has two complements of the verb:
It is hard to put the vase on this shelf.

Tough Movement may apply to either of the two complements:
The vasei is hard to put - - i on this shelf.

(13')
b.

This shelf i is hard to put the vase on - - i "

These output structures of

~

Movement contain the other complement

of the verb, and the complement satisfies the third term in the SD of
Thus, the rule is expected to apply to this complement and

rule (10).

produce well-formed derived structures:
(14)

a-i. *This shelf j , the vase i is hard to put - - i on
--j"

iL *On this shelf j , the vase i is hard to put - - i

--J
b.

*The vase j , this shelf i is hard to put _ _ j
--i"

5~

Some speakers find that (14a-li) is better than (14a-i)
to some extent, but others find that both are ill-formed to the same
extent~
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Eowever. the result is contrary to e::-:pectatian.
~ant

Notice that the resul-

sentences are ill-fomed regardless of the positional order of

the constituents to which the two rules have applied:

in (14a) ,

~

Movement has applied to the first c<Eplement, and Topicalization, to

the second complement; conversely, in (14b), Topicalization has applied

to the first complement, and

~

Movement, to the second one.

As'

a result, in (14a). the pair consisting of the phrase moved by the first
rule and the gap left by it is "nested" in the pair consisting of the

phrase moved by the second rule and the gap left by it (henceforth,

we call this marmer of movement "the nesting manner of movement"); on
the

od~r

hand, in (14b), the pair consisting of the phrase moved by

the first rule and the gap left by it is "crossed" by the pair consisting of the phrase moved by the second rule and the gap left by it (we
call this manner of movement "the crossing manner of movement").
either case, the derived structures are
Topicalization is

in~ompatihle

In

ill-f~ed.

with CleE'l:.ing, too.

The next

s<:':'nt~ces are outputs of Clef~g:
(15)

a.

It was the book on philosophy that John gave _ _ to
Mary.

b-i.

It was Mary that John gave the book on philosophy

to
ii.

I t was to Mary that John gave the book on philosophy

Though these sentences can be properly analyzed by the SD of rule (10),
they cannot Wldergo the application of the rule:
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(16)

a-i. "'Mary, it was the book on philosophy that John gave

to
iL "'To Mary, it was the book on philosophy that John gave

b-i. *The book on philosophy, it was Mary that John gave

to _ _
ii. "'The book on philosophy, it was to Mary that John gave

Again, whether the two rules move the constituents in the nesting manner or in the crossing manner, the resultant sentences are ill-£ol:ll\ed.
Topicalization and Left Dislocation both move constituents to

the beginning of sentences.

If we give the name "conspiracy" to the

phenomenon in which two rules attempt to achieve "a conunon effect" (cf.
Kisseberth (1970)), the application of Topicalization and Left Dislocation in a sentence is a kind of conspiracy, because both rules at-

tempt to :'ichieve the common effect of moving elements to the same
sentential posit:ion.

On the other hand, Tough Movement and Clefting

move constituents to given positions 'other than initial one;

~

Movement substitutes moved constituents for the expletive subject

i:!.

in the matrix clause, and Clefting moves constituents to the position
between the string

.!!......~

and the following that-clause.

Topicalization and

~

Movement/Clefting are not in a conspiracy

relation.
~

Therefore,

In this respect, the -incompatibility of Topicalization and

Movement or of Topicalization and Clefting is different from

that ?f Topicalization and Left Dislocation.
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Rule incompatibility can be observed between Topicalization

and WE Fronting. too.

The next sentence is an output of WH Fronting:

To whom should we give this book _ _1

(17)

The direct object of this derived sentence meets the third term in the

SD of rule (10).

Hence, rule (10) should be able to apply to sentence

(17), but it cannot in reality:

(18) *This book, to whom should we give _ _ _ _2
In this sentence, Topicalization has applied to the direct object.

The

next sentences are different from (18) in that Topicalization has applied to PP or the object of a preposition:

"'Mary, what did you talk to _ _ about _ _ ?

(19)
b.

"'Mary, about what did you talk to _ _ _ _?

c. ??l'o Mary. what did you talk _ _ about _ _2
d.

*To Mary, about what did you talk _ _ _ _?

When Topicalization has applied to the object NP of the preposition,
as in (19a) or (l9b), the resultant sentences are undoubtedly illformed.

But, when Topicalization bas applied to the entire PP and WH

Fronting has applied to the object NP of the preposition, as in (l9c),
some speakers find the derived sentence better than (19a) or (19b),

thou~h

other speakers find it. ill-formed. 6

Even for the fo:r:mer group

6. Reinhart (1981, p. 626), for example, judges sentence (i)
ill-formed:
(il
*In Ben's office, who placed his new brass bed?
she eXplains the ill-formedness of sentence (19c) or (i) as follows:
"tUthin the COMP theory, it would be assumed that if there is a transformation of PP Preposing, the PP is moved into COMP position. Since
it is currently believed that there is only one COM!> position in the
sentence, this means that if a PP is preposed, the COMP is filled and
no ather constituent, such as a ~-word, can be moved into it."
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of speakers, however, (l9c) is worse than the sentences involving only
one of the two rules, such as To Mary, I talked about the problem or
what did you talk to Mary about?

Notice, moreover, that it is not the

case that Topicalization always applies more easily to pp than to :NP
in output structures of WH Fronting.

In (19d) too, Topicalization has

applied to PP, but the resulting sentence is still ill-formed. 7
Topicalization is incompatible

wit1~

Relativization, also.

This

is true both of restrictive relatives and of non-restrictive relatives:
(20)

a.

"£he boy who Mary presented the book to _ _ is my

cousin.
h. *The boy who the book Mary presented _ _ to _ _ is

my cousin.
(21)

John, who Mary presented the book to _ _ , is my cousin.
h. *John, who the book Mary presented _ _ to _ _ , is my

cousin.
preposing rules other than Topicalization also cannot apply in restrictive relatives:
(22) *The car which only rarely did I drive is in excellent
condition.
It seems, then, that t.:.'1e (b) -sentences in (20) and (21) might be accounted for by a constraint to the effect that no preposing rules can
7. In the vi system, the ill-forrredness of the sentences ill
(18) and (19) may be ascribed to another cause. Interrogative clauses
are considered to consist of v 3 ; therefore, interrogative clauses do
not have the layer to which Topicalization attaches the moved phrases.
Hence, Topicalization can never apply in interrogative clauses.
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apply in relative clauses.

However, the preposing rule used in (22)

can apply in non-restrictive relatives:
(23)

This car, which only rarely did I drive, is in excellent
condition.

Since non-restrictive relatives allow application of some preposing

rules, the said ban on

prep~sing

rules is not correct.

This means that

the incompatibility of Topicalization and Relativization must be as-

cribed to other constraints.
Left Dislocation
Formulation.

The following pair of sentences are considered

to be related by the rule of Left Dislocation: 8
(24)

JaM claimed that Tom hated Jane.
b.

Jane i , John claimed that Tom hated heri .

The derived structure (24b) is very similar to structures derived by
Topicalization, (lO), except that a pronoun is left behind in the original position from which a dislocated phrase is removed.

Moreover,

Left Dislocation is similar to Topicalization in that it applies only
in envirorunents which consist of v 4 , such as independent declaratives
or embedded clauses under assertive predicates, but not in environments
which do not have layer v 4 , such as embedded. clauses under nonassertive predicates or infinitival clauses:

8. See, for this rule, Ross (1967), Emonds (1976). As to arguments against this rule, see Riernsdijk and Zwarts (1974), Gundel
(1976), Rodman (1974), Chomsky (1977a), and Dik (1978).
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John i , he i never does anything right.

(25)
b.

I think that Johni

I

he i never does anything right.

*1 regret that Johni , he i never does anything right.

d. "'For Johni he i not to do anything right worried his
parents.
This fact suggests that Left Dislocation, like Topicalization, attaches
moved phrases to layer v 4
HOW'ever, Left Dislocation is different from Topicalization in

two respects.

First, Left Dislocation applies only to NP (or, N3 ) ,

and not to PP, AP, or S.

secondly, Left Dislocation, as is clear from

the examples in (25), may apply to the subject NP, an NP dominated un-

der layer v 3 .

These observations lead us to formulate the rule of Left

Dislocation as in (26):
(26)

Left Dislocation
[v 4 y -

[v 3 Y - NP - Yl - Yl
~

so:
se:

3 + 1,

Someone may claim that sentences like (27), alongside of (24b),
are instances to be handled by Left Dislocation.
(27)

As for Jane i , John claimed that Tom hated her i •

We ignore, for the present, this sort of sentence.

Rule (26) just

copies and moves an NP, without introducing the expressions st.;:;h -0:.5
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Exemplification.

We have seen in the preceding subsection that

output structures of Left Dislocation cannot undergo Topicalization;
cf. (lla-i), which is repeated as (28) below:
*About the serious prohlemj , Maryi' Jobn talked to heri

(28)

- j . for a long time.

Conversely, output structures of Topicalization also cannot undergo
Le~t

Dislocation.

The following sentence is an output structure of

Topicallzation:
About the serious problemi , Jobn talked to Mary - i for

(29)

a long time.

since the object NP of the preposition

.:!:2

satisfies the third teIm in

the SO of rule (26), rule (26) shoula be able to apply to this NP:
*Maryj' about the serious problemi , John talked to her j

(30)

- - i for a long time.

However, the resulting sentence is ill-formed.
(28) and (30), though both ill-fcmned, are different in two
respects:

in (28) , Left Dislocation applies before Tcpicalization,

whereas in (30), Topicalization applies before Left Dislocation; in
(28) • the topicalized phrase precedes the dislocated phrase, whereas
in (30), the dislocated phrase precedes the topicalized phrase.

Hence,

it is concluded that ap,Plication of Left Dislocation and Topicalization
always produce

ill-f~d

sentences, whatever the ordering of the two

rules, and whatever the positional order in which the two rules

~ove

the affected phrases.

Left dislocation cannot apply to output structures of

Movement, either.

The sentences in (31) are out:puts of

~

~

M.ovement:
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(31)

The sonatas are easy to play _ _ on this violin.

b.

This violin is easy to play the sonatas on _ _ "

Tough Movement has applied to one of the two complements of the verb
in the embedded clauses.

The embedded clauses still have another ccm-

plernent, and this complement meets the third term in the SD of rule
(26).

Thus, rule (26) should be able to apply to this complement r de-

riving well-formed sentences;
(32)

a. "'This violin j , the sonatas i are easy to play - - i on
it j •
b. "'The sonatas j , this violini is easy to play them j on

However, the derived sentences are ill-formed. 9
Left Dislocation is incompatible with Clefting, too.

The next

sentences are examples of the output of Clefting:
(33)

a-i.

It was with this magnifying glass that I looked for

the virus
ii.

It was this magnifying glass that I looked for the

virus with
b-i.

It was for the virus that I looked

with this

magnifying glass.
ii.

It was the virus that .L looked for

with this

magnifying glass.

94 These sentences are cited from Lakoff (1971, p. 263) with
slight modification.
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since these sentences can be properly analyzed by rule (26)

I

they should

be able to undergo rule (26):

a-i. '*The virus, it was with this magnifying glass that I

(34)

looked for it

ii. "'The virus, it was this magnifying glass that I looked

for i t with
b-i. *This magnifying glass, it was for the virus that I
looked

with it.

ii. "'This magnifying glass, it was the virus that I looked

for

with it.

However, the sentences resulting from the application of Left Dislocation are all ill-fonned.

Notice that in (34a), the two rules move the

phrases in the crossing manner, whereas in (34b), they move' the phrases
in the nesting manner.

The difference in the manners of movement of

the two phrases is irrelevant to the granunaticality of resultant sentences.

The same thing can be said about the instances involving

~

Movement and Left Dislocation, which we saw in (32).
We next consider the relation of Left Dislocation to WEi
Fronting.
(35)

The following are examples of the output of WE Fronting:
a-i.
ii.

b-i.
ii.

To whom did you talk

about that problem?

Who did you talk to _ _ about that problem?
About what did you talk to John

?

What did you talk to JOM abcut _ _?

These are all well-formed, and have NPs to, which Left Dislocation may

apply.

However, the application of Left Dislocation reduces the

acceptability:
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(36)

a-i. ??That problem, to whom did you talk.

ii.

about it?

??That problem, who did you talk to _ _ about it?

b-i.

*John, about what did you talk to him _ _ ?

ii.

*Jolm, what did you talk to him about _ _?

The sentences in (36a) are marginal,10 and those in (36b) are worse
than those in (36a).

The difference between (3Ga) and (3Gb) is that

in (36a), the two rules move the constituents in the nesting manner,

while, in (3Gb), they move the constituents in the crossing manner.
Thus, in these examples, the difference in the manners of movement plays
some role in differentiating the acceptability.

Left Dislocation and

WE Fronting are clearly incompatible when they apply in the crossing
manner, whereas they give rise to a "weak" rule incompatibility when

they apply in the nesting manner.
Rule incompatibility can be observed between Relativization
and Left Dislocation, too.

In -the next paired sentences, the (a)-

sentence is an output structure of Relativization, and the (b) -sentence
is an output structure of both Relativization and Left Dislocation.
(37)

The boy to whom i I gave the book - - i is here.
b. *The boy to whom i the book j , I gave itj - - i is here.

----10. The addition of such expressions as as-for to the dislocated phrases in (36) increases the acceptabilitY:(i)
As for that problem, to whom did you talk about it?
b.
As for that problem, who did you talk to about ~t?
c. ??As for JaM, about what did you talk to him?
d. nAs for John,. what did you talk to him about
?
But, as we will see soon, these dislocated phrases are not considered
as produced by the rule of left Dislocation.
The comparison of (36a) and (i) makes it clear, at the same
time. that those in (36a) are less than fully grammatical.
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The same point holds for non-restrictive relatives:
(38)

John, to Whom i I gave the book _ _ , is here.
h. *John, to whomi , the book j , I gave itj - i ' is here.

Thus, Relativization and Left Dislocation are incompatible with each

other in one clause.
Thus far, we have ignored dislocated phrases introduced by such

expressions as about,
(39)

~-for, ~-~,

concerning, etc:

As for the EUfel Tower r I want to visit it again some
day.

h. Concerning the treatment of PP, I would like to talk about
it with Joe.
We call this kind of construction the
~-~

"~-for

construction."

If the

construction is derived by Left Dislocation, the rule must not

only copy an NP, but also introduce such expressions as concerning,
~-for,

etc.

Hence, Left Dislocation would have to be a "structure-

building" rule, which is against the general prescription that transformational rules do not build, hut rather reduce, structures.
Moreover, the

~-for

construction allows NPs non-coreferential to any

phrases in the matrix sentence to occur in dislocated phrases:
(40)

a.

As for paris, I want to visit the Eiffel Tower again

b.

Concerning linguistic problems, I would like to talk

some day.

about the treatment of PP with Joe.
Sentences like (40) can never be produced by a copying rule, Le., Left
Dislocation.

Those two arguments have been often used as
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counterarguments to Left Dislocation (e.g., Gundel (1974), Rodman
(1974), Chomsky (1977a)

I

Dik (1978), etc.).

Dislocated phrases in the

~-for

construction show differences

from ones in the left dislocation construction produced by the rule
of Left Dislocation.

First, the occurrence of non-coreferential NPs

in the dislocated position is possible only in the

It is hard to emit the expression

~-for

~-for

construction.

or concerning from the sen-

tences in (40), and convert the sentences into the left dislocation
construction:
*Paris, I want to visit the Eiffel Tower again some day.

(41)

b. *Linguistic problems, I would like to talk about the

treabnent of PP with Joe.
secondly. the
Left

~-for

construction allows the application of

Dislocation, but the left dislocation construction does not:
(42)

a.

As

for Paris, the Eiffel Tower, I want to visit it again

some

b.

day.

Concerning linguistic problems, the treatment of PP,
I would like to talk about it with Joe.
*Jolm, Mary, he likes her. ll

(43)

b. *The treatment of PP, Joe, I want to talk about it with
him.

The

~-for

phrase and the left dislocated phrase in (42), however, can-

not be permuted with each other:

11.

This fact is cited from Postal {l971, p. 136 fn}.
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a. *The Eiffel Tower, as for Paris, I want to visit it again

(44)

some day.

b. *The treatment of PP, concerning linguistic problems, I
would like to talk about it with Joe.
Thirdly, and, most noteworthily in relation to rule incompatibility phenomena, while, as observed above, the left dislocation construction does not allow application of such rules as Topicalization,
Tough Movement, Clefting, or WH Fronting, the

~-for

construction allows

application of these rules:

a.

(45)

As for Paris, the Eiffel Tower, I would like to visit

_ _ again some day.

b.

(TOp)

As for the linguistics students I John is easy to get
along with

well.

(~)

As for Jim' 5 daughters, it is the eldest one that I like
most.
d.

(Cleft)

As for Chomsky' 5 books, to whom should we give syntactic
~

_ _?

(WH Front)

Of the three facts above, the first fact suggests that the association of a dislocated phrase with the rest of a sentence is looser
in the

~-for

construction than in the left dislocation construction:

in the left dislocation construction, an anaphoric relation is required
between an NP in the dislocated phrase and same NP in the rest of a
sentence,

while in the

is sufficient.

~-~ construction~

a pragmatic connectior:

The second fact indicates that an

~-for

phrase and

a left dislocated phrase occupy distinct positions, and that the "scope"
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of an

~-!££

vice versa.

phrase includes that of a left dislocated phrase, but not
If the formulation of the rule of Left Dislocation (26)

is correct, it must be supposed that an

~-for

is created in some posi-

tion out of layer v 4 , since a left dislocated phrase appears in layer

v 4 and the "scope" of a\'1

~-for

phrase is 'Wider tban that of a left

dislocated phrase.

Supposition is consistent with the first fact too:

it is because the

~-for phrase is out of layer v 4 that the association

between the
~-for

~-for

phrase and the rest of a sentence is loose in the

construction.

the third fact that

Furthermore, the supposition is compatible with
~-for

phrases can co-occur with preposed phrases.

Since ~-for phrases stand out of v 4 , their presence does not interfere
with application of the rules which move constituents within sentences

(Le., V4 ).

Thus, it is concluded that

~-for

phrases are generated

in some positions1 2 out of v 4 , and are distinct from dislocated phrases
produced by Left Dislocation.
A hybrid phrase of the

~-for

phrase and a left dislocated

phrase is a phrase accompanied by the expressions such as

~-for,

about,

etc., and containing an NP coreferential with some NP in a matrix
sentence:
(46)

As for this book, we should give it to Mary.

12.
a sentence.
(i)

possible positions are one in a layer above v 4 or one out of
Chomsky's (1977al PS rule, (i), reflects the former idea:

:§

+ TOP

S

In the light of the fact that as-for phrases are not related to
some particular elements in sentences,butto a whole paragraph or discourse, the second idea seems more feasible. We suppose that there
are some "discourse" rules which introduce elements related to a whole
paragraph or discourse. ~-for phrases are introduced by such a rule.
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The presence of this type phrases does not, generally, interfere with

application of the leftward movement rules.

However, the degree of

acceptability of resultant sentences seems to differ from rule to rule:
(47) a.

As for this book, to whom should we give it _ _,
(WH Front)

b. ??As for this problem, Mary is easy to talk about it to

--"

(~)

c. ??As for this problem, it was to Mary that John talked about
it _ _"

(Cleft)

d. ?*As for this book, to Mary, we should give i t _ _ "

(TOp)

*Tbe girl to whan as for the book, John gave it flunked

the class.

(ReI)

ConSidering the general property that transformational rules are not
structure-building. we might suppose that this sort of dislocated phrase
is also not produced by Left Dislocation.
sante kind as the

~-for

phrases in (39).

They are, rather, of the
If so, it is natural that

they can more easily co-occur with phrases preposed by the leftward
movement rules than dislocated phrases in the left dislocation construction can.

~Movement

~.

The rule of

~

Movement 13 relates (48a) to

(48b) :

13. As to argwnent for this rule, see Chomsky (1964), Rosenbaum
(1967) , Pastal (1971), Jackendoff (1972, 1976). Berman (1973), Akatsuka
(1979) L etc. As to argument against this rule, see Ross (1967), Partee
(1971) , Lasnik and Fiengo (1974), Oehrle (1979), etc.
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It is easy to visit Jim.

(48)
h.

Jim is easy to visit _ _ •

Tough Movement a.pplies not only to the direct object of a verb, as in
(48), but also to NPs in complements of verbs, or NPs in PPs under V2 :
(49)

a.

Mary is hard to talk to

about this problem.

(from PP under Vi)

b.

This problem is hard to talk to Mary about _ _ .

(from PP under VI)
This knife is tough to cut the salami with
(from pp under V2)

d.

Mary is hard to drive to Chicago with _ _ •

(from pp under V2)

This court is easy to play tennis in _ _ .
(from pp under V 2)
f.

Tuesday afternoon is tough to find a handball court on
(from PP under V2)

_ _ " 14

Thus, Tough Movement is formulated to apply to an NP under Vl or V2
and substitute it for the expletive

~

in the subject position of the

matrix clause:
(50)

Tough Movement
Y -

i::!:. -

~

-

AdjtoUgh - y -

[v2Y - NP - y] - y

~----.-c--"

SD: 1

sc: 1,

p. 29).

3

4,

3~

---..--.
5

~,

14. This example is cited from culicover and Wexler (1977,
But, some speakers find it not so good.
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Exemplification.

output structures of
plication of

~

We have seen in the first subsection that

~

Movement cannot undergo Topicalization;

Movement derives (Slal

r

ap-

and this derived sentence

cannot unde;l;"go Topicalization:

a.

(51)

The vase is hard to place

on this shelf.

b. *This shelf, the vase is hard to place _ _ on _ _ •

The situation does not improve even i f the ordering of the two rules
is reverSE.d.

Application of Topicalization first derives (S2a); though

the direct object NP of the verb in (S2a) meets the fourth term in the

SD of rule (50). rule (50) cannot subsequently apply to this Nl?:

a.

(52)

This shelf, it is hard to put the vase on

b. "'This shelf, the vase is hard to put _ _ on _ _ .

sentence (52b) is absolutely the sante as sentence (5lb).

The varia-

tion of the rule ordering may change the forms of structures derived
by the first rule, but application of the second rule ends up with deriving the same surface structures.
and

~

This means that Topicalization

Movement, irrespective of the ordering of them, derive the

same surface structures, which are ill-formed.
The same thing holds for the relation of
Left Dislocation.

When

~

~

Movement and

Movement is ordered before Left Disloca-

tion, the derivational process proceeds as in (53):
(53)

The sonatas are easy to play on this violin.
b. *This violin, the sonatas are easy to play on it.

And, when Left Dislocation is ordered before Tough Movement, the derivational pr=ess proceeds as in (54):
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This violin, it is easy to play the sonatas on it.

(54)

b. *This violin, the sonatas are easy to play on it.

The resuLting sentences, (53b) and (54b), are completely the same, and
both are ill-formed.

Tough Movement cannot apply to output structures of Clefting.

The following sentences are output structures of Clefting:
(55)

a.

It is Mary that it is hard to talk to _ _ about the

h.

It is the serious problem that i t is hard to talk to .

serious problem.

Mary about
Since these derived sentences have another NP under vI, they should
be able to undergo Tough Movement!
(56)

*It is Mary that the serious problem is hard to talk to

about
b. *rt is the serious problem that Mary is

~ard

to talk to

about
But, the application of Tough Movement renders the \'lell-fortned sentences in (55) ill-formed. as in (56).

Note that in (S6a), the two

rules have moved the phrases in the crossing manner, while in (5Gb),
they have moved the phrases in the nesting manner.

The two derived

sentences are ill-formed to the same extent.
Tough Movement is incompatible with WH Fronting, too.

To de-

monstrate that Tough Movement is in an incompatibility relation to WH
Fronting, however, we must first show that output structures of WH
Fronting are analyzable by

~

Movement, and then that Tough
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Movement ruwertheless cannot apply to them.

OUtput structures of WH

Fronting are, in most cases, accompanied by application of SubjectAUXiliary-Inversion, which puts an auxiliary in front of the subject
NP..

output structures of Subject-Auxiliary-Inversion cannot be properly

analyzed by

(i.e.,

!!)

cation of

~

Movement, whose SD specifies that the subject NP

precedes a copula.
~

Therefore, even i f the subsequent appli-

Movement to such derived structures produces ill-fonted

sentences, the ill-£onnedness should be ascribed to the fact that
~

Movement has applied to structures which did not meet the SO of

the rule.

Ill-formed sentences derived in this way are not 9f!IIlUine

instances of rule incompatibilities.
RI-l between

~

We will see real instances of

Movement and WB Fronting in the subsection dealing

with WE Fronting..
~

zation.

Movement cannot apply to output structures of Relativi-

The sentences in (57) are outputs of Relativization:

a.

(57)

The woman with whan it was hard to talk

about

intricate problems calmly was fired last month.
h.

The problem about which it is hard to talk with women

_ _ is concerned with equal opportunities for jabs.
The embedded clauses under the

~-class

another NP under the layer v l •

in. the SO of rule (50),
NP.

~

Movement should be able to apply to the

However, the application of

sentences;

of adjectives still have

Since this NP satisfies the fourth term

~

Movement derives ill-formed
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(58)

a.

*The woman with whom intricate problems are hard to talk

about

calmly was fired last month.

b. *The problem about which women are hard to talk with
_ _ is concerned with equal opportunities for jabs.
Hence, Tough Movement must be concluded to be incompatible with Rela-

tivization, too.

WH Fronting
Formulation.

The rule of WH Fronting relates underlying struc-

tures like (59a) to derived structures like (59b):
John claimed that Tom insulted who.

(59)
b.

Who did JaM claim that Tan insulted _ _?

Many proposals have been made as to the formulation of WH

Fronting.

We simply assume, along with, among others, Chomsky (1980;

1981a) , that WH Fronting moves

~-phrases

into COMP position at the

beginning of clauses: 15
(60)

WH Fronting

y-

=:l-y-t~!:!:.-X]-YJ-Y

COMP

so:

1

sc:

1,

4,

3,

\3,

15. In the v4 system, the symbol S between the first and the
second term is replaced by Vll , where n = 3 or 4. The value of n cannot
be determined unifo:rrnly, for the internal structures of clauses-differ
depending on the sorts of clauses. For example, the internal stract~<!s
of independent declaratives or embedded clauses under assertive predicates are supposed to consist of V4 ; those of interrogatives, infinitival clauses. or embedded clauses under non-assertive ·",redicates are
supposed to comprise v 3 . See Chapter 1, furthermore.
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This rough fozmulation is sufficient for the present pmpose, that is,
to discriminate genuine instances of RI-l :between WB Fronting and other
rules fran ill-fanned sentences resulting from a wxong application of
WH Fronting.

Exemplification.

of 'rOpicalization.

WH Fronting cannot apply to output structures

The follOWing sentences are output struct'llres of

Topicalizations
John, Mary talked with _ _ aboat that topic.

(61)
b.

With John, Mary talked _ _ about that topic.

That topic, Mary talked with John about _ _•
d.

About that topic, Mary talked with John _ _•

The application of WH Fronting changes those derived sentences into

Ul-fozmed sentences:
(62)

a-i. '*What, John, did Mary tallt with _ _ about _ _?
ii. *About what, John, did Ma%y talk with _ _ _ _,
b-i. *What, with John, did Mary talk _ _ about _ _,

ii. "About what, with John, did Mary talk _ _ _ _,
0-1. *Who, that topic, did Mary talk with _ _ about _ _,

i i . *With whom, that topic, did Mary talk _ _ about _ _?
d-L *Who, about that topic, did Mary talk with _ _ _ _?
Ii. *With whom, about that topic, did Mary talk. _ _ _ _,
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The ill-formedness of these surface structures is more evident than
that of the sentences resulting from the application of Topicalization

to outpu'c structures of WH Fronting (cf. (19».16
WH Fronting cannot apply to output structures of Left Dislocation, either.

The (a)-ser"tences below are derived structures produced

by Left Dislocation, and the (b) -sent,enees are derived structures re-

sulting from application of WH Fronting to the (a)_sentences: l7

His paper, John sent it to Mary.

(63)

b-i. *Who, his paper, did John sent it to _ _,

ii. *To whcm. his paper, did John sent it _ _,
(64)

Mary, John sent his paper to her.
h.

*What, Mary, did John send _ _ to her?

The (b)-sentences are evidently ill-formed (cf. note 16).

Next, let us see instances involving Tough Movement and WH
Fronting.

The sentences in (65) and (66) are output structures of

Tough Movement:
(65)

The book is easy to put _ _ on this table.
b.

This table is easy to put the book on _ _

0

16. In the v4 system, the ill-formedness of the sentences in
(62) is ascribable to another cause. The internal structure of interrogative clauses is supposed to comprise v 3 (cf. Chapter 1), and Topicalization attaches moved constituents to layer v 4 (cf. the formulation
of (10». '!'hus, interrogative clauses do not have a layer to which
topic:alized constituents are attached. The same explanation holds for
the incompatibility of WH Fronting and Left Dislocation, as well.
17. Of course, it is necessary to substitute appropriate whphrases for the full-fledged NPs in the (a) -sentences in order to derive
the (b) -sentences. This holds for all the examples in this subsection.
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(66)

a.

The car is easy to keep _ _ in this garage.

~.

This garage is easy to keep the car in _ _ "

These derived structures have an NP to which WH Fronting may apply.
The application of WH Fronting converts those sentences into those in
(67) and (68),

(67)

(*)Which table is the book easy to put _ _ on _ _•

b.

(68)

*What is this table easy to put _ _ on _ _•

a.

(*) Which garage is the car easy to keep _ _ in _ _,

b.

*Which car is the garage easy to keep _ _ in _ _1

The (b) -sentences, most speakers judge as ill-£cmned.

As to the Ca)-

sentences, some speakers feel they are evidently better than the (b)sentences, but others find them as ill-formed as the (a)-sentences. 18
In the

(a) -sentences, 1;:.he two rules move the constituents in the nesting

manner, whereas in the (b) -sentences, they move the constituents in
the crossing manner.

Hence, for the speakers who f.ind the (a) -sentences

are better than the (b) -sentences, the difference in the manner of move-

ment plays some role.

However, it seems that even for these speakers,

the (a)-sentences are "less than fully natural.,,1.9
18. :r owe the judgment of the sentences in (67) and (68) to
Chansky (l981a, p. 311). The representatives of the speakers of the
fozmer group are Bach (1977), Fodor (1978), Culicover and Wexler
(1977), and Kaplan and Bresnan (1980), and those of the latter group
are Kuno-Robinson (1972) and Chansky (1977a; 1981a).
19.

Cf. Fodor (1978).
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WE Fronting is obviously incompatible with Clefting.

The fol-

lowing (a) -sentences are output structures of clefting, and they cannot
undergo WE Fronting, as is clear from. the (b)-sentences:
(69)

a.

I t was the academic problem that John talked with Mary

about
b. *Who was it the academic problem that John talked with

about _ _?
(70)

a.

It was Mary that John talked with _ _ about the

academic proble..'l1.
h. *What was it Mary that John talked with
In this

about _ _?

case, the dif ference in whether the movement of the two phrases

is in the nesting manner or in the crossing manner does not affect the
acceptibility at all.
WH Fronting cannot apply to output structures of Relativization.
This is obvious frc:m the next derivation;
(7t)

a.

The problem [to which we must furnish a definite answer]

is concerned with our future.
h. *The problem [what answer to which we must furnish
_ _1 is concerned with our future.
However, (7lb) could not be ta'L:.en as a genuine instance of RI-l, for
the application of Relativization has filled the COM!? node with the
relative pronoun, and the structure derived in this way does not meet
the SD of WH Fronting, which requires the COMP node to be empty.
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Relativization
~.

The rule of Relativization derives relative

clauses as in (72b) from underlying structures like (72a):
The friend [1 spok.e to the firend] drove away.

(72)

b.

The friend. who I spoke to drove

a~..ay.

We assume that Relativization moves, into COMP position, a
phrase coreferential with the head NP of a relative clause, and changes

it to a relative pronoun by adding the feature (+!!!1 :20
(73)

Relativization

Y - NP i

-

[ [COMP~] - Y - NP i - y] - y

~
SD: 1

sc:

1,

2,

r~),

Exemplification.

4,

~,

The preceding subsections have illustrated,

as to most of the leftward movement rules in (1), that when Relativization is ordered before another rule (R i ), Ri cannot apply to output
structures of Relativization.

The reverse ordering of the two involved

rules produces the ill-formed sentences of absolutely the same form.
Hence, no lengthy argument is necessary to show that der ived sentences
resulting from some leftward movement rule and Relativization are all
ill-fonned.

We confine ourselves just to showing that the rule ordering

is irrelevant to the rule incompatibility phenomena.

In the following

20. Phrases to which the feature [+wh} is added need not be
realized as wh-phrases; they are realized aseither ~-phrases or
that.
-
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pairs. the (a) -sentences are output structures of given rules, which
are imperfect because Relativization must subsequently apply obligatorily to complete the derivation, and the (1::1) -sentences are output
structures of both the preceding rule and Relativization:
(74)

a.

The boy [!. the book, John gave away _ _ to the boy]

is here.

(Top)

b. 'JtThe boy [to whan the book, John gave away _ _ _ _I
is here.
(75)

a.

(Top + ReI)

The student

{.!. the problem, John spoke to the stadent

abau.t itl drove away.

(LD)

b. *The student [to whoIlI. the problem, John spoke _ _ about

it] drove away.
(76)

a.

(LD

+ ReI)

The table [!. those books were hard to put _ _ on the

table] was thrown away.

(~)

b. *The table [on which those books were hard to put
_ _] was thrown away.
(17)

a.

(~+

ReI)

The problem [what answer we should give _ _ to the

problem] is concerned with our campus life.

(WH Front)

b. '*The problem [to which what answer we show.d give
~

is concerned with our campus life.

(WH Front

+ ReI)

We have not seen insta.'l.Ces involving Cleftinq and Relativization
yet.

(78a) is an outpllt structure of Clefting, and this output structure

meets the SO of Relativization.

So, Relativization should be able to

apply to derive a well-fom.ed surface structure:
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(78)

a.

The student [.!::. it was about the trade situation that John

talked with the student _ _] flWlked out.

(Cleft)

h. *The student [with whom it was about the trade situation
that John talked _ _ _ _] flunked out.

(Cleft + ReI)

However, the resulting sentence (78b) is evidently ill-fanned.

Thus,

Relativization is incompatible with any leftward movement rules in (1).

Clefting

Formulation.

clefting is the rule which derives cleft sen-

tences like (79):
It was Mary that John gave the book to

(79)
b.

It was to Mary that John gave the book

Several processes suggest themselves as to derivation of Cleft
sentences. 21

However, we suppose, without any particular argument,

along with Chomsky (1977a; 1980), that the source of Cleft sentences

is distinct from that of pseudo-cleft sentences, and, along the line
of Pinkham and Hankamer (1975). that a clefted phrase is produced by
moving some phrase from an embedded sentence into the empty category
in a matrix clause.

The rule of C1efting is formulated, hence, to apply

to NP, PP, or Adv,22 and substitute it for the empty category in the
matrix sentence:

21. See, for example, Akmajian (1970), Chomsky (1970; 1977a} ,
Nakada (1973), pinkham and Hankamer (1975), Higgins (1974), Emends
(1976) .
22. The rule of Clefting may apply to Adv under certain conditions. see Nakajima (forthcoming a) for conditions under which Adv
can be clefted.
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(80)

Clefting

Y - it - be -

!. -

[S Y -

{~J - YJ

~
SD:

1.

se:

1,

4,

Exemplification.

- Y

'---v'--'
3.

0',

The position to which a phrase is moved by

Clefting is specified in the fozmulation of (80)..

Thus, the linear

order of a clefted phrase and a phrase moved by another rule (Ri) does
not vary depending on the ordering of the two rules:

if, in a. given

rule ordering, Ri moves a phrase to the left of the clefted. phrase,
then Ri moves i t to the same place in the other rule ordering too.

In

other words, the application of Clefting to output structures of Ri

produces ccmplete1.y the same derived structures as the application of
Ri to output structures of Clefting does..

The preceding subsections

have already shown that the application of one leftward movement rule· ~
to output structures of Clefting does produce ill-formed sentences.
Hence, we need not construct examples to show that the application of
Cle£ting to output structures of another rule also produces ill-formed

derived sentences..

Frcn the relevant examples of the preceding sub-

sections, the conclusion is drawn that Cleftinq is incompatible with
other leftward movement rules listed in (1).

Other Leftward Movement Rules
The list of rules in (1) enumerates some examples of leftward
movement rules, and does not exhaust all the leftward movement rules.
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Raising-to-Subject, for examaple, also moves constituents leftwards:
It seems that John has read this book.

(81)
h.

John seems

to have read this hook.

However, Raising-to-Subject does not bear the incompatibility relation

with the leftward movement rules in

(1).

In the following examples,

Raisint-to-Subject has co-applied with the rules in (1):

(82)

This book, John seems to have read.

h.

(Raising + Top)

This book, John seems to have read it.

(Raising + LD)

It is this book that John seems to have read.
(Raising + Cleft)

d.

Which books does John seem to have read?
(Raising

+

WH Front)

NP Preposing, a subrule of Passivization, is also a leftward
movement rule.

But, preceding application of this rule does not block

subseqUent application of the rules in (1):
(83)

a.

The dictionaries were presented to the foreign students.

b.

To the foreign students, the dictionaries were presented.

(NP Prep)

(NP Prep + Top) 23
The foreign students, the dictionaries were presented

to them.
d.

(NP Prep + LD)

It was these foreign students that the dictionaries were
presented to.

(NP Prep

+ Cleft)

23.
However, topicalization of NP in passive sentences is
not so good:
(i)
?The foreign students, the dictionaries were presented to.
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Who were the dictionaries presented to?
(NP Prep

+

WH Front)

Dative Movement, if a transformational rule, is another example
of a leftward movement rule.

This rule is also compatible with the

rules in (1):

John gave Harry this baok.

(84)
b.

This book, John gave Harry.

(Dative)
(Dative + TOp)

This book is fun to give Harry.
d.

(Dative +

It was this book that John gave Harry.

What did John give Harry?

~) 24

(native + Cleft)

(Dative + WE Front)

Thus, as noted earlier I it is not the case that all the leftward movement rules are incompatible with one another.
listed in

(1)

only those

show the rule incompatibility phenomena.

Rule Incompatibility - 2

Rightward movement rules are also likely to be incompatible
with one another.

Incanpatibility between two rightward movement rules

will be referred to as RI-2.
incompatible with one another.

Not all the rightward movement rules are
The rules participating in RI-2 are

the following:

24. Erteschik-Shir (1979, p. 457) gives a star to sentence
(84b), and Lasnik and Fiengo (1974, p. 550) find a sentence like (84c)
marginal. Thus, I took, in Nakajima (l98Ia), the position that Dative
Movement shows RI-I, or more appropriately, RI-3, which we will see
later, with other rules to a slight extent. However, the speakers with
whom I checked these sentences found them well-formed.
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(85)

PP Shift

b.

Heavy NP shift

Extraposition-fran-Qbject
d.

Extraposi tion-from-Subject

As with instances of HI-l, those of RI-2 are ill-fODlled.

But,

instances of RI-2 are generally less Wlacceptable than those of HI-I,
and judgment on acceptability is sometimes not so clear-cut.

HoWever,

it is still true that instances of RI-2 are obviously less acceptable
than sentences which have undergone only one of the rules in (85).

We

continue to assign stars if resultant sentences are less than fully
acceptable or clearly less acceptable than their underlying structures.
The rules in (B5) all move and attach constituents to the right

extremity of clauses.

A clause is supposed, in the v 4 system, to con-

5ist of four layers at its rnaxim'UlD, and each of the layers has its own
right extreme position.

Therefore, it tnUst be cl.arified, when the rules

are formulated, the extremity of which layer constituents are attached

to.

The problem of which layer moved constituents are attached to will

play an important role in several places in the following chapters.
To sett1e this problem, the consideration of the operations of VP Pre-

posing and

.P.2.

~

substitution is of much help.

VP Preposinq is the operation which preposes the constituent
VP {or,

~}.

In (86a), the underlined part is the

constituent~, and

it can be preposed by VP preposinq; on the other hand, in (87a)

I

the

underlined part is a mixture of constituents of Vl and of v 2 , and it

cannot be p:reposed without deriving an ill-formed sentence:
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(86)

a.

I expected. John would give the book. to Mary. and give

!:!;.
b.

~

her John did.

John predicted tht Jane wouLd talk about tbe secret to

'rom, and talk
(87)

~

!!=. ~ ~ Jane

did.

a. *John had an appointment to meet Mary at the gate of the
park. but meet her there John couldn't.

-----

b. *Ma.ry wished to play tennis every Friday, and
~

~!:!:

Friday she could.

From the generalization that VP preposing applies to the constituent

.J-.

it follows that i f a constituent postposed by a rightward movement

rule can be preposed together with a verb and its CQDple:ments, it has
been attached to layer

~

and is a constituent of

yl;

i f a postposed

constituent cannot be easily preposed together with a verb and its cemplenets, it has been attached to a layer above VI.

The operation of

VP preposing, thus, helps to distinguish the attachment to layer VI
from the attachment to other layers.
The pro-fOnD
a repeated v l

entire identical

if-,

~

.!2 is widely considered as a substitute for

(cf. Jackendoff 1977, p. 65).

if-,

!!2..!£

substitutes for an

as in (88a), and cannot substitute for a part of

leaving other parts of v l out of it, as in (S811):
(SS)

a.

John gave the book to Mary, and Too did!£, too.
(= gave the book to Mary)

b. "John gave the book to Mary, and Tom
(::::; gave the book)

~

.!!.2 to sally.
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E£ !2.

substitutes for a repeated Vi. leavmg constituents o£ V2 out

of it, as in {89a}; in this case too,

~ ~ is a substitute for ~ ~

However, when the v 2 -constituent in the second clause is

E9i

in contrast

with the one in the first clause,

E£!£ may

of v 2 • as in (8gb); in this case,

~!£. is a substitute not for vI,

substitute for the whole

but for V2 :
(89)

a~

John cut the cheese with a knife, hut TaR did

a saw.

h.

John cut the cheese with a bile, and Tom
(= cut

Constituents of

with

did~,

too.

the cheese with a knife)

~ always stand out of ~.§!2.J it is very hard to under-

stand the pro-form
(cf.

~

(= cut the cheese)

~!!2. as including non-contrastinq v 3-constituents

(90h»:

(gO)

a..

Jalm attended the meeting though students were prohibited

from participating, but Prof.. Anderson did not

~

!.2

though professors were required to participate. 25

<=
b.

attend the meeting)

John attended the meeting though students were prohibited

from participating, and TOlD. did
(=

~,

too.

attended the meeting)

Therefore, it is concluded that

~ !!£l.. must

substitute for vI, may sub-

stitute for v 2 , and cannot substitute for v 3 •

From this conclusion,

it follows that if a postposed contrasting constituent cannot stand out

25. See Nakajima (forthcaning a) for an analysis of adverbial
subordinate clauses from the viewpoint of layered-syntax.
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of

~~,

it has been attached to V\ if a postposed constituent can

stand out of

~ when

~ ~

when it is contrasting, and it is included in

~

it is not contrasting, then it has been attached to v 2 , and

if a preposed constituent cannot be included in
tached to V3 .

The operation of

~~

~~,

it has been at-

Substitution helps to distinguish

attachments to three different layers.

PP Shift

Formulation.

pp

shift relates sentences like (91a) to ones

like (9lb);

(91)

a.

John talked with the participants of the meeting about

b.

John talked _ _ about the topic enthusiastically with

the topic enthusiastically.

the participants of the meeting.
A constituent postposed by PP Shift cannot be easily preposed

together with a verb and its complements by VP Preposing:
(92) *I thought that John would talk about the topic enthusiastically with participants of the meeting, and talk about it
enthusiastically with them, John did.

This fact suggests that pp shift attaches a moved constituent to a layer
higher than vl.
in the pro-form

A constituent postposed by PP Shi.ft will be included
~ ~

when it is not in contrast with the corresponding

phrase in the preceding clause, and it can stand out of
is contrasting with the corresponding phrase:

~ ~

when it
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(93)

a.

John spoke about the secret yesterday to the girl who is

very talkative, and Bill did

:~,

too.

(=

spoke about the

secret yesterday to the girl who is very talkative)
b.

spoke about the secret yesterday to the girl who is

John

very talkative, and Bill did §.9. to the boy who keeps mum.
(=

spoke about the secret)

This fact tells us that the postposed phrase is a constituent of v 2
This conclusion is consistent with the one drawn from VP preposrng.
nence, we are led to conclude that pp Shift moves and attaches PP to

layer v 2 ;
(94)

PP Shift

Y -

[

v2

Y -

[

v1Y

- Y] - Y] -Y
- PP
'----,----'

SD:

SC:

1,

~,

3 + 2,

Formulation (94) states that the rule moves rightwards a PI' dominated
under v l and adjoins it to the arbitrary string immediately under v 2
Exemplification.

We start the demonstration of instances of

RI-2 by considering the relation of PP Shift with Heavy NP Shift.

The

following sentences are output structures of Heavy NP Shift:
(95)

Bill plays - - i on this violin of his brother's every
night [nocturnes composed by little-known musicians] i'
b.

He placed - - i in the newspaper in England last week
[an ad for his cottage in Hawaii] i'
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~ese derived sentences have a PP under VI.

Since this PP satisfies

the second teDl in the SD of rule (94), the rule should be able to apply
to the pp;
(96)

a. *Bill plays ---1. - j every night [nocturnes composed
by litt1e-Jmown musicians] i

[on this violin of his

brother's]j'
b. *He placed - - i - j last week [an ad. for his cottage
in Hawaii} i

[in the newspaper in England] j"

But, the derived structures are not so good.
pP

Shift is incompatible with Extraposition-from-object, also.

The next sentences are examples of the output of Extraposition-from.-

Object:
Mary contributed a review - i to a high-quality

(97)

journal o£ linguistics two weeks ago [of Chcmsky's new
book on binding theory] i .

b.

John gave a book - i to a student at ASu·without

charge (which discusses the current trend in philosophy] i '
Although these sentences are properly analyzed by the SD of PP Shift,26

the rule cannot apply to them without producing "less acceptable sentences:

26. As will be noted in the subsection dealing with
2
Extraposition-from-Object, an extraposed phrase is attached to V •
'l'hus, an extraposed phrase corresponds to the variable on the right
of pp in the fozmulation of (94).
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a. *Mary contributed a review - - i _ _j two weeks ago

(98)

[of Chomsky's new book on binding theor:y] i

quality journal

o~

[to a high-

linguistics] j '

b. *Jahn gave a book - - i _ _j without charge [which dis-

cusses the current trend in philosophy] i

Ito the student

at ASUlj.
Almost the same thing holds for Extraposition-from-Subject.

The following sentences are output structures of Extraposition-fromSubject;
A review - - i was sent to the editor of the magazine by

(99)

special delivery [of a book about French cooking] i .
b.

Many people - i came out to the theater showing

Japanese films [who were interested in something
Japanese] i .
These derived structures are not so good because Extraposition-from-

Subject is unlikely to move a phrase over complements of verbs.

How-

ever, the application of PP Shift reduces the acceptability of these
sentences further:
(100)

a. *A review - - i was sent _ _ j [of the book about
French cooking] i

[to the editor of the magazine] j'

b. *Many people - - i came out _ _j
in something Japanese] i

Japanese films] j •

[who were interested

[to the theater showing
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Thus, PP Shift is considered incompatible with Extraposition-framSubject, too.

(However, see the subsection handling Extraposition-

from-Subject.)

Heavy NP shift
Formulation.

Heavy NP Shift is the rule which postposes heavy

or lengthy noun phrases to the end of sentences:
{lOll

a.

John sent the book about the origin of language to Mary
by special delivery.

John sent _ _ to Mary by special delivery the book

b.

about the or igin of language.

A constituent postposed by Heavy NP Shift does not undergo VP
preposing:
(102) *John planned to send to Mary by special delivery the book

about the origin of language, but send to her by special
delivery that book he didn 't.
And, a constituent postposed by Heavy NP Shift will be absorbed into

the pro-form

~

..§£ when it is not in contrast with the corresponding

phrase in the preceding clause. while it can stand out of

~!!£

when

it is not identical to the corresponding phrase in the first clause:
(103)

a.

John threw into a wastebasket a letter which he received
from the professor, and Tom did §..£, too.

(=

threw into

a wastebasket a letter which he received from the
professor. )
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h.

John threw into a wastebasket a letter which he received
from the professor, and Tom did

picked up on the road.

~.

a bill which he

("" threw into a wastebasket.)

These facts argue that Heavy NP Shift moves and attaches constituents

to layer V2 .

paying attention to this point, we formulate Heavy NP

Shift as in (104):
(104)

Heavy NP shift

y -

[v2 Y -

[vi Y - NP - Y] - Y] - Y

~---......-'

SD:

SC:

1.

IJ,

3 + 2,

(104) is the same as the formulation of pp shift, (94). except for the

category of a constituent to which the rule applies_
Exemplification.

We have seen :in the preceding subsection that

output structures of Heavy NP Shift cannot undergo PP Shift.

posite rule ordering brings about the same result.

The op-

The following seD-

tences are output structures of PP Shift:
(105)

a.

Bill plays nocturnes composed by little-known musi,cians
- - i every night [an this violin of his brother's] i.

b.

He placed an ad for his cottage in Hawaii - - i last

week [in the newspaper in England] i·
Application of Heavy NP shift turns these well-formed sentences into
ill-formed sentences:
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(106)

a. >tBil! plays _ _j - - i every night [on this violin
of his brother' 51 i

[nocturnes composed by little-known

musicians] .'
J

b. *He placed - j - - i last week [in the newspaper in
England] i

[an ad for his cottage in Hawaii) j '

The sentences in (106) are the same as those in (96), which

are repeated as (107) below, in that they both have undergone Heavy
NP shift and pp shift; but they are different in the relative order

of the two postposed phrases:
(107)

a. *Bill plays - - i _ _j every night [nocturnes composed
by little-known musicians] i

[on this violin of his

brother's] .•
J

b. *He placed - - i """'"-----j lask week [an ad for his cottage
in Bawaii] i

[in the newspaper in England]

f

Some speakers find the sentences in (106) worse than those in (107).
As

is clear from the pairs of indices, the two rules, in (106), move

the phrases in a nesting manner, while in (107), they move the phrases
in a crossing manner.

Some instances of RI-l in the preceding section

have suggested that the crossing manner of movement derives worse sentences than the nesting manner of movement, and some people, based upon
such an observation, have proposed "the crossing constraint" (cf. Fodor
1978, Bach 1977, and Kaplan and Bresnan 1980).

However, the crossing

constraint does not account for the differences in acceptability between
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(106) and (107).

The reality is contrary to the prediction made by

the crossing constraint.

In the relatively better sentences of (107), the order of the
two phrases is the same as that in the underlying structures, namely,

the object NP precedes the PP.

Thus, it seems perceptually easier to

comprehend derived sentences retaining the underlying relative word-

order than ones missing it.

Heavy NP shift cannot apply to output structures of
Extraposition-from-Object, either.

The following sentences are output

structures of Extraposition-from-object:
(108)

a.

John gave Chomsky's book on binding theory to a student

- - i two \r;reeks ago [who knows very little about

linguistics] i '
b.

Mary sent a review of a new cookbook to a professor

- - i two days ago [who is teaching at a university
in Amsterdam] i .

The application of Heavy NP Shift renders these well-formed sentences
ill-formed:
(109)

a. *John gave _ _j to a student - - i two weeks ago [who
knows very little about linguistics] i

IChomsk".i'

5

book

on binding theory] j .
b. *Mary sent _ _j to a professor - - i two days ago
[who is teaching at a university in Amsterdam} i Ia review
of a new cookbook} .•
]
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Rule incompatibility can be observed between Heavy NP Shift

and Extraposition-from-Subject,

too.

This is clear from the comparison

of the (a) -sentences, outputs of one rule, with the (b) -sentences, outputs of the two rules:
(110)

a.?A story - i was told the kids of elementary school
yesterday [about a mystery of the cosmos] i '

h. *A story - i was told _ _j yesterday [about a mystery

of the cosmos] i [the kids of elementary school1 j '
(Ill)

a. ?Students - - i will flunk. this sort of mathematics test
without doubt [who do not study hard] i

b. *students - - i will flunk _ _j without doubt [who

do not study hard]. [this sort of mathematics test] .'
,

J

Thus, Heavy NP shift is incompatible with PP Shift, Extraposition-from-

Object, and Extraposition-from-Subject, respectively_

Extraposition-from-object
Formulation.

Extraposition-from-Gbject is the rule which sep-

arates, from the head of the object of a verb or a preposition, its
complement, and moves it to the end of a sentence.

Th:e sorts of com-

plernents to which the rule may apply are relative clauses, appositive
clauses, and PP complements:
(112)

a.

John picked up a hitchhiker who told many funny stories

on the road.
b.

John picked up a hitchhiker _ _ on the road who told
many fur.:..1.Y stories.
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(l13)

a.

The ambassador made the claim that world population has

h.

The ambassador made the claim _ _ yesterday that world

already outstripped the food supply yesterday.

population has already outstripped the food supply.
(114)

a.

The journal will publish a review of Chomsky's new book

b.

The journal will publish a review _ _ scon of Chomsky's

scon.

new book.
A constituent postposed by Extraposition-from-Object cannot

be preposed by VP preposing together with a verb and its complement:
(115)

a. "'Mary expected that the journal would publish a review

soon of Chomsky's new book, but publish one soon of it,
the journal didn' t.

And, a constituent postposed by Extraposition will be absorbed into
~ ~

when i t is not in contrast with the corresponding constituent

in the preceding clause: 27

27. The pro-form do so cannot substitute for the part of vI
when an extraposed phrase is "'in contrast with the corresponding extraposed phrase in the preceding clause:
(i) *John picked up a hitchhiker on the road who told many funny
stories, and Torn did so on the freeway who looked poor.
In this respect, the case OfEXtraposition-frorn-oBject is different
from the cases of PP Shift and Heavy N1? Shift. But, the ill-fonnedness
of (i) should not be ascribed to the supposition that an extraposed
phrase is attached to VI; this supposition is inconsistent with the
fact concerning VI? preposing. Rather, the ill-formedness of til should
be attributed to a constraint like (ii):
(ii) The complement of x is a constituent governed by x.
(Gueron 1980, p. 642)
The complement may be either a lexical item or a trace. In (i), the
complement of the object NP is not governed by the head of the object
NP on the surface structure. Thus, (ii) excludes (i) as ungrammaticaL
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(115)

b.

John picked up a hitchhiker on the road who told many

funny stories, and Tom did

~,

too.

(= picked up a

hitchhiker on the road wao told many funny stories:')
The fact concerning VP preposing suggests that an extraposed phrase
is attached to a layer above VI, and the fact concerning 'Q£ 2.2 Substitution suggests that it is attached to layer v l or V2 .

It must be con-

eluded, then, that Extraposition-from-object attaches moved constituents
to layer v 2 .

Based upon this conclusion, we formulate the rule as

follows:

(116)

Extraposition-from-Object

y -

[v 2 Y - { : \ - [NP Det - N -

{p; J ] - y]

- y

SD:

sc:

1,

!!',

3 + 2,

4

The adjunction of a moved complement to the string immediately under

v 2 guarantees the attachment of it to layer v 2 •
EXemplification.

It has been noted in the subsection dealing

with PP Shift that output structures of Exttaposition-from-Object cannot

undergo PP shift without deriving ill-formed sentences (c£.

(98)).

The

following derivations show that the reverse of the rule ordering derives
sentences with the different order of the two postposed phrases, but
the derived sentences are still ill-formed:
(1l7)

a.

Mary contributed a review of Chomsky's new book on
binding theory - - i two weeks ago [to a high-quality
journal of linguistiCS] i.
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b. "Mary contributed a review - j - - i two weeks ago
[to a high-quality journal of linguistics] i

new book on binding theory1 i '

(llB)

a.

[0£ Chomsky' $

(PP Shift + Ext-from-Obj)

Jalm gave a book which discusses the current trend in

philosophy - - - i without charge [to the student at
ASUl i ·

b. *John gave a book _ _j - - i without charge [to the

student at Mul i
philosophy] j '

[which discusses the current trend in

(PP Shift + Ext-from-Obj)

Notice, however r that a slight difference in acceptability is felt be-

tween these sentences and those derived in the reverse order of the
two rules (e.g. (9Sa) and (9ab): the fo:rmer group of sentences are

worse than the latter group of sentences.

This is clear from the com-

parison of (9Sa) and (117b), for example:
(9a)

a. "Mary contributed a review - - i _ _j two weeks ago
[of Chomsky's new book on binding theory] i

[to a high-

quality journal of linguistics] j'
(117)

b. "Mary contributed a review _ _j - - i two weeks ago
[to a high-quality journal of linguistics] i [of Chomsky' 5
new book on binding theory] j_

In

the relatively better sentence (i.e., (9Sa», the two postposed

phrases preserve theiI underlying relative order, while in the worse
sentence {i.e., (117b», the two postposed phrases have lost it.
the above suggested strategy is considered operative here too·

Thus,
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Extraposition-from-Qbject cannot apply together with Heavy NP
Shift.

We have alIeady seen tht Heavy NP shift caMet apply to output

structures of Extraposition-£:rom-Object (cf. (lOg)).
ordering does not improve the situation.

The reverse rule

The following sentences are

output structures of Heavy HE' Shift:
(119)

a.

John gave - - i to a student who 1cn.ow's very little

about linguistics two weeks ago [Chanslty's hook on

binding theory1 i '
b.

Mary sent - i to a professor who is teaching at a
university in lImsterdam [a review of a new cookbook] i '

Though these sentences can be properly analyzed by the SD of
Extraposition-from-abject, the rule cannot apply to these structures
without producing ill-fanned se.'1tences:
(120)

a. ilJohn gave - i to a student _ _j two weeks ago
[Chcmsky's book on binding theory] i

[who knows very

little about linguistics] j"
b. *Mary sent - - - i to a professor

[a review of a new cookbook] i

- : i two days ago

[who

i,':.. t~aching

at a

university in lmlsterdamJ j '
Extraposition-from.-object is incompatible with Extrapositionfrom-Subject. too.

The following are examples of the output of

Extraposition-from-Subject;
(121)

a. ?'rhree women - - i came into the room where J: was working all at once [who were wearing funny clothes] i.
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b. ?A review - - i will be sent to professors who attended
the Pisa lectures soon [of Chomsky's book on binding

For the reason noted earlier, these derived sentences themselves are
not so elegant.

But, the application of Extraposition-from-object seems

to reduce the acceptability of these sentences further:

(122)

a.

*Three women
[who

---,. came

into the roan

. all at once

~

were wearing funny clothes] i [where I was working] j"

b. *A review - - i will be sent to professors - j soon
[of Chomsky's book on binding theory] i

[who attended the

P isa lectures] j.

It is reasonable to suppose that the decrease in acceptability has come
from the application of the second rule to the structures which have
already undergone another rule ..
Extraposition-from-Subject
Formulation.

Extraposition-from-Subject is the rule which ex-

tracts and moves ...::.~~~rc;ts complements of subject phrases.

Like

Extraposition-from-object, this rule applies to relative clauses, ap-

positive clauses, or PP in subject phrases:
A woman who was wearing funny cl.othes came into the room.

(123)

b.

A woman - i came into the rOOlll [who was wearing funny

clothes] i.
(124)

a.

The rumor that John received bribes spread.

b.

The rumor ---:i. spread [that John received brjbes] i·
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A review of Chomsky's new book will cane out soon.

(125)
b.

A review -----:i. will come out soon [of Chomsky's new
book}i ..

A constituent postposed by Extraposition-from-Subject cannot
be p:r:eposed by VP Preposing together with constituents of

~.. This

holds for al.l sorts of extraposed constituents:
(126)

a. *John said that a woman would cane into the roan who was
wearing funny clothes, and come there who was wearing

fUlUlY clothes, one did.
b. 1cMary predicted that the rumor would spread that John

received bribes. and spread that John received bribes,
the

rtnnOr

did.

c.. *Mary expected that a review would come out soon of
Chansky's new book, and come out soon of it, a review
did.

A constituent postposed by Extraposition-from-Subject cannot be absorbed
into

~ ~

even if it is identical to the corresponding phrase in the

preceding clause, and it will stand out. of
with the corresponding phrase..

~!£.

when it is in contrast

This is, again, true of all the types

of extraposed constituents: 28
(127)

a-i. '*Though no adults would ride with John who knew him

well, kids would

~

.!£.

(In the sense of "ride with

John who knew him. well .. ")
28. However I
an Wlknown reason ..

(127b-ii) and (127c-ii) are very marginal for
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H.

Though nobody would ride with John who lmew just hlm,

people would

~

!2.

b-i. *The assumption interested me that

conclusion

~ ~I

ested me that

S

also.

S

~

is PP, and the

(In the sense that "inter-

is PP.")

S

H. ?Tbe asstunption interested me that
conclusion

C= ride with

who knew his brother.

is PP I and the

!2. also that COMP is P.

(=

interested

me)

c-i. *A man came into the room with blue eyes, and a wanan
~~,

teo.

(In the sense that "came into the room

with blue eyes.")

ii. ?A man came into the room. with a beard, and a woman
~~,

too, with blue eyes.

(=

came into the room)

The fact concerning VP Preposing suggests that extraposed phrases are
attached to a layer above ,;.; and the fact concerning ~ §£ Substitution suggests more specifically that they are attached to V3 •

Thus,

we formulate Extraposition-from-Subject as follows:
(128)

Extrapasition-frcm-Subject

Y -

[YJ In Det -

N -

{p~}l

- y]

- y

SD:

Traditionally, distinct rules of Extraposition have been proposed according to the sorts of constituents to which the rules apply,
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or the categories from which the rules extract constituents, say,
Extraposition of PP, Extraposition of Relative Clauses, or Extraposition
f.om NP, etc.

However, the facts in (126) and (127) indicate that

whatever sorts of constituents the rule of Extraposition may apply to,
extraposed constituents are all attached to layer v 3 when they are

extracted from the subject phrases.

Similarly, when extraposed constit-

uents are extracted from the object phrases, they are all attached to
layer v 2 •

The factor determining to which layer an extraposed constit-

uent is attached is not the sort of constituent to which the rule ap-

plies. hut the grammatical function of the phrase from which a
constituent is extracted.

If such distinct rules as Extraposition of

PP, Extraposition of Relative Clauses, or Extraposition from NP were
provided, they would" h"l ..,e to be formulated so as to attach affected
constituents to diffE,rent layers depending on whether they extract the
constituents from the subject phrases or from the object phrases.

More-

.over.. such a formulation of the Extraposition rules would miss the
important generalization that the rules attach extraposed constituents
to v 2 whenever they extract the constituents from the object phrases, and
to v 3 whenever they extract them from the subject phrases.

Therefore,

it is more appropriate to distinguish Extraposition rules according
to the grammatical functions of phrases from which the rules extract
complements.
Exemplification.

Turning to instances of RI-2, we have seen

that output structures of Extraposition-from-Subject cannot undergo
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other rightward movel\eIlt rules listad in

(as).. Sane of the examples

are repeated below for convenience:
(129)

a. *A review ----i was sent - - - j yesterday [of a hook
about French cooking]i [to the editor of the mag azinel j "

(Ext-from-Sub + pp shift)
h. *Students - - i will flunk - j without doubt [who do
not: study hard] i [this sort of mathematics test] j"
(Ext-from-sub + Heavy NP Shift)

c.. *A review - - i will be sent to professors - - o j soon
[of Chomsky's book on binding themy1i [who attended the

Pisa lectures] j"

(Ext-from-Sub + Ext-from-obj)

Given that Extraposition-f:com-Subject attaches moved constituents to
layer v 3 , these derived sentences will Dot

be

genuine instances of RI-2.

The ses of the other rules involved in tlle derivations of these sentences specify that the rules move constituents to the right extremity
of layer V2 ..

In the derived structures .in (129), the constituents a£-

fected by these rules are aligned to the right of the constituents
moved by Extraposition-from-SUbject.

This means that the constituents

a£fectad by the subsequent rules have been moved to the right extremity

of layer~:
(130)

v+"r\
.
Ext-from-Sub
rule X

1
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Hence, the ill-formedness of the sentences in (129) should be attrib-

uted to the fact that the subsequent rules have moved the constituents
in a way different from the one specified in their ses.

The reverse of the rule ordering constructs genuine instances
of RI-2 involving Extraposition-from-Subject.

The Cal -sentences in

(131) - (133) are output structures of PP Shift, Heavy NP Shift, and

Extraposition-from-Object, respectively; the application of

Extraposition-from-Subject renders these well-formed output structures
ill-formed, as in the (b) -sentences:
(131)

a.

A review of a book about French cooking was sent - - i
yesterday [to the editor of the magazine] i

~

b. *A review - j was sent - - : i yesterday [to the

editor of the magazine] i
cooking] j '
(132)

[of a book about French

(PP Shift + Ext-fram-sub)

Students who do not study hard will flunk - - - - i without
doubt [this sort of mathematics test] i.
b. *Students _ _ j will flunk - - i without doubt [this

,

sort of mathematics test],

["lho do not study hard} ,"
]

(Heavy NP shift + Ext-from-Sub)
(133)

A review of Chomsky's book on binding theory will be
sent to professors - - i soon {who attended the Pisa
lectures] i"
b. *A review _ _j will be sent to professors - - i
[who attended the Pisa lectures] i
binding theory} j.

[of Chomsky's book on

(Ext-from-Obj + Ext-from-Sub)
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The preceding rules move, in accordance with their SCs, the constituents to the right extreme position of layer v 2 , and the subsequent rule,
Extraposition-from-Subject, moves, in accordance with its

sc,

the con-

stituents to the end of layer v 3 . Therefore, as far as the 8Ds and ses

of the rules are concerned, the sentences derived in this way should
be well-formed.

However, the (b) -sentences in (131) - (132) are evi-

dently ill-formed. 29

Other Rightward Movement Rules
The list of (85) does not exhaust rightward movement rules.

For example, Agent Pastposing, a subrule of passivization, also moves
phrases rightwards.

This rule is considered to move phrases to

layer VI because a phrase postposed by i t can be preposed by VP Preposing:
(134)

John predicted that Sally would be assaulted by her old

boyfriend, and assaulted by him, she was.

29. Yet, it is still problematic whether these sentences count
as genuine instances of the rule incompatibility involving
Extraposition-from-Subject. As noted before, Extraposition-frorn-Subject
is unlikely to apply when VP has lengthy complements. Examples of RI-2
always contain VP with lengthy complements to which the rightward movement rules such as Heavy NP Shift, PP Shift, or Extraposition-fromObject may apply. Thus, even if Extraposition-from-Subject applies
alone, resultant sentences are not fully grammatical:
(i)
A review _ _ j was sent to the editor of the magazine
yesterday [of a book about French cooking] j '
b. Students _ _ j will flunk this sort of mathematics test
without doubt [who do not study hard] j.
A review - J will be sent to professors who attended the
Pisa lectures [of Chomsky's book on binding theory]j'
Only i f a plain difference in acceptability is felt between the (b)sentences in (131) - (133) and the sentences in (i), the sentences of the
former group count as instances of RI-2. However, the status of the
sentences both in (131) - (133) and (i) is not clear.
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Agent Postposing does not cause the rule incompatibility with the rules
listed in (85).

The (a) -sentences in (135) - (138) are output structures

of Agent Postposing, and they can undergo the rightward movement rules
in (85), as in the (b) -sentences:
A book was given to the girl by John.

(135)

b.

A book was given by John to the girl.

(Agent Post

+ PI' Shift)
(136)

a.

JaM was offered a good. job which he had wished to get
by his boss yesterday.

b.

Jolm was offered by his boss yesterday a good job which

a.

Mary

b.

Mary was given a present by John which was wrapped up in

he had wished to get.
(137)

(Agent Post + Heavy NP Shift)

was given a present which was wrapped up in paper

and tied with a string by Jalm.

paper and tied with a string_

(138)

(Agent Post + Ext-from-Obj)

a.

The rumor that John received bribes was spread by his

b.

The rumor was spread by his opponents that John received

opponents.

bribes.

(Agent Post + Ext-from-Sub)

Hence, Agent Postposing is ccmpatible with the rightward movement rules
listed in (85).
The following paired sentences also may be supposed to be
related by a movement rule: 30
30. See Postal (1971) and Ja~kendoff (1972) for the argument
that (139a) is more basic than (139b). However, see Gehrle (1981) also.
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John talked to MaXy about the problem.

(139)
b.

John talJced about the problem to Ma:ry.

Postal (1971, p. 203) proposes, as a rule relating these sentences,
the rule of Right-PE'-Drift.

If Postal's proposal is correct, Right-

PP-Drift is a rightward movement rule, and is considered to attach a
moved phrase to the layer vI, for a phrase postposed by this rule can
:be preposed by
pro-form

(140)

~~,

a.

Vp

p:r;eposing, as in (140a), and must be included in the

as in (14Ob):
John predicted that Mary would talk about the secret

to Tom, and talk about i t to him, Mary did.
b. *John talked about the problem to Mary, and Tem

~

!£

to Bally.
Rigbt-PP-Drift, i f a transformational rule, is compatible with the
rightward movement rules in (85).

Sentence (141a) has undergone only

Extra,position;"from-object, while sentence (14lb) has undergone both
Right-PP-Drift and Extraposition-from-Object:
(141)

a.

John talked to the girl about the problem yesterday who
is very familiar with it.

b.

(Ext-from-obj)

John talked about the problem to the girl yesterday

which was related to her to some extent.

(Right-PP-

Drilt + Ext-from-Gbj)
No clear difference in acceptability can be found between (l4la) and

(l4l.lJ).

This fact suggests that Right-PP-Drift is not .in the incampati-

bility relation with the rightward movement rules in (85).

Thus, i t
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must be concluded that not all the rightward movement rules are incompatible with one another, but only those listed in (85) show rule

incompatibility phenomena.
Rule Incompatibility - 3
The combination of one of the leftward movement rules in (1)

and one of the rightward movement rules in (85) creates the third sort
of rule incompatibility (Le., RI-3).

By RI-3, we mean the phenomenon

in which one leftward movement rule subsequently applies to a part
of the constituent moved by the first rule, deriving an ill-formed sur-

face structure.

RI-3 is different from RI-l and RI-2 in that RI-3 in-

valves one rightward and one leftward movement rule, and these two
rules apply to the same constituent or a part of it.

It has been assumed that rules are unordered; one rule may precede the other rule, or the former rule may follow the latter rule.

In

RI-I and RI-2, sentences resulting from the application of two given
rules are ill-fanned irrespective of the ordering of the two rules.
However, when one rightward and one leftward movement rule apply in
one sentence, a leftward movement rule is likely to "bleed" a rightward movement rule; that is, the preceding application of a leftward
movement rule is likely to derive a structure which cannot be an. input
structure to a rightward movement rule.

On the ather hand, a rightward

movement rule is likely not to bleed a leftward movement rule.

There-

fore, we will selectively take up instances in which a rightward movement rule applies before a leftward movement rule.

Such sentences will

be genuine instances of RI-3, because they are ill-formed in spite of
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the fact that two involved rules have applied in accordance with the
SDs and SCa in their formulae.

That

rightwa..~

movement rules are likely to be ordered before

leftward movement rules may be attributed to Williams's (1975) hypothe-

sis that each of the layers ccmposing a clause constitutes one syntactic cycle, and to the principle that transfo:rma.tional rules apply
from the bottom 1.U> (i.e., the pxinciple of the transformational cycle).

The rightward movement rules in (85) move phrases to layer v 2 or V3 •
Thus, they are supposed to apply in the cycle of v 2 or

VJ.

On the other

hand, the leftward movement rules in (1) move phrases to COMP position
or the next higher clause.

Thus, they are supposed to apply in the

cycle of the highest layer in a clause or in the next higher ciause.
The cycles in which the rightward movement rules apply are generally
lower than those in which the leftward moveDlED\t rules apply.

The prin-

ciple of the transformational cycle, then, intrinsically orders the
rightward movement rules before the leftward movement rules.
In the following, one subsection is prOVided for each of the

rightward movement rules in (85), and shows that output structures of

a given rightward movement rule cannot undergo the leftward movement
rules in (1).

PP Shift

The next sentences are related by PP shift;
(142)

John gave the book
b.

~ ~

yesterday.

John gave the book _ _ yesterday

~~.
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In (l42b) , the underlined

phrase has been postposed by PP

Shift~

While

the underlined pllrase in (142a) can undergo leftward movement rules,
the underlined phrase in (142b) cannot undergo them:
(143l

a.

Maryj' John gave the book to - j yesterday.

(Top)

b. *MaJ:yj' John gave the book - i yesterday [to - j 1 i "
cPP Shift + TOp)
(144)

a.

Mazyj' John gave the book to her j yesterday.

(LD)

b. '*Maryj' John gave the book. ----i yesterday [to herj]i"
(Pp

(145)

a.

shift + LD)

Maryj is tough to give the book to - j without charge.
(~

b. *Ma:ry j

is tough to give the book - - i without charge

[to _ _j] i '
(146)

a.

yesterday.

(PP shift

+

~)

.

that John gave the book to

It was Maryj

'--i

(Cleft)

b. *It was Maryj that John gave the book - - i yesterday
[to - j ] i.

(147)

a.

(PP Shift + Cleft)

WhO j did John give the book to - j yesterday?
(WH Front)

h. *Wh0j did John give the book - - i yesterday [to - j ] i7
cPP Shift + WE: Front)

Thus. phrases moved by PP Shift constitute a kind of "island" in the
sense of Ross (1967), and must be exempted from the subsequent applica-

tion of the leftward movement rules.
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Heavy NP shift

The following sentences are examples of those related by Heavy
NP Shift:

(148)

He repaired the roof of Mary's house yesterday.

b.

He repaired _ _ yesterday the roof of Mary's house.

In the derived sentence (14Bb), the object NP has been postposed to the end of the sentence.

While part of the direct object in

(148a) can be affected by leftward movement rules, part of the postposed object in (148b) cannot:

(149)

a.

Mary's house, he repaired the roof of - j yesterday.
(TOp)

b. *Mary's house j , he repaired - - i yesterday [the roof
of _ _ jl i ,

(150)

(Heavy NP Shift

+ TOp)

Mary's house j , he repaired itsj roof yesterday.
b. *Mary' 5 house j , he repaired - - i yesterday [its j

(LD)
roof] i'

(Heavy NP shift + LD)

(151)

a.

Mary's house j is easy to repair the roof of _ _j by
hand.

(~)

b. *Mary's house j is easy to repair - - i by hand [the
roof of _ _ j 1i '

(l52)

a.

(Heavy NP shUt + ~)

It was Mary's house j that he repaired the roof of
_ _j yesterday.

b. *It was Mazy's house j

(Cleft)
that he repaired - - i yesterday

[the rocE of _ _ j] i '

(Heavy NP Shift + Cleft)
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(153)

a.

Whose hOUS8 j did he repair the roof of _ _j
yesterday?

(WH Front)

b. *Whose hOUS8 j did he repair - - i yesterday [the roof
of _ _ j] i?

(Heavy NP shift + WH Front)

Thus, phrases postposed by Heavy NP Shift also must be exempted from
the subsequent application of leftward movement rules.

Extraposition-from-Object

The following two sentences are related by Extraposition-fromObject:
He repaired the roof of ~ house yesterday.

(154)
b.

He repaired the roof _ _ yesterday of Mary' shouse.

We have already seen above that the underlined NP in the underlying
structure (154a) can undergo application of leftward movement rules
(cf. the Ca) -sentences in (149) - (lS3) ).

In the derived structure

(154b), the PP including this NP has been postposed, and the NP cannot

now undergo the application of leftward movement rules:
(155)

a. *Mary's house j , he repaired the roof - - i yesterday
[of - - j ] i '

(Ext-from-Obj + TOp)

b. *Mary's house j , he repaired the roof - - i yesterday [of
itj] i.

(Ext-from-Obj + LD)

*Mary' shouse j is easy to repair the roof - - i by hand
[0£ _ _ jl i .

(Ext-from-Gbj +

~)

d. *It was Mary's house j that he repaired - i yesterday
[of _ _ j] i.

(Ext-from-Gbj + Cleft)

·,
e. '*Whose bouse j did he repair the roof - - - i yesterday
[of - - - j ] i?

+

(Ext-from-Clbj

WH Front)

In these examples, the sort- of extraposed complement is PP.

The rule

Bxtraposition-from-object may apply to other sorts of canplements as
well, that is, relative clauses or appositive clauses.

Extraposed rela-

tive clauses or appositive clauses also constitute islands, and disallow elements to be extracted frau them.

The point is clear frem the

following minimum examples:

(155)

f. *Which countries j did be make the claim -----:i. this

morning [that the U.S. should support - j ] i ?
g_ *Whatj did he see a lady - - i at the corner [who 'Was

wearing - - j ) i ?
Notice that since the caoplex NP construction has been dissolved in
the sentences of (155£, g), the ill-famedness of these sentences cannot be ascribed to the violation of, general constraints on movement
rules, sw::h as Ross's (1967) Cbmplex NP Constraint or Chcmsky' 5 (1980,
1981a, etc.) SUbjacency Condition.

Extraposition-from-Subject
. Sentence (15Gb) is derived from sentence (156a) by Extrapositionfrom-Subject:

(156)

A review of this book appeared in the journal.
b.

A review

appeared in the journal of this book.

The object of the PP in the subject position cannot be extracted though

the entire PP can be

extra~ted

more easily:
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(lS7)

a. *Which book did a review of

appear irr tbe journal?

b. ?Of which book did a review _ _ appear in the journal?

The ill-formedness of (ISla) might be aCCOWlted for by a constraint to
the effect that no rules can extract the object of a PP in the subject
phrase (cf. Chomsky's (1977b) Subject Condition).

The problem to be

explained is that if PPs in the subject phrase are extraposed, as in
(15Gb), they still disallow leftward movement rules to apply to elements
in them:

(158)

*This bOOk j , a review - - i appeared in the journal
[of _ _ j] i '

(Ext-fram-Sub + TOp)

b. *This book j , a review - - i appeared in the journal [of
itj]io

(Ext-from-Sub

+

LD)

*It was this book j that a review - - i appeared in the
journal [of - j ] i _

(Ext-from-Sub

+ Cleft)

d. *Which book j did a review - - i appear in the journal
[of

.J.?

-oJ

L

(Ext-from-Sub + WH Front)

Since the PPs from which the elements are extracted are not part of
the phrases occupying the subject position, the ill-formedness of these
sentences cannot be accounted for by a constraint such as the Subject
Condition.

The cause must be sought in some other places.

Extraposed relative clauses or extraposed appositive clauses,
as well as extraposed PPs, constitute an island:
(l59)

*What j did a lady - - i come in [who was wearinq _ _ j] i?
b. *What. did the rumor
]

--j]i?

. spread [that JOM committed

-,.
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At the derivational stage where WH Fronting applies, the complex NP

construction has been dissolved in (159), and the extraposed clauses
are not part of the complex NP construction any more.

Therefore, the

ill-formedness of these sentences cannot be attributed to the violation
of the Complex NP Constraint or of the Subjacency Condition.

Other Movement Rules
The preceding subsections might give an impression that phrases
moved by aIrf rightward movement rules cannot Wldergo any leftward move-

ment rules, or more generally, that phrases once moved by one rule cannot undergo any other rules.

But. this is not true.

As an example of a rightward movement rule other than those
in (BS). we have cited Agent Postponing.

Phrases affected by this rule

may undergo the leftward movement rules in (1):
(160)

a-i.

ii.

Who was John killed by _ _?
By whom was JOAA killed _ _1

(Agent Post + WH Front)

b-i. ?Sally i John was killed by
ii.

By Sally, John was killed

(Agent Post + Top)

The rule of There Insertion is another example of a rightward movement
rule.

There Insertion moves a subject NP to the :eight of a

~

verb,

and inserts the expletive there in the evacuated subject position;
(161)

a.

Two reviews of Chomsky's new book are in this vollJl'tle
of the journal.

b.

There are two reviews of Chomsky's new book in this
volume of the journal.
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A phrase affected by the rule There Insertion may undergo rightward
movement rules as well as leftward movement rules:

(162)

a.

There are two reviews _ _ in this volume of the journal

b.

Which books are there reviews of

[0£ Chomsky' 5 new book] •

the journal?

In all the above

(There Insertion + Ext)
in this volume of

(There Insertion + WH Front)

ex~les,

a rightward movement rule first ap-

plies, and then a leftward movement rule applies for the reason already
discussed.

There are, however, some cases where a leftward movement

rule first applies, and then a rightward movement rule applies.

Left-

ward movement rules whicli"may' apply before rightward movement rules
are NP preposing and Raising-to-Subject. 31

enumerated in the list of (I).

These two rules are not

Phrases affected by them may undergo

rightward movement rules:
[A book - j 1 i was publiShed - i [about binding

(163)

theory] j'
b.

(NP Pre + Ext-from-Sub)

[A book - j ] i seems - - i to be coming out $Gon
[about binding theory] j'

(Raising + Ext-from-Sub)

31. This rule ordering does not contradict with the intrinsic
ordering deduced from the principle of the transformational cycle and
the hypothesis that each layer constitutes a transformational cycle
(cf. p. 77). The sale rightward movement rule applicable to outputs
of these two leftward movement rules is Extraposition-£rom-Subject.
Extraposition-from-Subject, as well as the two leftward movement rules,
applies in the cycle of V3 . Thus, it is still possible to order the
leftward movement rules before Extraposition-from-Subject, without
violating the principle of the transformational cycle.
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'l'hus, it is not the case that any combination of a rightward movement
rule and a leftward movement rule gives rise to RI-:).

Only canbina-

tiona of a rule in (1) and one in (85) bring about RI-3.

Rule Incompatibility - 4
A combination of one of the rightward movement rules and one
of the leftward movement rules gives rise to the fourth kind of rule

incong;latibility, RI-4.

RI-4 is the same as RI-3 in that it involves

one rightward movement rule and one leftward movement rule, but is different from. RI-3, and rather sjmilar to RI-l and RI-2, in that the two
rules involved apply to distinct 9Onstituents.

While RI-I, RI-2, and

RI-J can be observed veq systematically, lU-4 is observed only within

a limited range.
Generally, output structures of rightward movement rules may
undergo subsequent application of leftward movement rules if the left-

ward movement rules apply to phrases other than the o:aes to which the
rightward movement rules have applied.

In the next pairs of sentences,

for example, the (a) -sentences are output structures of PP Shift, and
the (b) -sentences are derived structures result.ing frcm application
of leftward movement rules to the (al -sentences:
(164)

a.

John talked - i about that problem yesterday

b-i.

[About that problem] j' Jolm talked - i - j

[to his best friend} i.

yesterday [to his best friend] i.
ii.

That problemj , John talked - - i about - j yesterday. Ito his best friend] i.

(PP Shift

+

Top)
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(165)

a.

Jalm sent the books -----i. by ship [to his friend in
Lond on 1i "

b.

Whatj did John send - j - i by ship Ito his friend
in London] i?

(PP Shift

+ WR Front)

S:i.mil.arl.y, Extraposition-from-Object and one of the leftward movement

rules are ccmpatible with each other when they apply to distinct constituents in the same sentences.

(166a) is an output structure of

Extraposition-from-Qbject, and the sentences in (166b) are output
stxuctures resulting from application of this rule and one leftward

movement rule:
(166)

a ..

John gave a book ----i to Mary [which discusses the

origin of human beingS] i"
b-i.

[TO whan] j did John give a book - i ---.oj

yesterday [which discusses the origin of human
beings] i?

H.

Whoj did John give a book - i to - - j yesterday
[which discusses the origin of human beings1 i?
(Ext-from-Obj + ifH Front)

The same is true of Extraposition-from-subject.

One example will suf-

fice to show that this rule is compatible with a leftward movement rule _
when they apply to distinct phrases:

(IS7)

a.

A review

- - 4 appeared

~

the recant issue of the

journal [of Chcxnsky"S·book on binding theory]i"
b-L

[In which journal]j did a review - i appear - - - j

[of Chomsky's book on binding theory} i 1
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ii.

Which journal j did a review - - i appear in - j
[of Chcmsky's book on binding theory} i?
(Ext-fram-Sub

+

WH Front)

Therefore, it can be said that a rightward movement rule and a leftward
movement rule are generally compatible with each other when they apply
to distinct cor.stituents in the same sentence.

However # RI-4 occurs when the rightward movement rule is Heavy
NP Shift, and, moreover, leftward movement rules subsequently apply

to NPs in output structures of Heavy NP Shift.

Leftward movement rules

such as Topicalization, Clefting, WH Fronting, or Relativization may

apply either to the category NP or to the category PP.

These rules

cause RI-4 just when they apply to NPs in output structures of Heavy
NP Shift.

In (168) - (169), the (a) -sentences are output structures of

Heavy NP Shift, the (b) -sentences are derived structures resulting from
application of a leftward movement rule to PPs, and the {c)-sentences
are ones resulting from application of the same rule to NPs:
(168)

a.

John sent - - i to Bill yesterday [a book about
French cooking] i '

b.

['1'0 Bill] j' John sent - - i _ _j yesterday [a book

about French cooking] i '
*Bill j • John sent - - i to - j yesterday [a book about

French cooking] i '
(l69)

a.

(Heavy NP Shift + Top)

Jim told - - i to Mary last night [a story about his

grandfather] i '

BB

b.

[To whan1 j did Jim tell - - i - j last night [a story
about his grandfather] i?
'*Wh0 j did Jim. tell - i to - j last night [a story

about his grandfather] i?

(Heavy NP Shift + WE Front)

Heavy NP Shift is the sale rightward

~nt

rule which affects

the category NP, the other rightward mO\1ement rules affect categories

other than NP, such as PP or S.

Therefore, we can draw the conclusion

as to RI-4 that rightward and leftward movement rules are mcompatihle
in case they both apply to distinct phrases of the category NP.
this conclusion, it is predicted that

~

From

Movement is always incom-

patible with Heavy NP Shift because it applies only to NP.

This predic-

tion is borne out by (l7Ob):

(170)

a.

I t was hard to send - i to Sally quickly [a story

about John1 i '
b. *sallYj was hard to ~~nd ---;.i... ~ ~~ ~u~kly [a
story about John] i '

(Heavy NP shift +

~

Another leftward movement rule which affects only NP is Left
Dislocation.

This rule also cannot apply, with ease, to output struc-

tures of Heavy NP shift:
(171)

a.

John told - i to sally calmly [a stoIy about the
accident) i'

b. ?*Sally j , John told - - - i to her j calmly [a story about

the

~cx:ident] i '

(Heavy NP Shift + LDl
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Though (17lb) is evidently worse than (I7la) and never perfect, it seems
slightly better than other examples of RI-4, such as (168c) or (169c).

Judgment varies from person to person.
Furthermore, it is predicted that double object constructions
never allow a rightward and a leftward movement rule to apply together
to the two complements of the verb, because, in this type of construc-

tion, the two complements are always NPs:
Jam told his friend from. New York a story about his

(172)

grandfather last night.
b. ?*Who j did John tell _ _j - i last night [a story
about his grandfather] i?
c.

*What j did Jolm tell - i _ _j last night [his
friend from New York] . ?
1

The prediction is borne out by (172b) and (1.72c:).

However, sane

speakers find, as to (172b). that it is worse than (169b)

(where WH

Fronting has preposed not NP, but PP), though it is a little better
than (169c)

(where both Heavy NP shift and WH Fronting have applied

to NPs and a preposition is stranded).

It is still the case, however,

that (17211) is at best marginal, and less than fully grammatical.
both (172b) and (172c) can be regarded as instances of RI-4.

Thus,

CHAPTER 3

REViEW OF PREVIOOS PROPOSALS

Some instances of the phenomena described in the preceding

chapter have been noticed in the previous literature of generative
grammar I and some attempts have been made to account for the data.

This

chapter takes up scme of the hitherto proposed attempts, and reviews
how' they can, and how they cannot, handle the phencmena we saw in the

preceding chapter.

The review will reveal that most previous proposals

are either too weak. or too strong, and cannot handle the data in
Chapte:r 2 properly.
Rule incompatibility phenanena all involve two movement rules,

and their applications derive ill-fcmued sentences.

Thus, as for the

ways to account for the ill-£onnedness of resulting sentences, the following three ways suggest themselves:

(1)

a.

To impose a constraint on input structures to the second

b.

To impose a constraint on output structures of two rules;

rule (or, output structures of the first rule) ;

'1'0 i.q;)ose a constraint on the relation between two rules.

The first way, (a), argues that the first rule derives an out-

put structure, and if the output structure has a particular configuration, it cannot become an input structure to the second rule.

Therefore. the ill-for:medness resulting from application of the two
90
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rules can be explained by providing a constraint specifying the configuration which hlocks application of the second rule.
The second way, (b), argues that the application of the two

rules derives an output structure, and if the output structure has a
particular configuration, it must be excluded as an ill-fO%med surface
structure.

Therefore, the ill-formedness resulting from application

of the two rules can be explained by providing a constra.iJl.t specifying
the configuration which is ruled ill-formed.

The third way, (e)

r

argues that if two rules involved in the

derivation of one sentence are in a particular relation, they cannot
apply together.

Therefore, the il.l-formedness resulting from applica-

tion of the two rules can be explained by providing a constraint on
the relation of the two rules.

_=

01',,.

.~

".> .
Most of the previously proposed constraints fall under one of

_ _ " ".

these three categories.

We classify previous constraints according

to these categories.
Constraints on InPut structures
Constraints of the first category are those to the effect that
output structures of one rule cannot be input structures to subsequent
rules~

Hence, the constraints

m.ust contain at least the information

(a) that structures subject to them have Wldergone application of one
rule, and (tI) that the structures will block application of subsequent
rules~

OWing to (a), the constraints in question are of a different

nature from the constraints of "Ross's (1967) type, to which it is
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irrelevant whether structures subject to them have already Wldergone
application of some rules or not.

Culicover and Wexler I 5 Freezing Principle

First of all, we take up the Freezing principle proposed by
CUlicQver and Wexler (1977), and Wexler and Culicover (1980):

(2)

Freezing Principle
If a node X of a phrase marker is frozen, then no node

which X dominates may be analyzed by a transformation.

If the immediate structure of a node in a derived phrase
marker is non-base, then that node is frozen.
(Culicover and Wexle,£ 1977. p. 17)

The term "frozen" in (2) refers to a non-base-generable node which is
derived by a transformational rule.

Hence, structures subject to the

Freezing principle are supposed to have already undergone at least one
transformational rule (corresponding to information (a) above).

Struc-

tures containing frozen nodes block subsequent application of any rules
(corresponding to information (b)).
The Freezing Principle can deal with many instances of the rule

incompatibilities we saw in Chapter 2.

For example, the principle can

systematically handle the instances of RI-I

wh~re

at least one of the

two leftward movement rules applies to the object of PP.

When the node

VP dominates two complements, it expands as in (3a) or (3b):
(3)

a.

b.

V

~
NP

pp
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Structure (3a) is instantiated by sentence (4a), and structure (3b)

is instantiated by sentence (Sa):
(4)

JaM tells that story to Mary.

(5)

John talks to Mary about that story.
~

The application of the fixst rule, which is represented by
Movement in the following examples, derives (4b) from (4a)

and (Sb)

I

(5c) fran (Sa):

(4)

b.

Mary is hard to tell that story to _ _

(5)

b.

Mary is hard to talk to

0

about that story.

That story is hard to talk to Mary about _ _

Thea:! derived structures contain stranded prepositions.

0

In Culicover

and Wexler's theory, a PP dominating a stranded preposition is "pruned"

or erased by convention, then. the derived structures have such substructures as those in (6):
(6)

a~
V

NP

P

..-..-..

r-.r""

.-..

____

Since such sequences as V NP P, V P PP, or V PP P are not base-

generable under the node VP, the VP nodes dominating these sequences
are marked as frozen. I

(A box around the node indicates that the node

1. The account here follows Culicover and -"'exler' s (1977) explanation faithfully. However, in the latter half of their paper,
CUlicover and Wexler abandon the convention prWling, and alternatively
propose that "in the case where the constituent is actually removed,
the node can be frozen in principle" and that "pruning does not apply
to a frozen nonbranching node" (p. 28). This alternative brings about
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is frozen).

Thus. the Freezing principle pxedicts that the derived

structures involving the substructures in (6) are exempted fran subse-

quent application of any rules.
(Sc)

In fact, sentences (4b),

(Sb), and

cannot undergo any leftward movement rules any more:
(4)

b ' • *That staxy, Mazy is hard to tell _ _ to _ _

(5)

h'. *That story, Mary is hard to talk to _ _ _ _ _

0

0

c'. *Mary. that story is hard to talk to _ _ about _ _

0

Take, as another example, structures derived]:)y Heavy NP Shift.
CUlicover and Wexler (1977) assunte that Heavy NP Shift moves a consti-

tuent to the end of VP (or, VI), as in (7a), while we suppose, based
upon the argqnent in the second section of Chapter 2, that it moves
a constituent to the end of v 2 , as in (7b):
(7)

a.

bo

vl

(vP)

pp

NP

........-r---..

V

a quite different effect on (4b) and (Sb, 0) frOlll their original proposal. In (41:1) and. (Sb, 0), the object NPs of the PPs have been removed, and consequently, the PPS are marked frozen. Since the PPs
dominate only the prepositions and do not branch, the nodes PP are not
pruned, by virtue of too alternative convention. The constituent VP in
(4b). (Sb) .and (Sc) is supposed to have structures as in (i):
(i)

ao

~

bo

V NP ~
I
P

VP

V~P

co~
V

pp

I
P

~
I
P

As is clear from these diagrams, the VPs are not frozen. though the PPs
are frozen. It would be predicted, therefore. that it is possible to
extract. from the unfrozen Ws. the object NP or the object of the unfrozen PP. That this prediction is wrong is obvious from. {4b'}. (Sb') ,

and (sc').

The alternative makes a wrong prediction.
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In either analysis, the string of V PP NP cannot be generated 1JIlder

a single node by a ps:rule:

that is, in Culicover and wexler's analysis,

the string of vppl'""'\NP cannot be base-generated under the node v l , and
in our analysis, the string of J'f'NP cannot be base-generated under

the node ..;.

v l in

Thus, the node dominating such a string, i.e., the node

or the node

(7a)

v2

in (7b), is marked as frozen.

The Freezing

principle predicts that no transformational rule can apply to derived
sentences resulting fl:'cm Heavy NP Shift, like sentence (Sa):

a.

(8)

He contributed _ _ to that journal last week. a review

of Cbauky's new book.
The prediction is borne out by the fact that Topicalization, for example, cannot apply to the canplement of the postposed heavy NP nor

to

t1.1e

object of the pp;

(8)

b. *[Chansky's new bOok]j' he contributed - - i to that

journal last week [a review of - - j ] i .
*That journalj , he contdbuted - - i to _ _j last
week [a review of Chcmsky" s new book) i .

sentence (Bb) is an example of RI-3, and sentence (Be) is an example
of RI-4.

:In this way, the Freezing Principle can deal with SOOle of

the examples of RI-l, Rt-3, and RI-4 which we saw in Chapter 2.

However, the Freezing principle has a lot of defects.

The

principle, like other constraints, is defective in two directions:

the

principle is too strong in the sense that it wrongly excludes sentences
which are actually well-formed; it is too weak in the sense that it
cannot exclude sentences which are actually ill-formed.

Because the
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purpose of this chapter is to examine whether the previously proposed
constraints can handle the rule incanpatibilities presented in the preceding chapter I we will be mainly concerned, in the follCMing part,
with the arqument that the Freezing principle .is too weak to account
As to the arqu-

for the full range of rule incompatibility phenomena.

ment that the principle is too strong, see Iwakura (1981) ..
At the outset, recall sentence (4b ' ) , an instance of RI-I:
(4)

b'. '*That story. Mary is hard to tell _ _ to _ _

0

We have seen that the Freezing principle can account for the i11formedness of (4b') by supposing that the first rule (i .. e .. ,

~

Movement) applies to the object of PP and the second rule (i.e .. I Topi-

calization) applies to the direct object (hence, the structure cierived
by the first rule involves a frozen node, as in (6a».

However, if

the first rule does not apply to the object of pP. but to the direct
object, we get sentence (9a), which has a substructure like (9b):

(9)

a.

That story is hard to tell _ _ to MaJ:y

0

bo

Since the string of v-'PP is base-generable under vi (cf • .22 into ~
room), the node ~i in (9b) is not frozen.

Therefore, the Freezing

Principle does not prevent "a subsequent rule fran applying to the object
of PP..

(9)

In reality, however, this is not possible:

c. *Mazy, that story is hard to te1l _ _ to _ _

0
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The Freezing principle cannot aCcoWlt for this fact.

Completely the

same argument holds for other pairs of leftward movement rules listed
in (1) of Chapter 2 when one of the two rules applies to the direct

object and the other, to the object of Pl?

Thus, the failure of the

principle to acco1.lllt for (ge) is not accidental, but suggests a systematic defect of the principle with regard to RI-l.

Needless to say. the problem cannot be solved by taking recourse to extrinsic rule ordering.

For, the rule ordering in the deri-

vation of (ge) is absolutely the same as that in the derivation of
(4b'):

~

Movement is ordered before Topicalization.

If one attri-

butes the ill-formedness of (ge) to the violation of the rule ordering,
the ill-formedness of (4b') also should be attributed to its violation,
which results in invalidating Culicover and Wexler's explanation for
(4b') in terms of the Freezing principle.

To make the matter worse,

even if the ordering of the two rules is reversed, the resultant sentence is still ill-formed.

In (10). Topicalization applies first to

derive (lOb), and. then, Tough Movement applies to (lOb), deriving
(IOc) :
It is hard to tell that story to Mary.

(10)

b.

That story i' it is hard to tell - - i to Maxy.

(TOp)

*That story i ' Mary j is hard to tell - - i to - - J
(TOp

+~)

Thus, it is impossible to attribute the ill-£ormedness of sentence (9cl
to the violation of a particular extrinsic rule ordering (e.g.,
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~ Movement). 2 Notice, furtheJ:ID.ore,

Topicalization is ordered before

that the embedded VP in (lOb) is not frozen because the sequence of

V'"'PP is base-generable, so
object of the PP under the
principle.

~

application of Tough Movement to the

~frozen

VP does not violate the Freezing

The ill.-£o:anedness of (IOc), as well as that of (90), cannot

be accounted for either by the postulated rule ordering or by the
Freezing Principle.
The second systematic defect of the Freezing principle is that

i t cannot account for the incompatibility between Left Dislocation and

other leftward movement rules:
(11)

a.

John spoke to Mary about the serious problem last night.

b.

Maryi ' John spoke to her i about the serious problem last
night.

(Lri)

c. *The serious problem j , Maryi ' John spoke to heri about
- j last night.

(ID

+ Top)

Since Left Dislooation leaves a pronoun behind, i t does not freeze the

node to which it bas applied, but preserves the original structure of
the node.

The structure of the VP in (lIb) is exact.ly the same as that

in (lla):
(11)

d.

,;

v~~
~
I I
I
I
speak
to
{M:;I J about
the problem
p--

P

NP

2. Of course, the recourse to rule ordering is not Wexler and
CUlicover's position, since they explicitly state that "We assume, in
fact, that there is no explicit rule order ing" (1980, p. 2B1).
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Therefore, the Freezing Principle would not prevent a subsequent rule
from extracting the object of the second pp from the derived sentence
(1lb) as well as from the underlying sentence (lla).

In the case of

llTh), however, no extraction by any leftward movement rules is possible
(cf.

(l1e».

This fact concerning an instance of RI-l also cannot be

handled by the Freezing principle.
Thirdly, the Freezing Principle cannot aCCO'Wlt for RI-2 at
all.

The folladng derivation involves PP shift and Extraposition-

from-Qbject :
(12)

a.

Mary

contributed a review of Chomsky's new book to a

high-quality journal of linguistics two weeks ago.
b.

Mary contributed a review of Chomsky's new book - - i

two weeks ago [to a high-quality journal of linguistics] i"
(PP Shift)

*Mary contributed a review - j - - i two weeks 'ago
[to a high-quality journal of linguistics) i
new book] j •

[of Chansky' s

(PP Shift + Ext-from-obj)

The first rule, PP Shift, detaches the PP from. Vi, and attaches it
under v 2 :
(13)

v2

-------'~-~
~
Adv

PP

two weeks
ago

to the
journal

V

V

NP

I

~

contribute

a review of
Chomsky I s new book
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Since the string of V NP is undoubtedly base-generable (e£'
unicorn), the node vI in (13) is not frozen.

~ ~

Thus, the Freezing

Principle would allow the second rightward movement rule (Extraposition-

from-Object in (12»

to extract some element from the node ~. 3

How-

ever, such extraction is, disallowed in reality (cf. (120».

Again, a change in the rule ordering does not activate the
Freezing principle.

In the following derivation, Extxaposition-from-

Object is ordered before pp Shift:

(14)

a.' Mary contributed a review of Chcmsky's new book to a high-

quality journal of linguistics two weeks ago.
b.

Mary contributed a review - - i to a high-quality
journal of linguistics two weeks ago [of Chomsky's new
book] i '

(Ext-from-Obj)

*Mary contributed a review - - i _ _j two weeks ago
[of Chomsky' 5 new book] i
linguistics] j'

[to a high-quality journal of

(Ext-from-Obj + PP Shift)

Since the first rule, Extraposition-from4:>bject, does not affect the
structure immediately Wlder vI, its application does not freeze the
node vI:
(15)

-=~

two weeks
ago

contribute

a review

~

of Chcmsky I s
new book

to a journal

3. Notice that the second rule moves a constituent to v 2 , not
out of v 2 . Therefore, it is the node vI, but not V2, in regard to
which it is important whether a node is frozen or unfrozen.
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Therefore, the Freezing Principle would allow PP Shift to detach the
pp from the node vI.

However, it cannot do so in reality ..

Thus, re-

gardless of the ordering between two rules, the Freezing principle can-

not account for the incompatibilities between two rightward movement

rules.
Now we turn to instances of RI-3.

We have already seen that

the Freezing principle can account for the instances of RI-3 which involve Heavy NP Shift as a rightward movement rul.e.

Other examples of

rightward movement rules are PP Shift, Extraposition-from-object, and

Extraposition-from-Subject.
Chapter 2)..

PP Shift moves a PP frcm

~

to

y2

Ccf.

Thus, the node v 2 which has undergone PP Shift is supposed

to have a structure like (16):
(16)

The node PP is

base-qenerabl~ under

'Ii

because such adverbial PPs as

manner, means, instrument, accompaniment, etc. are generated under v 2
(cf. Jackendof£ 1977, p. 60) ..

considered unfr:)zen..

Therefore, the node v 2 in (16) must be

Nevertheless, the object of PP under v 2 cannot

be preposed:

(17)

a.

John fought - - 1 in the park [with the rascal] i.

b. *The rascal j , John fought - i in the park

[with - j ] i.

(PP shift

+ Top)
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(18)

a.

Mary gave the book - - - i yesterday [to Tanlio

b. *Who j did Mary give the book - - i yesterday
[to

.] .?
-:J •

{PP Shift

+ WH

Front)

The ill-forrnedness of the (b) -sentences cannot be acco1,;illted for by the
Freezing Principle; more generally I the principle cannot handle the instances of RI-3 when the involved rightward movement rule is PI? Shift.

Next, let us consider the instance of RI-3 where Extraposition
is used as a rightward movement rule.

The following sentence is an

output of Extraposition-from-Object:
(19)

I sold a book - - i to Bill [about automobiles] i '

Though Wexler and CUlicover assume without any argument that extraposed
phrases are attached to VP (or. VI) , as in (20a), the argument in
Chapter 2 indicates that they are attached ,to V2 I as in (lOb);
(20)

a.

v'

V

~---Nt'
PI?
Pl?

I~~~

sold

a book

~

to Bill

about automobiles

b.

v2

------~

~~~
sold

a book

~i

to Bill

/3~

about automobiles

Whichever structure one may adopt, the node dominating the extraposed
PP is not forzen, for the node PI' C';;"'''l be generated, by ps rules, either
under v l

(e.g., talk.!:£

~ about the~) or under V2 (e.g., ££
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i! with

enthusiasm

~

the

~ ~ ~).

However, no element can be

extracted from extraposed phrases:
(21)

a. *Automobiles j , I sold a book - - i to Bill [about _ j l i "
b. *It is automobiles. that I sold a book
. to Bill
J
---,.

[about - - - j I i '

Hence, Wexler and Culicover are compelled to grant that the Freezing
Principle carmot handle such examples (1980, p. 336).

defect of the principle, i:(hey.

~troduce

'1'0 correct this

another principle, called the

Raising principle:
(22)

Raising Principle (RPJ
If a node

~

is raised, then no node that

~

dominates

may be used to fit a transformation.
(Wexler and Culicover 1980, p. 143)

The notion raise in (22) means to move upward some constituents from

one cyclic node (Le.,

S and

NPl to another cyclic node.

Since the

extraposed phrase in (20) is raised from the embedded cycle (the object NPl to the inclusive cycle (the entire 5), the Raising principle
prohibits any transformations from applying to the extraposed phrase.
wexler and culicover notice that the phenomena to be handled by the
Freezing Principle and those to be handled by the Raising Principle
are homogeneous.

So, they suggest, in nates, that the two sorts of

phenanena should be collapsed as a single phenomenon by expanding the
notion of "frozenness" in such a way that "a node is frozen if (a) its
immediate structure is nonbase or (b) it has been raised"

(po 542).

The collapse of the two principles into a single principle, however.
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does not seem adequate because the notions "non-baseness" in Ca) and
"raisedness" in

(b)

do not share any relevant properties, and, hence,

do not form a natural class.

The seeming unification is, in fact,

merely the enumeration of the two heterogeneous principles.

At any

rate, it is certain that the Freezing principle cannot account for the
homogeneous phenomena uniformly without expanding the notion of
"frozenness" in an unnatural way, or without OOilig corrected by

another principle.
the Raising Principle itself is dubious.

Incidentally,

In

the (a) -sentences below, the 'LUlderlined NPs are raised from the embedded sentences to the main sentences.

Thus,

the Raising Principle

would predict that the raised HE's or their parts cannot be affected
by any transformations.
[~] i

(23)
b.

However. they can be:

is easy to please - - i "

Maryi' she i is easy to please - - i "
[~ book about French cooking] i

(24)

seems - - i to be

appearing soon.
b.

[A book- j ] i seems - - i to be appearing soon
[about French cooking] j '

Finally, we discuss wbether the Freezing principle can handle
instances of RI-4 well.

It has been noted that the principle can ac-

count for the ill-formedness of (8c). an instance of RI-4, in the following way:

the application of Heavy NP Shift produces a substructure

like (25) 7 since the node v 2 is f:cozen .• the Freezing Principle correctly
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prohibits a subsequent rule (TopicaHzation in (8e»

from moving out

any element from v 2 ;
(8)

c. *That journalj , he contdbuted - i . to - j last week
[a reivew of Chomsky's new book} i '

(25)

However, Topicalization (and some other leftward 1IlOI1eDIeIlt rules) may
apply to pp as well as to NP, and when the ru1e applies to the PP in
(25), the resulting sentence is well-famed:
(26)

'1'0 that joornalj , he contributed - - i - j last week

[a review of Chansky's new book) i '
The Freezing principle cannot account for the difference .in acceptability between (8e) and <,26). because, in both cases, the phrases are
equally extracted from the frozen node.
Hence, the Freezinq principle has relevance to RI-l, RI-3, and
RI-4.

But. it has, at the same time, defects with respect to RI.-I,

RI-2. RI-3, and RI-4.

Iwakura's Extracted Element Constraint
As an alternative to the Freezing Principle. IWakura (19Bl)

proposes the Extracted Element Constraint (ESC);
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(27)

The Extracted Element Constraint

No rule can move constituent leel
to position X or Y in the structure:

where

(ll 1 or 2 contains :!:i' or
(ii)

Here.

~,

1 contains

lj

and 2 contains Y j.

.§., and y are arb! trary categories I and

~i

is the trace of

~i.

Constraint (27) makes reference to traces, which means that a structure
subject to this constraint must have already undergone at least one
movement rule.

Therefore, this is a constraint applicable to input

structures to the second rule.

Constraint (27) is a compound of two heterogeneous constraints,
EEe (il and EEe (ii).

EEC {il is nothing more than a refonnulation

of Pinkham's Once-Moved constituent constraint {namely, an extracted

element becomes an island to further extraction); 4 hence, it prohibits
subsequent rules from moving a part of a constituent moved by preceding
rules.

EEC (ii) prohibits rules from moving a constituent across the

constituent moved by preceding rules or the trace left by them.

Con-

stituents to which subsequent rules are prohibited from applying are
different in (i) and (ii): in the case of (i), once-extracted constituents; in the case of (ii), constituents intervening between anceextracted constituents and their traces.

Thus, EEC (i) and EEe (ii)

are of different natures.

4.

Pinkham and Hankamer (1975, p. 439).
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The EEC can handle some of the rule incompatibilities discussed
in Chapter 2, but' not others.

stances of RI-l.

We start the review by examining in-

The four sentences in (29) are all instances of RI-l.

They are all derivable on the hypothesis that Tough Movement and 'l'opi-

calizatian are unordered, and they exhaust all the possibilities in

which the two rules may apply to the two NPs in the underlying structure (28):
(28)
(29)

It is hard to talk to John abo1,!t that problem.
*That problem j , Jalmi
_ _ j"

(~+

is hard to talk to - - i about

Top)

h. *John j , that problem! is hard to talk to _ _j about
--i.

(~+ Top)

*Johni , that problem j is hard to talk to - - i about
_ _ j"

(TOp + ~)

d. *That problem i , JOhn j is hard to talk to _ _j about

--i'
In

(TOp + ~)

(a) and (b), Tough Movement precedes 'I'opicalization while in (e)

and (d), Topicalization precedes Tough Movement; in Cal and (d). Tough
Movement applies to the object of the

~-pp,

and Topicalization applies

to the object of the about-pp, while in (b) and (c),

~

Movement

applies to the object of the about-pp, and Topicalization applies to
the object of the

~-PP.

Though the pair Cal and (d) and the pair (b)

and (c) end up with the same surface structures respectively, the
assigrunent of indices is different in the paired sentences.

Index

is given to the elements affected by the first rule. and index

.i

~

is
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given to the elements affected by the second rule.

The difference in

the assignment of indices is important for the EEe.

Of the four i11-

formed sentences in (29), the ill-formedness of (al and (e) can never
be accounted for by the EEC, more specifically, by BEC (H).

For, in

the underlying structures :immediately before the application of the

second rule, the phrase with index

i

does not appear between the phrase

moved by the first:rule (Le., the NP with index!J and its trace (i .. e.,

the trace with index i:); therefore, the underlying structures do not
JOOet the configuration specified in (27), and accordingly, are not
blocked by EEe (i.i) from undergoing the second rule..

The remaining

two structures, (b) and (d), also cannot be accounted for by EEC (H)
as it stands, because EEe (ii) specifies that a trace is to the left
of a moved phrase, and in the underlying structures of (b) and (d) immediately before the application of the second rule, the traces appear
to the right of the moved phrases.

We may extend the interpretation

of EEC (ii) in such a way that the terms above 1 and 2 are in the
mirror-image relation; a trace may be to the left of a moved phrase
or to the right of it.

Such an extension seems natural in the light

of the fact that EEe (i) also states that a trace may be to the left
of a moved phrase or to the right of it.
EEC (ii) in this broad sense.

We henceforth interpret

Given such an interpretation of EEC (ii),

sentences (b) and (c) can now be accounted for by EEC (ii) , because
their underlying structures immediately before the application of the
second rule meet the configuration specified in (27).

However, in

order for EEC (ii) to account for (b), Tough Movement must be
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extrinsically ordered before Topicalization.

And, in order for EEC (ii)

to account for (dl, Topicalization must be extrinsically ordered before
Tough Movement.

Those two extrinsic orderings are contradictory.

To sum up, on the hypothesis that the two rules are unordered,
sentences (a) and (e) are derivable, and EEe (ii) cannot account for
the ill-formedness of these sentences; on the hypothesis that the two
rules are extrinsically ordered, EEe {ii} could aCcoWlt for the i11-

formedness of sentences (b) and {dl; but the contradictory ordering
is needed.

Absolutely the same argument holds for other instances of

RI-l produced by other combinations of two leftward movement rules.

The EEe is concerned with movement rules which leave traces
behind.

Thus, the EEe cannot apply to Left Dislocation, which does

not leave a trace behind.

However, as demonstrated in Chapter 2, Left

Dislocation is similar to other leftward movement rules with regard
to the rule incompatibility phenomena.

Output structures of Left

Dislocation cannot become input structures to other leftward movement
rules:
(30)

Maryi' I gave that book to her i .

(LD)

b. *That book j , Mary i , I gave _ _ j to her i .
(31)

That problemi , I talked to Mary about i ti •

(LD

+ Top)

(LD)

b. *To whom j , that problemi , did you talk _ _j about itj?
(LD

+

WH Front)

since the (a)-sentences do not have traces, but

p~onouns,

to the right

of phrases which will be -affected by the second rules, these sentences
do not meet the configuration of (27).

EEC (ii), therefore, does not
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block the second rules from applying to the phrases between the left

dislocated phrases and thell:' pronominal counterparts.
We consider RI-4 before RI-2 and RI-3.

in case a rightward movement rule applie

RI-4 takes place just

to one NP and a leftward move-

ment rule applies to another NP; it does not occur when at least one
of the two rules involved applies to PP.
parison of (32a) and (32b) below:

This is cleaz from the CODl-

in both cases a righ1:'"ard movement

rule, Heavy NP Shift. applies to the direct object NP; but while in

(32a), a leftward movement rule, Topicalization, applies to the NP
within the PP, Topicalization in (32b) applies to the PP; the last point
causes a difference in acceptability:
(32)

a. *That journal j , John contributed - - i to _ _j last
week [a paper on binding theory] i'
b.

To that journal j , John contributed - - i _ _j last
week [a paper on binding theory] i'

In order for the EEC to account for this difference, it must be assumed

that the dot't.ed parts in category

£

of (27) cannot be null, namely,

category .@. is not exhaustively dominated by Q., but properly included
in

5:- 5

We call this assumption "the inclusion condition on the EEC."

This condition makes it possible for EEC (ii) to apply only to (32a)_
However, the inclusion condition on the EEC causes a new problem to instances of RI-l.

The (b) -sentences are examples of RI-l:

5. It is clear from his paper that Iwa\ura makes this
assumption.

III
(33)

a.

That problemi

is hard to tell - - i to Mary.

b. *Mary j ' that problem i is hard to tell - i
(Tough

(34)

to

(~)

---oj'

+ Top)

Mary i is hard to tell that problem to - - i '

(Tough)

h. *That problem j , Mary i is hard to tell _ _j to - i '
(~+Top)

In (33), the first rule applies to the first complement of the verb,

and the second rule applies to the second complement.

We have already

seen that the instances of RI-l derived in this manner of rule applications cannot be bandIed by EEC (ii), because the underlying struc-

tures (Le., structure (33a) in the derivation of (33b»

do not meet

the configuration specified in the EEC, and, consequently, are not

blocked by EEe (ii) from undergoing application of subsequent rules.
In (34), on the other hand, the first rule applies to the second com-

plernent of the verb, and the second rule applies to the first complement.

The underlying structure (34a) seems to meet the configuration

in constraint (27), because the phrase to be affected by the second

rule intervenes between the phrase moved by the first rule and the
trace left by it.

However, the second rule applies not to part of the

intervening phrase, but to the entire NP.
(34b) is different from

~hose

in (29».

vents EEe (ii) from coming into play.

(In this respect, sentence
The inclusion condition pre-

Thus, once the inclusion condi-

tion is imposed upon the BEC, the EEC would be unable to handle even
the case$ which seemed covered by it.
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In connection with RI-4, compare (35) and (36):
(35)

a.

It was hard to tell - - i to Mary [the story about the
complicated problem] i .

(Heavy NF)

b. *Mary j was hard to tell - - i to - j [the story about
the complicated problem] i"
(36)

(Heavy NP +

~)

a.

It was hard to talk - - i about the story [to a girl

b.

The storyj was hard to talk - - i about _ _j

of five years] i'

(Pp shift)

girl of five yearslio

(PP shift

[to a

+~)

While (35b) is an example of RI-4, (3Gb) is not.

The sale syntactic

difference is that while the first rule has applied to NP in (35b),

it has applied to PP in (3Gb).

In both underlying structures,

(35a)

and (36a), the phrase to be affected by the second rule intervenes between the phrase affected by the first rule and the trace left by it.

And, the second rule, in both cases, applies to part of the intervening
phrase.

Hence, as far as the conditions incorporated in the EEC (in-

eluding the inclusion condition) are concerned, (35a) and (36a) are
completely the same.

Nevertheless, the applicability of the same second

rule is different between them.

This difference cannot be accounted

for at all by the EEe.
We now turn to instances of RI-2.

EEC (ii) can account for

the ill-formedness of (37b) because its underlying structure, (37a),
meets the configuration of constraint (27):
(37)

a.

Mary put - - i on the shelf which John installed [a

vase with a variety of flowers] i '

(Heavy NF)
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b. *Mary put - - i on the shelf _ _j
variety of flowers] i

[a vase with a

[which John installed] j"

(Heavy Nfl + Ext-from.-Obj)

However, the explanation is possible only on the supposition that
Heavy NP Shift is ordered before Extraposition-from-object.

On the

hypothesis that rules are unordered, Extraposition-from-object may apply
before Heavy NP Shift;
Mary put a vase with a variety of flowers on the shelf

(38)

- i yesterday [Which John installed] i '

(Ext-from-Obj)

h. *Mary put _ _j on the shelf - - i yesterday [which
John installed} i
(Ext-£ram-Dbj
In

+

[a vase with a variety of flowers]j .
Heavy NP)

this ordering too, the ill-formed sentence is produced.

But, since

the underlying structure (38a) does not meet the specification of the
EEe, EEe (ii) cannot handle (3ab).

The same thing is true of other combinations of two rightward
rrovement rules.

EEC

(ii)

can account for the ill-formedness of sen-

tences resulting from applications of two rightward movement rules only
i f it is guaranteed that the first rule applies to the first complement

of the verb, and the second rule applies to the second cOlllplement;
(39)

a.

Mary contributed a review - - i to a high-quality
journal of linguistics last week fof Chomsky's new book
on binding theory] i .

(Ext-from-Qbj)
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b. -Mary contrilluted a review - i

---:i last

Chansky' s new :book on binding theory] i
journal of linguisticslj"
(40)

a.

week [of

[to a bigb-quality

(Ext-£rom-Obj + PP Shift)

Bill plays ---:i. on this violin of his brother· severy

night [a nocturne composed by a little-known musician] i .
(Heavy RP)

b. *Bill. plays - - i - - - j every night [a nocturne ccanposed
by a litt1e-known musician]i [on this violin of his

brother'sI

r

(Heavy NP +

pP

Shift)

However, if the rule ordering is reversed, and, accordingl.y, the first

rule applies to the second complement of the verb and the second rule
applies to the first complement, then derived structures resulting fran
the first rule do not meet the configuration of (27), as in the {alsentences of (41) - (42) below.

Thus, EEC (ii) would predict that the

second rule may apply to another complement of the verb, deriving wellformed surface structures;

(41)

a.

Mary

contributed a review of Chomsky's new book on

binding theory - - i last week [to a high-quality journal

of linguistics] i '

(PP Shift)

-b. *Mary contributed a review _ _j -----i last week [to
a high-q1.la.lity journal of linguisticsJ i

new
(42)

book. on binding theory1 j.

[of Chomsky's

(PP Shift + Ext-from-obj)

Bill plays a nocturne canposed by a little-kna.m musician

- - i every night [on this violin of his brother' sl i.
(PP Shift)
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b. *Bil1 plays _ _ j - - i every night [on this violin of

his brother's] i

musician] j"

[a nocturne composed by a little-known

(PP Shift

+ Heavy NFl

The (b) -sentences are evidently ill-formed.

Therefore, EEe (ii) cannot

handle instances of RI-2 unless particular extrinsic rule orderings

are provided.

However, even if the two rules involved are ordered as postulated .in (39) and (40), EEC (ii) cannot account for the ill-formedness
of (39b) and (40b) in reality I because of the inclusion condition.

In

(39b) and (40b), the second rules do not apply to part of the second

complement, but to the entire constituent.

The inclusion condition

would wrongly preclude these sentences from the range af the EEe, and
allow the second rules to apply to the second complement.

Instances of RI-3 can correctly be handled by EEC (i), for,
in RI-3, a constituent is moved by some rule, and another rule tries
to extract part of the moved constituent; such an extraction is exactly
what BEe (ii) prohibits.

Notice, however, that it is not the case that

once-moved constituents always form an island.

For example, Raising-

to-Subject moves a subject NP of an embedded clause to the subject
position of a matrix clause, leaving a trace, and Extraposition-fromSubject may subsequently apply to part of the moved constituent:
(43)

a.

iA book about French cooking] i seems _ _j to be
appearing soon.

b.

(Raising-to-Sub)

[A book - j l i seems - - i to be appearing soon Iabout
French cooking} j.

(Raising-to-Sub + Ext-from-Sub)
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Since structure (43a) meets the configuration of (27), EEC (i) would

incorrectly block the second rule from applying to the constituent moved
by the first rule.

EEC does not distinguish this kind of sentences

from genuine instances of RI-3.

Though Iwakura 1 s EEe has been proposed to overcome defects of
Culicover and Wexler' 5 Freezing principle, it has invited new problems,

and, like the Freezing principle, has defects with respect to the four

sorts of rule incompatibility phenomena.

ChQll\Sky' 5

~-Island

Constraint

Chomsky's (1977a) treatment of "W1bounded" rules may aCcoWlt

for most of the instances of RI-I.

Chomsky claims that unbounded rules

such as WH Fronting, Relativization, Topicalization,

~

Movement,

Clefting, etc. are collapsed as a single rule, i.e., WH Movement, and
that input structures to these rules equally involve

position where gaps appear on surface structures.
subjects of

~-predicates,

~-phrases

in the

Topicalized NPs,

or clef ted NPs are not moved to relevant

positions by movement rules, but are base-generated in those positions.
Therefore, what is affected by the movement rule (namely, WH Movement)
is not topicalized NPs, clefted NPs, etc., but "covert"
The rule of WH Movement moves

~-phrases

~-phrases.

into COM!? position,

subject to the Subjacency Condition (namely, that an element cannot
be moved crossing more than one cyclic node, where "a cyclic node" means
NE', S, and, maybe

5).

Thus, if a clause contains two or more !!l:,-

phrases. and one of them has been moved into COMP, then another
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~-phrase

cannot be moved out of the clause by virtue of the Subjacency

condition.
(44)

The situation is illustrated as in (44):
[_ COMP 1

[ -----

Sf
The movement of

S
~2

C

COMP 2 [ ---- wh 1 --- wh 2 ---

Sf

S

I

I

~2

violates the Subjacency Condition because

cross more than one cyclic node to reach COMP I "

has heen filled with a !!!-phrase constitutes a kind of island.
island is called the
is Il'Oved out of the

~-island,

~-island

must

A clause whose COMP
This

and the restriction that no element

is called the

~-island

constraint.

All of the lef_tward movement rules listed in (1) of Chapter 2,

except for Left Dislocation, are, in Chomsky's theory, reanalyzed as
WH Movement.

Correspondingly, all of the instances of RI-l, except

for those involving Left Dislocation, are supposed. to contain two
phrases in one clause.

Therefore, the movement of one

COMP turns clauses into
WH Movement to another

~-islands,

~-phrase

~-phrase

~-

into

and the subsequent application of

is blocked by the

~-island

constraint.

Let us consider, by way of example, a case of the incompatibility between Topicalization and WH Fronting. such as (45a); the underlying
structure of (45a) is represented_ as in (45b):
(45)

*To whom j , this booki , did John give - - i _ _/
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b.

~
CONP 1

~-

~

TOP

~

COM!'2

NP

VP

.~
V
NP
pp

I

this book

John

I
gave

I

~

L::::::".

to whom
(~2)

If !!!!.2 is first moved into COMP 2 ,

~

must remain in position, and

fails to associate with its "antecedent,- Le., the NP under the node
TOP.

such a derivation must be ruled out.

is first moved into COMP 2 ,

~2

is

If, on the other hand,

c~lled

a surface structure like (45a) is derived.

However, the movement of

!1!2 fran S to COMP 1 violates the Subj acency Condition because
crosses two (or, three if

S counts as

~2

a cyclic node) cyclic nodes.

this way, when a clause contains more than one
derivation is produced.

~

to move into COMPI' and

~-phrase.

In

no grammatical

This is the explanation in Chomsky's thec;n:y of

why all of the leftward unbounded rules in (1) of Chapter 2 except

Left Dislocation are incanpatible with one another.

Left Dislocation, unlike other unbounded leftward movement
rules, does not leave gaps, but pronouns.

Thus, it is hard to sUppOse

that underlying structures of the left dislocation construction also
involve

!!!! phrases

in the positions where pronouns appear.

Instead,

Chomsky supposes that a dislocated phrase and its pronominal counterpart are both base-generated where they are.

In a word, the derivation
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of the left dislocation construction does not involve a movement rule
at all.

If this is the case, it is predicted that the left dislocation

construction is compatible with the application of WH Movement.

Chomsky

states, in fact, that such examples as (46) are grammatical:
As for this problem, who should we talk to

(46)

about it?

As for Mary I what did John give her

b.

Sentence (46a), for instance, can be derived from its underlying structure, (47), without violating the

~-island

constraint or some ather

relevant eondi tions:
(47)

s

~5

TOP

~

COMP~

I
as for
this problem

VI

pJ\. pANP
I

we talk to

WH Movement applies only once.

constraints or conditions.

I

who

I

about

I

it

This application does not violate any

Hence, the dislocation construction allows

for the application of the unbound leftward movement rules in it.
However I some speakers find that the deletion of the

~-for

phrase from the examples in (46) reduces acceptability to some extent:
(48)

a. ??This problem, who should we talk to _ _ about it?
b. ??Mary I what did John give her _ _?
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More clearly, left-dislocated phrases (especially, without modification

by the

phrase) cannot co-occur with preposed phrases other than

~-for

~-phrases:

(49)

a. *The secret j • Maryi' John talked to - - i about itj
yesterday.

(Top

+

LD)

b. *The virus j , it was with this magnifying glass i that I
looked for i t j - - i '

(Cleft + LD)

*The sonatasj. this violini is easy to play them j
--i'

(Tough

+ ID)

d. *Johni , Maryj' be i kissed herjo

(LD + LD)

If the dislocated phrases in these examples are handled in the same
way as those in (46), these examples are also provided with underlying

structures from which well-formed surface structures should be derivable.

For example, sentence (49d) would be provided with the Wlder-

lying structure (SOl:
(50)

/-------

TOP

~

COMP

5

~
TOP

~

CQMP

John

Mary

5

~

he kissed her
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The derivation of sentence (49d) from this underlying structure does
not violate any constraint. 6
in Chomsky's theory.
in (49).

Thus, sentence (49d) should be well-formed

The same thing can be said about other examples

Chomsky' 5 treatment of Left Dislocation, hence, cannot ac-

COWlt for the incompatibility between Left Dislocation and the leftward

movement rules other than WH Fronting.
As noted in Chapter 2, the dislocated phrases modified by

~-

for or some other similar phrases show differences from those not modified by them.

Our position was that the fo:rrner sort of dislocated

phrases are base-generated as an element out of sentences, while the
latter sort of dislocated phrases are created by a leftward movement
rule (i.e., Left Dislocation); therefore, the left dislocation constructions as in (49) are incompatible with application of other leftward
movement rules, whereas the

~-for

phrases as in (46) are compatible

with application of leftward movement rules.
Though Chomsky's treatment of the unbounded rules can handle
most of the instances of RI-l, it cannot offer any explanation to RI-2,
RI-3, and RI-4 at alL

For, these three sorts of phenomena do not in-

velve two applications of WH Movement, and, accordingly, do not produce situations in which the

~-island

constraint comes into play.

These three sorts of RIs must be handled by utterly different devices.
This means that Chomsky's treatment cannot unify RI-I with other sorts
of RIs.

6. The node COMP of root declarative sentences is not filled
with any phrase (cf. Chomsky and Lasnik 1977, p. 486).
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Constraints on Output Structures
constraints of the second category are ones on the output structures of two rules.

Such constraints filter out resultant sentences

if the sentences ultimately do not satisfy the structural information

specified in them.

Kuno-Robinson IS Constraint on Double Dislocation
Kuno and Robinson (1972, p. 477) propose the following con-

straint concerning the operation of dislocation:
(51)

Dislocation of more than one constituent from its
original location is prohibited.

Though Kuno and Robinson do not clarify what is meant by "dislocation,"
we understand it as movement either by chopping rules or by copying
rules in the sense of Ross (1967).

Chopping rules leave traces behind,

and copying rules leave pronouns behind.

Traces left by chopping rules

and pronouns left by copying rules are similar in that they are obligatorily bound by their antecedents. 7
Given this common property, we can reformulate (51), a kind
of global constraint, as a filter operating on surface structures:
(52)

A surface structure cannot contain two or more expressions
which are obligatorily bound by different constituents.

7. The obligatory binding is a necessary condition for traces
and pronouns left by copying rules, but not a sufficient condition,
for lexical anaphors such as reflexive pronouns or reciprocal pronouns
are also obligatorily bound. However, we .ignore, for the present,
lexical anaphors.
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Constraint (52) can handle all of the instances of RI-l because

the instances of RI-l always contain two obligatorily bound expressions,
namely, traces or pronouns left by movement rules.
constraint (52) is fine.

In this respect,

However, it is too strongi it will exclude

sentences resulting from applications of leftward movement rules even
if they are well-foDIled.

Constraint (52) does not care in which cycles

two bound expressions appear, that is, it works irrespective of whether
two bound expressions appear in the same cycle or in different cycles.
Otherwise it could not deal with the following examples uniformly:
*Mary i' whatj did John give _ _j to - - i ?

(53)

b. *To Maryi' what j did John suggest - - i that they should
huy _ _ j?
The sentences in (54) below evidently contain two obligatorily bound
expressions, but they are well-formed:
(54)

a.

Whoi did you talk to :!!.i about the secret which j you heard
t. from John?
-J

b.

It was to MarY i that I suggested!.i what j they should do
To Johni , I must say
along with

!j

.!:.i

that his brother j is hard to get

well.

Constraint (52) cannot differentiate these well-formed examples from
the real instances of RI-I, like those in (53).
Constraint (52) can handle all the instances of RI-2. too, because these instances also always involve two traces left by the movement rules.

One example will suffice to confirm this point:

~-j.
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(55) *John contributed EMF a review ijI
quality journal of linguistics] i

ii

last week [to a high-

[of Chomsky's new book on

binding theory] j '

This example shows that two traces may appear in different cycles (in
this case, the NP and the entire sentence).

Thus, the constraint should

not be restricted in such a way that two bound expressions must belong
to the same cycle.

If so, constraint (52), again, is too strong:

it

will wrongly exclude even well-formed sentences which have undergone
two rightward movement rules.

The following sentence contains two

traces, but is well-formed:
(56)

The idea

.:t.i

occurred to me [that the hypothesis

plausible [that

5

1j

is

is analyzed as PP1j]i"

Constraint (52) is too strong to distinguish such well-formed sentences

from the instances of RI-2.
Constraint (52) can account for instances of RI-3, too.

The

sentences resulting from RI-3 also contain two obligatorily boWld
expressions:
(57) *Wh0 j did you give a book

:!:.i

yesterday [to :!:'jl i?

However, the strict interpretation of KUllO and Robinson I s constraint
cannot deal with instances of RI-3.

One of the two involved disloca-

tions is not from the original location, but from the location to which
the inclusive constituent has been moved.

In sentence (57), for exam-

ple, the dislocation of the object af pp is not from the position in
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which the PP originates at the level of the deep structure, hut from
the position to which the PP is moved by PP Shift. 8

Constraint (52) can handle RI-4, too.

However, RI-4 takes place

just in case both a rightward movement rule and a leftward movement
rule apply to

NPSi

RI-4 does not occur when at least one of the two

involved rules applies to PP:
(58)

a. *Whoi did John tell

!.i !'j

last night [the story about

his ancestors J j ?
b.

To whan j did John tell

!.i '!:'j

last night [the story about

his ancestors 1i?
These sentences equally have two traces.

If constraint (52) marks (S8a)

as ill-formed, it must mark (58b) as ill-formed, too.

too, constraint

(52)

In this respect

is too strong.

Kuna and Robinson' 5 constraint, (51) or (52), is roughly equi-

valent to saying that two or more movement rules cannot apply to different constituents.

since all the instances of rule incompatibilities

involve applications of two rules, their constraint covers all the instances of rule incompatibilities.

However, as noted in Chapter 2, it

8. KUllO (1973, p. 381) proposes another constraint which seems
relevant to RI-3. The constraint, the Clause Nonfinal Incomplete Constituent Constraint, prohibits movement rules from making affected
phrases/clauses incomplete:
(i) It is not possible to move any elemen.t of phrase/clause A
in the clause nonfinal position out of A if what is left
over in A constitutes an incomplete phrase/clause.
It is true that instances of RI-3 contain incomplete phrases. But,
incomplete phrases in RI-3 always occupy the clause final position because the first rule (Le" a rightward movement rule) moves to the end
of a clause a constituent which will be made incomplete by the second
rule. Thus, constraint (i) cannot handle the ill-formedness of RI-3.
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is not the case that two rules always bear the relation of incompatihil-

ity.

The rule incompatibility phenanena occur only when two or more

rules apply in particular ways.
account of this fact.

Constraint (51) or (52) does not take

KUno and Robinson's constraint, therefore, is

too rough, and too strong.
Hornstein and Weinberg's Case Filter
Hornstein and weinberg (1981) propose a filter which makes use
of the notion case:

(59)

*In

e

1

oblique

They say that "this filter states that noun phrases with no lexical

material (e.g., traces) which are marked oblique by the Case-marking
convention are to be ruled ungraumatical" (ibid., p. 60).

Filter (59)

can be grouped as a constraint on the output structures of two rules
because it rules out output structures when they contain a noun phrase
marked oblique.

In order for filter (59) to work, two additional assumptions

are necessary.

one is that English (and, some other languages) has

a syntactic rule of Reanalysis "which says that in the domain of VP,

a V and any set of contiguous elements to its right can form a complex
V

n

(ibid., p. 60):
(60)

V + V* (where V c-commands all elements in V*)

That is, (60) groups a verb and its contiguous canplement (5) into a
single constituent, Le., v.

base.

This rule applies at the level of the
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The other assumption is that every NP is assigned Cases by the
case-marking rules.
(61)

The relevant case-marking rules are as follows:

a.

NP is marked [+ nominative] if it is gove:rned by tense,

b.

NP is marked [+ objective] i f it ts governed by V.

Le., if it is marked the subject of a tensed sentence.

NP is marked [+ oblique] i f it is governed by P.
The Case-marking rules apply after all transformational rules have applied and before filter (59) applies.

Thus, the rule of Reanalysis may apply to some strings generated
by PS rules; some transformational rules apply to reanalyzed strings;

every

a string which has undergone transformational rules is as-

NP in

signed Cases by the case-marking rules; if the string contains a trace
marked oblique, it is excluded as ungrammatical by filter (59).

Take,

as an example, the following string;
(62)

[give] [

[

VPV

a book] [

NP

since the constituents,

to Mary]]
PP

~

book,

~,

and~.

are all c-commanded by

the verb, the rule of Reanalysis may apply to any of them, giving the
following reanalyses:

a book] [

[ [ give] [

(63)

VPV

b.

[

NP

[give a book] [
VP V

[

to Mary]]

to Mary]]

pp

[give a book to] [

VPV

(= (62))

pp

Mary]

J

NP

In (63a), the rule Reanalysis has not applied; in (63b), it has grouped
the verb and the direct object; and in (63c), it has grouped the verb,
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the direct object, and the preposition.

If WH Movement applies to those

strings, it changes them into the sentences in (64); and, subsequently,
the Case-marking rules assign Cases to each NP:
(64)

Who did John
give a book
to t?
[+ nom]
[+ object] [+ obliqUe}
b.

Who did John
give a cook
to t?
[+ nam]
[+ object] [+ oblique]

Who did Jam

t+ Dom]

give a book

to t?

[+ object][+ ~bjectl

Because (64a) and (64b) contain the trace marked oblique, they are filtered out by filter (59); on the other hand, (64c) passes through

filter (59) because it does not contain any trace marked oblique.

Thus,

to guarantee the derivation of the well-formed sentence, Who did John
give a book to?, string (62) must be restructured as in (63c) by the

rule of Reanalysis.
Hornstein and Weinberg' 5 proposal is useful for dealing with
instances of RI-3.

Let us con!;ider, for example, the following in-

stance of RI-3:
John gave a book to whan yesterday.

(65)

b.

John gave a book yesterday to wham.

(PP Shift)

*Whc did John give a book y<?sterday to _ _,
{PP

Shift + WE: Front)

Reanalysis mayor may not apply to (6Sa).
it does not apply.

Let us suppose first that

(GSa) is the input to transformational rules.

PP Shift applies before WH Fronting. PP shift can postpose the' PP,

If

!£

whom, because the PP has not been incorporated into a complex verb and
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is a constituent out of V.

WH Fronting subsequently applies to the

output of PP Shift, (G6a), to derive (6Gb):
(66)

b.

Who did John give a book yesterday [to e]
[+ oblique]

since the trace left by WH Fronting is marked oblique, the resultant
sentence must be filtered out by filter (59).

If WH Fronting applies

before pp Shift, WH Fronting changes (GSa) to (67a); and PP Shift, in

turn, changes (67a) to (67b):
(67)

b.

Who did John give a book yesterday [

to e]
pp

[+ oblique]

Again, the resultant sentence is excluded by filt,er (59) because it
contains the trace marked oblique.

Now let us suppose that Reanalysis does apply to the Wlderlying
structure (6Sa), producing structure (68):

If PP shift is supposed to apply before WH Fronting, PP shift cannot
apply to (68) because (68) has no PP. Hence, this rule ordering cannot
derive a surface structure where the stranded preposition

to the end of the sentence.

.:!:£ is moved

If WH Fronting is supposed to apply before

pp shift, the former rule moves who (~), leaving a trace which will later

be marked objective:
(69)

Who did John [v 2 [V l [vgiVe a book tol [ell yesterday]?
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The subsequent rule, PP Shif't, however, cannot apply to this derived

structure, for the derived structure has no PP to which PP Shift may
apply.

Hence, this ordering of the two rules also cannot derive a sur-

face structure

wher~

the stranded prepoaition

~

is postposed.

Hence, to derive the sarface structure where the preposition
~

is postposed, we must make the assumption that the rule of Re-

analysis did not apply to the 1.Dlderlying structure; on this assumption,
however, the surface structure resulting from PP Shift and WH Fronting
(more generally, any of the leftward movement rules listed in (1) of
Chapter 2) will contain the trace marked oblique.

Thus, instances of

RI-3 involving' PP Shift and a leftward movement rule are always exeluded by filter (59).
The SaDe argument holds for instances of RI-3 involving

Extraposition-from-Object or Heavy NP Shift:
(70)

a. frWho j did John tell a story - i last nigct [about
- j l i?

tExt.-from-Obj + WH Front)

b. *Who j did John tell - i to Mary last night [a story

about _ _ j] i?

(Heavy NP

+

WH Front)

To derive surface structures where the cOI!\piements of the verbs are

postposed by rightward movement rules. as those in (70), their underlyi.ng structures must be first reanalyzed as follows:
(71)

last night].
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However, applications of WH Fronting and Extraposition-from-Object or

Heavy NP shift, regardless of their ordering, derive the surface structures which contain the traces marked oblique.
are to be excluded by filter (59).

These surface stxuctures

If, on the other hand .. the under-

lying structures are reanalyzed as in (72), the WH Fronting leaves not

the trace marked oblique, but the trace marked objective;
(72)

John [v 2 [vl [told a story about] whom] last night].

b.

John [v 2 [VI [toId ~ ~ about] whom to Mary] last night].

However, the postposing of the underlined parts is iIrpossible because
they have already been incorporated as part of the complex verbs.
no way is permitted to derive the sentences like (70).

Thus,

In this way,

Hornstein and weinberg's approach can handle most of the instances of
RI-3.
But, there are some instances of RI-3 that cannot be
haD.d1ed by their approach.

As noted by Wexler and Culicover ·(1980,

pp. 335-342), any SOIt of extraposed constituent constitutes an island;
the extraction of elements is prohibited not only from the extraposed
phrases as in (70a), but also from the 6Xtraposed clauses:
(73)

a.

*What j did John express his opinion - - i to Mary
[that the united states should offer t. to the under-J

developed countries] i?
b.

*What j did John see the lady - - i yesterday [who he

gave

!'j tal i?
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Since extraposed clauses do not contain traces marked oblique, the illformedness of these sentences cannot be ascribed to filter (59).

Hence,

the ill-formedness of sentences resulting from the application of Extraposition and the leftward movement rules is sometimes attributed to
filter (59), but at other times, must be attributed to some other cause.

RI-3 occurs between Left Dislocation and the rightward movement

rules, too:
(74)

a. *Maryj' John gave a book - - i yesterday [to herjJ i "

+ LD)

(pp Shift

h. "'Mary j ' John told a story - - i last night (about her j] i '
(Ext-from-Obj + LD)

"'Mary j ' John told - - i to Sue last night [a story about
herj]i"

(Heavy NP

+

LD)

To derive surface structures where the complements of the verbs are
postposed like those in (74), the rule of Reanalysis must reanalyze,
for example. the underlying structure of (74a) as follOW's:
(75)

John [ 2 [ 1 [ gave a book} to Mary] yesterday].

V V V
Whatever the rule ordering between Left Dislocation and PP Shift may
be, applications of these two rules derive the following surface

structure:
(76)

Mary, John [v 2 [vI Iv gave a bookl [ppe1] yesterday to herl.

The trace left by PP Shift is a trace not of NPI hut of PP.
Case is assigned to this trace.
trace, but a pronoun.

Thus, no

Left Dislocation does not leave a

Though the pronoun left by Left Dislocation in
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(76) will be marked oblique, it is not a noun phrase "with no lexical

material," and, hence, does not correspond to the specification of (59).
Thus, filter (59) does not block the derivation of (76).

This means

that Hornstein and Weinberg's approach cannot account for the i11-

fo:rrnedness of the instances of RI-3 involving Left
Let us turn to RI-4.

Dislocati~n.

Hornstein and Weinberg (ibid., p. 73 fn.)

claim that the ill-formedness of the next sentence, one instance of

RI -4, can be accounted for by their approach:
(77) *Which library j did you borrow - - i from _ _j
of Syntactic

st:t"~i:ures]

[that copy

i?

They state as tallows:
Our analysis ;:'I!:ovides an explanation for the unacceptability
of (i) [Le., our (77)]. To derive it and strand the preposition from, Reanalysis must have applied, fusing borrow
that ~ ~ Syntactic ~ from into a compleXV:--However, because of this, Heavy NP shift can no longer apply to
move the NP phrase ~ £..2EX. .2£ syntactic Structures.
Following their explanation, no rightward movement rule can
apply to move any element within a fused string.
(78)

l

Compare (77) with

where instead of Heavy NP shift, PP Shift has applied:
(78)

Which library j did you talk - - i about _ _ j yesterday
[to t.l-te newcomers to this university] i?

Analogously to the derivation of (77), to derive sentence P8l and
strand the preposition about, Reanalysis must have applied, fusing talk

!£ Mary

about into a complex V, and consequently, PP shift should be

unable to move the PP,

!£~,

out of the fused string.

But, it must

in reality be able to apply to the PP, in order to derive the
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well-formed sentence (78).

Notice that RI-4 takes place just in case

both a leftward and a rightward movement rule apply to the category NP.
Hornstein and weinberg's approach does not distinguish the cases where

a rightward movement rule applies to the category NP from those where
it applies to ot1i.er categories.

Therefore, their approach does not

ensure the derivation of well-formed sentences such as (78).

Their approach cannot handle instances of RI -1.

Take, as an

example, sentence (79):
(79) *Who j, the backi , did John give - - i to _ _j '
To derive this sentence. the underlying structure has been reanalyzed
as follows:

(BO)

John [ 1 [ gave the book tol Mary].

V V
Topicalization does not leave a trace which will be marked oblique because it applies to the NP governed by the verb, and WH Fronting also
does not leave a trace to be marked oblique because it applies to the
NP governed by the complex V.

Hence, the sentence resulting from the

applications of the two leftward movement rules would not violate filter (59).

The ill-formedness of the sentences like (79) cannot be ac-

cOWlted for in Hornstein and Weinberg 1 s theory.
Their theory cannot handle RI-2, either.

Consider the following

example:
(81)

*Mary told _ _ j - - i last night [to the boy from New

York] i

[a story about her relatives] j '

(PP shift + Heavy NF)
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In order for two rightward movement rules to apply, the underlying

structures of (BI) must not undergo Reanalysis; the complement phrases
must be separated from the verb.

Applications of PP shift and Heavy

NP Shift do not leave traces to be marked oblique, because PP Shift
leaves a trace of PP, which is not marked any Case, and Heavy NP shift

leaves a trace to be marked objective.

Thus, sentence (BI) contains

no NP corresponding to the specification of (59), and may pass through
filter (59).

Hornstein and Weinberg's theory, therefore, cannot handle

instances of RI-2.
As is clear from the above review, Hornstein and weinberg's
approach covers a very limited range of the rule incompatibility phenom-

ena, namely, RI-3 and RI-4.

Moreover, it cannot handle some instances

even in this domain.
Constraints on Relations between Rules
Constraints of the third category:, are those which restrict relations between two rules.

We can imagine, for example, a constraint

such that if two rules are in a particular relation, they cannot apply
jointly in the derivation of one sentence; or such that if two rules
are in a particular relation, they cannot apply except in a particular
way.

Mutual Exclusiveness Relation
The most straightforward way to restrict the relation between
two rules is to provide a constraint to the effect that the given rules
are mutually exclusive.

Let two rules, Ri and R j , be mutually
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exclusive.

If Ri applies at sane stage of the derivation of a sentence,

then R j can never apply at any other stages of the derivation of the

same sentence.

It does not matter at all how the :rules are ordered,

or which of the two rules applies to which element in a sentence.

Ap-

plication of one rule always excludes application of the other rule.

For the purpose of argument, let us suppose that
and Left Dislocation are mutually exclusive.

tion of the orderings between

~

Movement

By changing the combina-

these bra rules and the constituents

to which the rules apply, we get the four different sorts of derivations in (83) fran the underlying sentence (82): 9
(S2)

It is hard to talk to Mal:y about the problem.

(83)

a-i.

Mary is hard to talk to _ _ about the problems.

ii. *The problems, Mary is hard to talk to _ _ about them.
~+ID)

b-i.

The problems are hard to talk to Mary about _ _ "

ii. tlMa%y, the problems are hard to talk to her about _ _ "
(~+LD)

c-i.

The problems, it is hard to talk to Mary about them.
(ID)

9. Namely, in (a) and (b), ~ Movement applies before Left
Dislocation, and in (e) and (d), Left Dislocation applies before ~
MoVement; in (a) and (c) ~ ~ Movement applies to the first complement, and Left Dislocation, to the second canplement. while, in (b)
and (d), ~ Movement applies to the second complement, and Left
Dislocation, to the first complement.
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ii. *The problems, Mary is hard to talk to

about them.

(ID+~)

d-i.

Mary,

it is hard to talk to her about the problems.

(LD)

ii. *Mary, the problems are hard to talk to her about
(LD+~)

All of the (ii) -sentences resulting from the two rules are instances
of RI-l, and are ill-forJred.

Given that these two rules are mutually

exclusive with each other, the constraint rules out all of the (ii)sentences, as is expected.

Other mutual exclusiveness constraints be-

tween the leftward movement rules will succeed in ruling out other
instances of RI-1 in the same way.
However, the mutual exclusiveness relation is too strong_
takes place when two rules apply to different constituents.

R1-1

The same

pair of rules does not cause R1-1 if they apply to the same constituent
in a sentence.

Tough Movement and Left Dislocation, for example, are

compatible when they apply to the same constituent:
(84)

a.

Ma~

is hard to talk to

about the problems.

(~)

b.

Mary, ·she is hard to talk to _ _ about the problems.
(~+LD)

Therefore, if Tough Movement and Left Dislocation are defined as
mutually exclusive. well-fonned sentences like j84b) also would have

to be ruled out.
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The explanation in terms of the mutual exclusiveness relation

is wrong with regard to the case of lU-3, too.

For instance, i f one

attempts to account for the ill-formednes$ of sentence (S5b) with recourse to the mutual exclusiveness relation, a constraint will be
necessary to the effect that

pp

shift and Top!cal!zation are mutually

exclusive:
(85)

John gave this book _ _ yester&.y to Mary.

(Pp Shift)

b. *Mary, John gave this book _ _ yesterday to _ _"
(Pp Shift

+ Tcp)

Given this constraint, hcMever, it would wronqly rule out the we11formed sentences like (B6b), too:
(86)

John gave this book _ _ yesterday to MaJ:y.

b.

(PP Shift
In

(Pp Shift)

This book, John gave _ _ _ _ yesterday to Mary.

+ Top)

(SSh), PP shift and Topicalization apply to the same phrase, while

in (8Gb), they apply to different phrases.

RI-3 takes place just in

case a leftward and a rightward movement ru1e apply to the same phrase
or its part.

Mutual exclusiveness constraints do not take account of

the difference or sameness of constituents to which two rules apply.

Emonds' s Constraints on
Particular Types of Rules

Emonds (1970) makes a claim that two rules belonging to the
same category, or, in his tennino1ogy, two of the "root transfozma.tions," are incompatible with each other in a clause:
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(87)

The Constraint on Root Transfozmations
More than one root transformation cananot apply in

single clauses·.
This constraint accounts for the incompatibility, for instance, between
Topicalization and Left Dislocation, both of which are classified as

root transformations in Emonda's graumar:
(88)

a. *The sh.elf j , the vase i , she put - - i on itj"
(Tcp

+

LD)

b. *The vasej , the shelfi' she put itj on - i .
(Top

+

LD)

Emends (ibid.) notices, at the same time, that root transfozmationa are also incompatible with WH Fronting, whi.ch is indisputably
not a root transformation:
(89)

a. *John j whati did you talk to
(WH Front

~

about ---1.?

+ Top)

b. *WhO j that problemi did you talk to - j about - i ?
(Top

+ WB

Front)

In his book published later. Emends (1976) retraats constraint (87),

and proposes an alternative.

Of the root transformations, those which

do not introduce comma intonation are supposed to substitute moved

phrases for something (e.g., features) in COME'J therefore, they are
called COMP substitution rules.

Topicalization is a COMP substitution

ru1e, but Left Dislocation is not.

WH Fronting, though not a root

transformation, is also classified as a COMP substitution rule because
it moves a

~-pbrase

into COMP.

Emends proposes the constraint that
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From this constraint, it neces-

the node COMP cannot be doubly filled.

arily follows that more than one COMP substitution rule cannot apply in
a clause.

Bmonds' s (1976) treatment of movement rules is a step fozward in
that it makes it possible to account for the incompatibilit.y between
Topicalization and WI! Fronting we saw in (89).

But, it is a step back-

ward in that it makes it impossible to account for the incCllIIatibility
between Topicalization and Left Dislocation we saw in (88).
Either of the two approaches is an attempt to account for some
instances of RI-I.
of RI-I.

However, neither of them. can cover the whole range

Consider the following .instances of HI-I:
*Mat:y j ' it was [about the financial problem] i

(90)

talked to

{~.1--i

yesterday.

(Cleft +

that John

r:}>

J
b. *This serious problemj , MaJ:yi is hard to speak to - i

aboutttJ

(~+ l'r~l)

*It is this problem.j that Maryi is hard to speak to - i
about _ _ j.

Evidently, Cleft.inq and.

~

nor CaMP substitution rUles.

(Tough

+

cleft)

Movement

ar~

neither root transfonnations

Nevertheless, they are incaqpatib1e with

Topicalization or Left Dislocation, as in (90a) or (90b).
Clefting and

~

Moreover,

Movement are incompatible with each other as in (90c).

Thus, RI-1 is not restricted to instances between two root transformations or two COMP substitution rules; it is observable over a much wider

ranqe_

Neither Emonds's (1970) original constraint, Le., (87), nor

the alternative in Emonds (1976) can handle the whole range of RI-L
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The two constraints Emonds has proposed are both constraints on

two leftward movement rules.

Therefore, they can never deal with RI-2,

RI-3, and RI-4, which involve application of one or two rightward movement rules.

The range of Emonds' s constraints is l:imited.

Rochemont' s Classification
of Movement Rules
Rochemont (1979-80) distinguishes movement rules into two

classes:

transfo:rma.tional rules and stylistic rules.

Transfozmational

rules include most of the leftward movement rules listed in (1) of Chapter 2.

Stylistic rules include most of the rightward movement rules

listed in (85) of Chapter 2 and most of the root transformations in the
sense of Emonds (1976).

Along the line of the T-model advocated by

Chomsky and Lasnik (1977). Chomsky (1980; 19B1a), etc., Rocbemont places

transformational rules in the transformational component, and stylistic
rules in the PF-component:
(91)

Transformational Component

transformat~onal rules

1

S-structures
PF-CompSii"ent

LF-Component

1

stylistic rules

•

Gi.ven this model of grammar, most of the instances of R:C-3 can
be automati.cally accoWlted for:
(92)

a. *Chaasky, a book _ _ appeared by _ _"
(Ext-fram-Sub + Top)
b. *What did John tell _ _ to you a story .about _ _'
(Heavy NP + WH Front)
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To ensure derivations of these sentences, the rightward movement rules
must first apply, and then the leftward movement rules must apply;
otherwise, Extraposition-from-SUbject, for exazrple, would be obliged

to apply, in (92a), not to PP, but to a preposition, which does not
satisfy the SD of the rule (ef.

(128) of Chapter 2). The rightward move-

ment rules are, according to Rochemont's cla·ssification, classified

as stylistic rules, and the leftward movement rules are classified as
transformational rules.

Since stylistic rules as a class are ordered

a£ter transfcmnational rules, the rightward ItIDvement rules can never
apply before the leftward movement rules.
of the sentences in (92) cannot be ensured.

also can be

accounte~.

for in the same way.

Therefore, the derivations
ather instances of RI-3
In fact, RochE!mont presents

this argument as one of the strongest motivations

f~"the

distinction

of the rules into the two classes.
Though the distinction may serve to account for RJ:-3, it does
not help to deal with RI-I, RI-2, or R1-4.

R1-l is concerned with the

incompatibility between transfo:rma.tional rules. according to his classification; and R1-2 is concerned with the incompatibility between stylistic rules; that is, in both cases, the rules involved belong to the

same components.

Thus, placement of the leftward

cuid

the rightward

movement rules in the different components does not help at all to account for the iU-fono.edness of instances of R1-1 and RI-2.
one transformational rule

ana. one stylistic rule,

fication, apply to distinct NPs.

In

R1-4,

in Rochernont's classi-

In order to derive instances of RI-4,

unlike ones of RI-3, there is no necessity of ordering a rightward
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movement (Le., stylistic) rule before a leftt;;ard movement (i.e., transformational) rule.

So, even if the grammar is organized so that

transformational rules as a class may apply before stylistic rules,
the ill-forrnedness of instances of RI-4, unlike those of RI-3, cannot
be automatically accounted for.
hence, is totally irrelevant to

Rochemont' s classification of rules,
Rr~l.

RI-2, and RI-4.

Incidentally, as another nntivation for the distinction between
rules, Rochemont puts forward an argument, on the assumption that LPs

are differentiated in terms of truth conditions, that application of
stylistic rules does not play any role in detennining LFs of sentences
because it does not change truth conditions; therefore, stylistic rules
must be supposed to apply after inputs to the LF-component, namely,
s-structures, have been determined.

It is true that the rules classi-

fied as stylistic ones do not change truth conditions, but merely
affect the allotment of focus.

However, rules classified as transfor-

mational also do not change truth conditions, but merely affect the
allotment of "theme" or "topic. ,,10

Transformational rules and stylis-

tic rules are the same in that they do not change truth conditions,
but affect the allotment of "informational roles."

The difference in

the allotment of the informational roles does not differentiate LFs.
So, if the rules classified as stylistic are placed in the PF-coIT!Ponent,
the rules classified as transformational also should be placed in the

10. See Nakajima (l98Ia, c) for the argument that most of the
unbcu."lded leftward movement rules have t..l}e function of Inaking aff~cted
elements into theme or topic.

..

,
PF-component.

The criterion upon which Rochemont distinguishes rules

into the two classes is arbitrary.
Moreover, if rightward movement rules and leftward movement
rules are placed in different components, a significant generalization

will be missed.

Both the leftward movement rules and the rightward

movement rules leave traces which are subject to the general properties
of traces.

As the general properties of traces, Chomsky (198la, p. 56)

points out the following three properties:
(93)

i. trace is governed
ii. the antecedent of trace is not in a 6-position
iii. the antecedent-trace relation satisfies the Subjacency

Condition
No argument will be necessary to show that traces left by the leftward

movement rules are subject to these properties, for by the term trace,
Chomsky in most cases means traces of this kind.

Traces left by the

rightward movement rules are also subject to all the properties in (93).
The rightward moverrent rules in (85) of chapter 2 apply to complements
of verbs, adjectives, prepositions, or nouns; hence traces left by these
rules are governed by these governing categories (cf. (93i»).

It has

been noted in Chaptex 2 that the rightward movement :::ules under consideration move phrases to the right extreme positions of the v 2 or
v 3 ; these positions are not 9-positions (cf.

(93ii».

Rightward move-

ment rules in general obey "the Right Roof Constraint" (cf. Ross 1967)
and the various types of Extraposition obey the Subjacency Condition
(cf. Akmaj ian 1975)

i

therefore, the relation between the antecedents

and their traces left by the rightward movement rules satisfies the

I
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Subjacency Condition (cf.

(93iiij).

If the rightward movement rules

such as Extraposition or Heavy NP shift were the rules in the PF-

component as is claimed by Rochemont. it would be merely accidental
that their traces have the same properties as the traces left by the
rules in the transformational component.

Moreover, traces created by

leftward movelilent ::-:l.les are subject to binding theory (cf. Chomsky
(1980; 1981a».

If rightward movement rules were PF-rules, traces

created by them would not fall under binding theory because binding

theory operates in the IF-component or at S-structure.

Instead,

another theory would be necessary to deal with indexing of traces left
by PF-rules.

The content of that theory would be almost the same as

that of binding theory.

Thus, Rochement's classification of movement

rules requires the grammar to have two theories with almost the same
content.
These facts all indicate that it is not appropriate to distinguish movement rules into transformational rules and stylistic rules,
and to place the former class of rules in the transformational component
and the latter class of rules in the PF-component.

Rather, the rules

of both classes should be placed in the same component, namely, the
transformational component.

If this conclusion is correct, if follows

that Rochemont' s explanation of RI-3 does not hold at all.

CHAPTER 4

TREATMENT OF RI' s BY BINDING THEORY

This chapter presents a systematic explanation for rule incompatibility phenomena we saw in Chapter 2.

The essenti.al point of the

explanation is that under the assumption of the free indexing theory,
instances of rule incompatibility involve ambiguity in binding or have
phrases not eligible to be binders; these situations are ruled out by
providing constraints on binding theory.
The free indexing theory is one of the theoretical innovations
in the GB-framework.

The GB-framework assumes this theory as to the

indexing of expressions other than traces.

Cbcmsky (1981a) suggests

that the free indexing theory may be used for the indexing of traces
also.

This chapter assumes the free indexing theory as to the indexing

of traces, and provides an explanation for rule incompatibility phenomena Wlder this assumption.

We will turn, in Chapter 5, to the problem

of the comparison of this theory with another possibility Chomsky suggests, which we call the simultaneous indexing theory.

The Unique Binding CO.I.straint on Traces
The Free Indexing Theory
We begin with considering some examples showing that the free
indexing theory can guarantee the correct association of traces with
their antecedents.

The consideration will help us to understand the
146
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basic idea of the free indexing theory, upon which this chapter is
based.

The (a) -sentences in

(1) -

(2) have undergone one application of

a movement rule, and contain only one trace.

These sentences have the

structures in (bj, where, under the assumption of the free indexing
theory, indices are supposed to be assigned to the phrases freely:
Jam seems to like Sally.

(1)

b.

John seems [

t to like Sally]
S -

who did John see?

(2)

h.

who] did John see t
COMP

-

The a-criterion (Le., each argument bears one and only one a-role and
each a-role is assigned to one and only one argument) requires that
Move-a. moves phrases into a-positions;

otherwise, moved phrases would

be assigned dUal roles by their original position and the position to
which they are moved, violating the a-criterion.

The sale a-position

in (lb) is the subject position of the matrix clause.

Thus, the trace

is uniquely bound to the phrase in the subject position of the matrix
clause.
tion.

Structure (2b) also has only one e-position, Le., COMP posiHence, the trace in (2b) is also uniquely bound to the ante-

cedent in the a-pOSition, namely, .the ~-phra·sa in the COMP.

In this

way, even if we assume that indices are freely assigned, traces can
be uniquely bO"WJ.d to their antecedents when sentences contain only one
trace.
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Now, consider the following example:
(3)

What does JOM seem to like?

b.

[[

what] [

SCOMP

does John seem [_[

~l

to like '!z]]]]

SS2

51

The structure of (3b) contains two traces. and has two a-positions,
Le"

the COMP position and the subject position of the matrix clause.

The COMP position is an A-position, and is occupied by a !!!!-phrase.

Thus, one of the two traces is considered a variable left by the rule of
The subject position is an A- and a-position, which can

WH ·Movement.

be occupied only by phrases moved by the rule of NP Movement.
the other trace is considered an NP-t.race.

Thus,

However, it is not clear

from the S-strucoture which trace is a variable, and which trace is an
NP-trace.

Here, binding theory comes into play, and makes it possible

to solve the problem uniquely.

Binding theory involves the following

three principles:
(4)

A.

An anaphor is bound in its governing category.

B.

A pronominal is free in its governing category.

C.

An R-expression is free.

The notion governing category referred to in (4) is defined as in (5):
(5)

CL is

the governing category for

minimal category containing
CI.

S

if and only if

(l

is the

S and a governor of S, where

== NP or S.

NP-traces are treated, with regard to binding theory, as anaphors, and
variables, as R-expressions.
.!2 is an NP-trace:

Returning to (3b), let us slJfIpose that

since an NP-trace is a kind of anaphor, Principle
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(A) of (4) requires

8"2'

~2

to be bound in its governing category, i.e.,

the sole possible candidate for its binder in 52 is !.l; the posi-

tion which !.l occupies is a 8-position;" if .!2 were bound to !.l' then

!z

would be assigned two different 8-roles by its own position and the

position of the binder; but, such assigrunent of a-roles would be a violation of the 8-criterion mentioned above.

take !2 as an NP-trace.
trace:

Thus, it is impossible to

Let us alternatively suppose that

.:!:i is an NP

! l is hound by the subject of 6 1 , because its governing cate-

gory is 8 1 , and 8 1 has on.ly one argument, i.e., John in the subject

position; this NP can be a binder of the trace since it is in a

position.
ment.

Therefore'!l must be considered an NP-trace, and bound to the

subject NP. of 51'

The remaining trace is only

!2,

and the remaining

argument in a a-position is only what in the COMP position.

.!2

e-

No other possibility remains of associating .E.l with an argu-

is automatically bound to what, without any ambiguity.

Hence,
In this way,

when sentences contain one NP-trace and one ve.:ciable, too, 1 the traces
can be uniquely bound to their binders.

Up to this point, traces can

be uniquely associated with their antecedents under the assumption of
the free indexing theory.

1. In sentence (3), the two traces can be distinguished on
the basis of Case-marking,. too. Variables ,are always Case-marked while
NP-traces are never Case-marked. In the example of (3), !2 is Casemarked, and!J. is not Case-marked. Thus, the former is a variable and
is bound to who, whereas the latter is an NP-trace to be bound to the
NP in the subject position.
However, when WH Movement applies to PP instead of NP, a
trace left in the original position is not case-marked, because cases
are assigned only to NP. In such a case, NP-ttaces and traces left by
WH Movement cannot be distinguished on the basis of Case-marking.
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The unique Binding constraint on Traces

We now consider the following sentence:
*What do you think who John gave to?

(6)
b.

[[

do you think I [

what] [

S COMP

who] [

S COMP

S1

Jolm gave
52

!l to !2]]]]
Let us suppose, for the purpose of argument, that the rule of Move-a.

applies freely, not subject to any constraints, including the

constraint.

~-island

Nothing prevents derivation of {6b} in the transformation-

al component, and consequently. (6b) is derivable as an S-structure.
(6b) is similar to (3b) in that two traces are left behind.

has two

~-phrases

in COMP positions.

are both variables. 2

But, (6b)

This means that the two traces

Thus, the traces are equally subject to principle

(e) of (4), and, subsequently, will be subject to the theory of operator binding (or, of A-binding).
uniquely which

~-phrase

However, it cannot be determined

binds which trace, since both

in COMP positions and both traces are variables.

~-phrases

are

In the theory of free

indexing, therefore, unique association of traces with their antecedents cannot be ensured when sentences contain two traces of the same
sort.
Note that sentence (6a) is at the same time ill-formed.

Hence,

in the theory of free indexing, we may make a hypothesis that when

traces cannot be uniquely bound to their antecedents, sentences are

2.
by

We understand variables as traces of the category NP left
See p. 154 for a more precise definition of variables.

~-phrases.
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marked ill-formed.

This hypothesis is formulated as a constraint

like (7):
(7)

The Unique Binding Constraint on Traces (UBCT)
Traces must be uniquely bound to their antecedents.

Notice that the UBCT holds only in the theory of free indexing:

the other theory of indexing

(i. e.

I

in

the slinnl taneous indexing theory) ,

binding of traces is never ambiguous. but always Wlique. for in the
simultaneous indexing theory, traces are co-indexed with the antecedents simultaneously with application of Move-a,.

Given the UBCT,

(7), the inability of binding theory to bind traces Wliguely is advan-

tageous to the free indexing theory rather than disadvantageous to it.
The free indexing theory can make a prediction as to grammaticality
of sentences in terms of the ability or inability of binding theory

to bind traces uniquely.
We have supposed above that the rule of Move-a applies without
being subject to the

~-island

constraint.

But, i f Move-a is supposed

to be subject to the !!!-island constraint, then the ill-formedness of
(6a) can be attributed to the violation of the
(cf. Chapter 3).

~-island

constraint

Thus, the ill-formedness of (Ga) can he accounted

for either on the supposition that Move-a is sul:::lject to the

~-island

constraint, or on the supposition that the !!!-island constraint is unnecessary provided that binding theory is subject to the UBCT.

These

two SUPPOSitions are completely on a par with regard to the explanation
of sentence (6a).
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There is, however, a piece of evidence for the user.

In the

following examples. the CQMP of the embedded clause is occupied by a

!!!!-phrase, and, accordingly, the embedded clauses constitute the

~

island;

(8)

what do you wonder whether John saw.!.?
b.

He told me about a book which I can't figure out whether

to buy!. or not.
Nevertheless, extraction from the
speakers of some dialects).

~-island

is possible (at least £or

This fact evidently cannot be accounted

for on the supposition of the

~-island

constraint.

other hand, does not exclude these sentences:

The user, on the

they contain only one

trace and only one !!!-phrase in an A-position, which may become a
binder of the trace.

Hence, binding of the trace is done uniquely,

and ambiguity in binding does not occur at all.
More importantly. as will be clear, the UBCT is independently
motivated by the need to account for phenomena which are similar to
sentence (Ga), but have no relation to
having no relation to
constraint at alL

~-islands,

~-islands.

Such phenomena,

cannot be handled by the

~-island

Given that the UBCT is independently necessary,

it is reasonable to extend the UBCT to account for another similar phenomenon, Le.,
the

~island

(Gb).

Furthermore, it will be argued in Chapter 5 that

constraint does not hold for a reason independent of rule

incompatibility phencmena.

If the

~-island

constraint is not present,

the ill-formedness of (Ga) cannot be attributed to this constraint any
mare.

We continue to assume that the rule Move-o; applies without being
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subject to the
~-island

~-island

constraint.

We turn to the argument".of: the

constraint in Chapter 5.

Classification of Bindings
Chomsky's Classification
of Bindings

Sentence (6al is an instance of RI-l, and it was suggested that
the ill-formedness of this sentence can be accounted for by the UBCT.
The UBCT is, furthermore, expected to handle a much wider range of rule

incompatibility phenomena.

The treatment of rule incompatibility

phenomena in tens of the UECT requires some knowledge about binding.
Thus, the consideration of binding is in order.
Chootsky (198la, p. 184) grants two sorts of binding, i.e., Abinding and A-binding,
(9)

aIl9-

a.

A-binding:

h.

A-binding:

characterizes the two bindings as follows:

a binder is an antecedent and in an Aposition; a bound expression is an anaphor.
a binder is an operator and in an

ii.-

position; a bound expression is a variable.
Traces left by Move-a: are, needless to say" bound

expressions~referre?-

Traces are classified into three types (ibid •• p. 55):

to in (9).

traces left by WH'Movement (i.e., variables)

(lO)

b.

traces left by NP ,Movement (Le., NP-traces)
traces left by Extraposition (i.e., Extp-traces)

NP-traces behave similarly to anaphors wicll regard to binding theory,
namely, they are subject to principle (Al of (4).
under A-binding.

Thus, NP-traces fall

Variables, by the characterization in (9b), fall
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under A-binding.

These two relations of traces to the kinds of binding

are obvious and pose no problem, but these relations do not exhaust
all such relations.
Variables are defined as in (11)
(11)

(l

~

is a variable if and only if
(il

CI. = [

e]

NP
(ii)

(iii)

ex is in an A-position (hence bears an A-GF)

there is a

a that

locally A-binds

(l.

(Chomsky 1981a, p. 18S)

The combination of (i) and (ii) me;:.."s r. hat variables are always Casemarked (ibid., p. 102), and (iii) means that they are always A-hound
(ibid., p. 184).

The definition of (11) restrict the notion variable

to traces of the category NP left by WH Movement.

However, the rule

of WH Movement may apply to the category PP, AP, Adv P, as well, and

leave traces of these categories (henceforth, PP-wh-traces, etc.J.

pp-

wh-traces show striking similarities to variables with respect to
binding theory:

as to the principles of A-binding, PP-wh-traces as

well as variables are subject to Principle (C)· of (4); moreover, ppwh-traces as well as variables are bound to operators in COMP positions,
which are A-positions.
fall under A-binding.
of A-binding,

Thus, pP-wh-traces must also be considered to
Accordingly, we must modify the characterization

(9b), so that A-binding may cover not only variables

but also PP-wh-traces, etc.

We will collectively call variables
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PP,...wh-traces, etc.

"wh_traces_,,3

We modify the characterization of

A-binding in (9b) by replacing "variable" with "wh-trace."

A bound

expression of A-binding, therefore, is not a variable. but a wh-trace.
Such a modification is not yet sufficient to characterize Abinding.

As noted in Chapter 2, Extraposition-from-object moves consti-

tuents to the right extremity of layer v 2 , and Extrapositian-fromSubject, to the right extremity of layer v 3 .

A-positions (cf. Chomsky 1981a, p. 178).
be considered to fall under A-binding.

These positions are both

Thus, Extp-traces also must
Bound expressions of A-binding

need to be modified to include not only wh-traces but also Extp-traces.
However, the modification is not sufficient i f we merely modify
binding so as to cover Extp-traces as well as wh-traces ~

A-

Extp-traces

are different, in two respects, from A-bound traces whose characterization is stated in (9b).

One is that binders of Extp-traces are ob-

viously not operators, because they do not occur in COMP.

The ather

is that Extp-traces do not behave similarly to wh-traces with respect
to A-binding theory, but rather to anaphors.

For example, Extp-traces,

as well as anaphors, are subject to Principle (A) of A-binding theory

3. May, Higginbotham, and others, according to Riemsdijk and
Williams (1981, p. 191), recognize the necessity of PP-variables, apart
from NP-variables (or simply, variables), and treat binders of ppvariables (as well as of NP-variables) as operators. Thus, sentence
(i), which contains a PP-variable, is assigned an LF-representation
like (ii):
(i) To whom did you talk?
(ii)
For which!!., ~ a person, [to ~]:i.' you talked

x..

Our wh-traces correspond to PP-variables of May ~ Higginbotham, and
others. However, we do not use the term pp-,yariable, but the term whtrace, to avoid the confusion with Chomsky's term variable.
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(4), namely, bound phrases and their antecedents must appear in the

same governing categories:
(12)

a.

That a review

.!i

will appear shortly [of his book] i

.!i

will appear shortly is obvious [of

is obvious.
b. *That a review
his bookJ i .
John believes that they i

(13)

like each otheri .

b. *They i believe that each other i likes John.
secondly, Extp-traces, like anaphors, are s'ubject to the Specified Subject Condition:

(14)

*{Johnls novel
b.

[Books~]

(15)

~]

arrived last week [that you ordered].

[The book.!] arrived last week [that you ordered].

arrived last week [that you ordered].

*They heard my stories about each other.
h.

They heard the stories about each other.

They heard stories about each other.

In a word, Extp-traces as well as anaphors must be bound in their
binding category, which is defined as follows:
for

a.

if and only if (3

(3 is a binding category

is the minimal category containing

a.

and a

SUBJEcr accessible to CI.,4 where SUBJEcr is an AGR in a finite clause,
or the subject of an infinitive, an NP or a small clause.

This gen-

eralization will be missed if we merely modify A-binding so as to cover
Extp-traces as well as wh-traces.

Extp-traces are more similar to

anaphors than to wh-traces regarding A-binding theory.

4.

Chomsky (l98la, p. 220).

In this respect,
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Extp-traces behave similarly to NP-traces, which are regarded as a kind
of anaphor, as is noted above.

O-Binding vs. a-Binding

It has turned out that Extp-traces are two-sided:

they are

similar to wh-traces as to positions where their binders appear,
whereas they are similar to NP-traces and anaphors as to the binding
domain.

Such a two-sidedness cannot be captured by Chomsky's classifi-

cation of bindings, because his classification states that positions
of binders are always correlated with the binding domain of traces.

That is, in A-binding, binders always appear in A-positions, and traces
are always bound in their governing (or, binding) category; in Abinding, on the other hand, binders always appear in A-positions, and

traces are never bound in their governing (or, binding) category.

To

characterize Extp-traces appropriately, i t is necessary to add another
distinction of bindings to Chomsky's distinction between A-binding and
A-binding.

We'introduce, for this purpose, the distinction between

a-binding (Le"
binding).

operator binding) and O-binding (Le., non-operator

In O-binding, binders occupy operator positions (Le., caMP

positions) and traces behave as R-expressions, whereas in a-binding,
binders occupy non-operator positions (i.e .• non-COMP positions) and
traces .behave as anaphors.

A-bindings are ramified into O-binding and

a-binding, while A-binding does not have this d~stinction.
types of traces listed in (10) may be classified as follows;

The three
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(16)

-~
O-b~~ding
I
A-binding

wh-traces

A-binding

Extp-traces

NP-traces

This classification, however, fails to capture an important
fact concerning binding:

Extp-traces are similar to NP-traces in that

they behave as anaphors and their binders appear in non-COMP positions.
These simil<3lxities indicate that Extp-traces and NP-traces must be combined together, more specifically, that they must be classified so as
to fall under i)-binding, where binders appear in non-COME' positions

and traces behave as anaphors.

Extp-traces, on the other hand, are

similar to wh-traces in that they appear in A-positions.

To capture

such a two-sidedness of Extp-traces, it is necessary to cross-classify
bindings on the basis of the two distinctions, and distribute the three

sorts of traces as in (17):
(17)

A-binding

a-binding

wh-trace

a-binding

Extp-trace

0- and A-binding does not exist because operators always appear in
positions.

A-

The distinction between A-binding and A-binding depends

on whether binders appear in A-positions or A-positions; the distinction between a-binding and O-binding depends on whether binders appear
in COMP positions or non-COMP positions, and whether traces behave as
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R-expressions or anaphors.

The classification of bindings in (17)

characterizes the three sorts of traces properly as in (18):
(18)

a.

NP-traces:

binders are in A-positions; traces are

b.

wh-traces:

binders are in A-positions, and are opera-

anaphors

tors (Le., in COMP positions); traces are

R-expressions
c.

Extp-traces:

binders are in A-positions, and are not

operators (Le., not in COMP positions)

i

traces are anaphors

RM-Traces

The rule of Extraposition is the sale syntactic rule which
Chomsky (1981a) refers to as a rightward movement rule that leaves
traces. 5

The rule of Heavy NP shift, though moving constituents right-

wards as in (l9), is regarded, in the GB-framework, as a stylistic rule,
namely, as a rule of the PF-component:
(l9)

John gave a book on binding theory to Bill yesterday.
b.

John gave! to Bill yesterday a book on binding theory.

However I gaps left by Heavy NP Shift show the same properties as the
traces left by transformational rules.
lowing three common properties:

(i)

Traces generally have the f01traces are governed,

(ii) ante-

cendent of traces are not in 6-positions; and (iii) the antecedent-trace

5. Other rightward movement rules, such as It-Extraposition,
there-Insertion or Agent Postposing, do not leave traces which remain
in LF-representations. So, they need not be taken into consideration
regarding binding theory (cf. Chomsky 1981a, p. 224, fn. 29).
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relation satisfies the Subjacency Condition (ibid., p. 56)..

The gap

left by Heavy NP Shift in (19b) shares all these properties:

it is

governed by the transitive verb; its antecedent is not in a 6-position
because the antecedent has been moved into the right extreme position
of layer v 2 or

VP

(ef.. Chapter 2), and the gap-antecedent relation

satisfies the Subjacency Condition, since the antecedent cannot be
moved across a clause boundary (ef .. Ross's (1967) Right Roof Constraint)..

If Heavy NP shi.ft is a stylistic rule, it would be merely

accidental that gaps left by it have absolutely the same propert.ies
as traces 'left. by transformational rules.

Moreover, it S;eems that gaps

left by rules of the PF-component generally do not have the properties
of traces.

Deletion under identity, for example, is a rule of the PF-

component, and leaves gaps behind..

Antecedents of gaps may be in 9-

positions as in (20a), and the antecedent-gap relation need not satisfy
the Subjacency Condition as in (20b):

(20)

John ate an apple, and then _ _ drank beer.

b.

Though Jom cannot refrain from smoking, I know a woman
who could _ _

In the light of the fact that gaps left by Heavy NP shift have the

properties common to traces, but not to gaps produced by PF-rules, it
is appropriate to consider gaps left by it as traces, and the rule of
Heavy NP shift as a transformational rule.
Traces left by Heavy NP Shift, furthenllore, have the same
characteristics as Extp-traces:

they are treated as a kind of anaphor,

because they must be bound in their binding category (cf. p. 156); and
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their binders occupy an A-position, since Heavy NP Shift moves constituents to the end of layer

~ or VP, which is an A position.

It is

reasonable, then, to bring traces of Heavy NP shift toqether with Extptraces, and to regard both of them. as faLling under

A- and

a-binding.

We will collectively call these two sorts of traces -RM-traces," i.e.,
traces left by rightward movement rules.

The label "Extp-traces" in

(17) and (18) ouqht. to be replaced with "RM-traces."

we have cited,

in preceding chapters, another rightward move-

ment rule, namely, PP Shift, which relates (2la) to (2lb):
John talked to Mary about the problem yesterday.

(21)

b.

John talked j:, about the problem yesterday to Mary.

The gap in (2lb) has all the properties common to traces left by trans-

formational rules (i.e., the properties of (i)-(iii) above).

Moreover,

traces left by PP Shift show the same characteristics as RM.-traces:
they must be bound in their binding

c~teqory;

and their antecedents

appear in A-positions, because moved constituents are adjoined to the
extremity of a.ayar V 2 or

Vi.

This means that traces l.eft by PP Shift

are also regarded as RM-traces.
Summing up, traces are distinguished into three types:
traces, BM-traces. and wh-traces.
kind of binding:

NP-

Each type falls under a different

NP traces, such as those created by Raising or NP

preposing t are A- and O-bound; RM-traces, such as those created by
Extraposition, Heavy NP shift, or PP Shift, are

i-

wh-traces t which are produced by WH Movement. are

and O-bound; and,

A-

and a-bound.
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Wh-Traces

As noted in Chapter 3 (pp. 116-121), Chomsky (l977a) proposes

that the rule of WH Movement is involved not only in derivation of

~

interrogatives or relative clauses, but also in derivation of the topi-

calization construction, the
where

~-phrases

~-construction,

or cleft sentences,

do not appear in surface structures overtly.

The deri-

vation of !!!.-interrogatives or relative clauses is straightforward;
WI! Movement moves ~-phrases into COMPo

ization I cleft sentences or the
plicated.

~

The derivation of the topical-

construction is a little more com-

D-structures of these constructions have abstract

~-phrases

in positions where gaps appear in surface structures, and topicalized

phrases, clef ted phrases, or the subject of
base-generated in positions where they are.

~-class

adjectives are

WH Movement applies to

abstract !!E.-phrases, and moves them into COMP positions closest to
topicalized phrases, clef ted phrases, etc., leaving wh-traces behind.
Thus, it is not topicalized phrases or clefted phrases, but abstract
~-phrases

that are affected "in the derivation of these constructions,

and, correspondingly, it is not topicalized phrases or clefted phrases,
but abstract

~-phrases

in COMP positions that bind gaps in s-structure.

In other words, gaps which hav:e been supposed to be created by the left-

ward movement rules in (1) of Chapter 2 are all regarded as wh-traces,
and their binders are equally abstract

~-phrases

in COMP.

As to the

treatment of the unbo\Ulded leftward movement rules, the GB-framework
essentially follows this line, and this chapter also assumes such a
treatment of the leftward movement rules.
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Keepi."'1g these backqrounds in mind, let us turn to the explanaWe start with ai-I.

tion for rule incompatibility phenomena.

Explanation for Rule Incompatibility Phenomena

Rule Incompatibility - 1
The (al -sentences in (22) and (23) are examples of RI-I, and
they are assumed to have S-structures like. (2lb) and (23h);
*That book, it was Mary that John gave to.

(22)
b.

that book] I [

L[

STOPS

whl [ it was [_I

Mary1

STOP

CQMP-

wh] [ john gave t to t] JlJJ]
S
--

[[

S COMP-

(23)

a. *About that problem, to whan did you talk

h.

L[

5

about that problem] [ [

5

TOP

~ ~}

vh] L [[
CQMP-

SS

to whan]
COMP

[ did you talk!. :!:,]J]11

s
These ill-formed sent~ces have two

A-

and. O-bound traces (i.e., wh-

traces) and two binders in COMP positions.

campare the sentences in

(21)-(22) with the following sentences:
(24)

What does John seem to have read?

b.
(25)

[[

SCOMP

what] [ does John seem [ t to have read tl]]
s
S-

To whoul. was the book given?
b.

[[

to whom] [ was the book given t t] 1

SCaMP

S

These sentences are well-formed, and contain one

--

A-

and o-bound trace

(i.e., wh-trace) alJ,d a trace of another t.ypi!, namely, an A- and a-bound
trace (Le., NP-trace).

Consider the following sentences further:
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(26)

In which journal will a review appear of his book?
b.

[[

in which journal] [ will [a review

~1

appear

.!:

S COMP
[of his hook] 1 ]
(27)

a.

Mary, Jalm talked to last night about the problem.

[_ [
Mary] [ [
wh] [John talked [to
STOP
S COMP-

.!:] .!:

last night

[about the problem]]]]

These sentences also are well-formed, and have one

A-

and O-bOWld trace

(Le., wh-trace) and a trace of another type, namely, an

A- and O-bound

trace (Le., RM-trace).
In

the well-formed sentences, (24}-(27), the two traces in-

valved are of different sorts, whereas in the ill-farmed sentences,
(22) - (23), the two traces are of the same sort.

This observation may

lead one to assume that two occurrences of traces of the same sort give
rise to ambiguity in binding. 6

If this assumption holds, then the ill-

formed sentences will involve ambiguity in binding and violate the
UBCT; consequently, their ill-formedness may be attributed to the viola tion of the UBCT.
Note, however, that it cannot be determined, based upon traces,
whether two occurrences of traces are of the same sort or not, for,
contrary to Chomsky (1981a, p. 322), the three types of traces in (18)
cannot be distinguished by their internal constitution. or by their
derivation and context.

It is true, as Chomsky claims, that variables

6. In Nakajima (198lb), I took this position. But, this
position is not plausible for the reason to be stated below.
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and NP-traces are distinguished by internal constitution -- presence

or absence of Case.

But, wh-traces include both variables and PP-wh-

traces; and RM-traces incl.ude traces of the category NP (i .e., those
left by Heavy NP Shift) and traces of the cateqory PP or S (those left
by PP shift or Extrap!=Isition).

Thus, wh-traces and RM-traces are

either Case-marked or non-Case-marked.

When two

traces involved are

non-Case-marked, as in (23), (25), or (26), which are repeated in (28),
then it cannot be dete:r:mined lJy presence or absence of Case whether
the traces are NP-traces, wh-traces, or RM traces:
"About that problem, to whom did you talk

(28)

b.

To whom was the book qiven

t

t

[-c;:se] [-c~sel

t
t?
[-case] [-case]

In which journal will a review

.:!:.
{-Case]

appear

~

of

[-case]

his book?
This suggests that it is theoretically impossible to determine, based
on internal constitution of traces, whether two occurrences of traces
are of the same sort or not.
We have seen in (18) that the three types of traces are distinquished on the basis of which sort of binding they fall under.

The

sorts of bindinq, in, turn, can be defined in terms of the position
where a binder appears:

in A- and O-bindinq, a binder appears in an

A-position; in A- and G-binding, a binder appears in an A-position and
COMP position; and in

i-

and a-binding. a binder appears in an

position and non-COMP position.

A-

It follows, then, that the sorts of

traces are reflected in the positions in which their binders appear:
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if two binders appear in the same type of positions, traces are regarded

as of the same sort.

The two binders in (28a) are both in COMP posi-

tions, which means that the two traces are of the same sort.

On the

other hand, in (2ab), one binder is in an A-:-position and CCMP position,
and the other is in an A-position, which means that the two traces are

of different sorts.

Similarly, in (28c), one binder is in an

i-

posi.tion and COMP position, and the other is in an A-position and nonCOMP position, which means that the traces are of different sorts.
In this way, the sameness or difference of 1:races can be de-

te:rmined by the positions of their binders.

Instances of RI-l are

characterized as sentences having two binders in the same type of
structural position rather than as sentences having two traces of the
same sort.

We therefore define the situation in which RI-l takes place

in terms not of the sort of traces, but of positions of binders.

is a tentative definition of the environment
(29)

whe~e

(29)

RI-l occurs:

Binding of traces is ambiguous if sentences have two binders
both of which are in A-positions and CaMP positions.

The separate specification of A-positions and COMP positions is redundant because COMP positions alway.s imply A-positions.

However, such

a specification will be meaningful when we discuss other kinds of rule
incompatibilities, so the two positions need to be specified separately.

The sentences in (22) - (23) accord with the situation stated

in (29); this means that the binders in those sentences create ambiguity in binding; thus, the 'CBCT, (7), comes into play, and excludes

these sentences.

The sentences in (24)-(27), on the other hand, do
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not accord with the situation stated in (29)

i

hence, no ambiguity in

binding occurs in these sentences.
Formulation (29) is sufficent to distinguish the ill-formed

sentences (22)-(23) from the well-formed sentences (24)-{27).

Compare

now the ill-formed sentences (22) - (23) with the following sentences:

(30)

What did you give to the boy who John likes?
b.

[[

what] I did you give t to the boy [ [

ScaMP

S

S

-

who]
COMP

[ John likes t] 1 ] ]
S
(31)

a.

To Mary, John said that her sister was hard to get along
with.

b.

L(

to Mary] [ [

wh] [ John said t that her sister
-

S COMP-

STOP

was hard [ [

wh] [ to get along with t]]]] 1

S COl.tp-

S

-

These sentences, like the ill-formed sentences in (22) - (23), contain
two binders in COMP positions, but are well-formed.

The ill-formed

sentences in (22) - (23) and the well-formed ones in (30) - (31) are different in a crucial point:

in the sentences of the former group, the

two binders c-conunand both of two traces, whereas in the sentences of
the latter group, one of the two binders c-commands both traces, but
the other hinder does not.

This is clear, for eXa.Ir!Ple, from the com-

parison of the structures of (22) and (30), which are represented in
(32) and (33), respectively:
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(32)

s

~--------~S

TOP

S

NP/~iiP
~=S
V
TOP

/~
S

I ~I~
~

that book
(33)

~

it

is

Mary

~

Jo1m gave

1. to !

~
~--I
NP

,

I

what

you

:.

________

V

gave

NP

Pi

!.

to the boy

S

I~~~
who

Jo1m likes

!.

While the two boxed COMPs (i.e., two binders) in (32) c-command the
two traces, the lower boxed COMP in (33) does not c-command the trace
in the matrix clause.

Therefore, we can suppose that ambiguity in

binding occurs when both of two binders c-command two traces.

This

supposition is very natural in the light of the fact that trace and
its antecedent must always satisfy tp,e Command condition in the sense
of Chomsky (1980, p. 10), Le., the condition that an antecedent must
c-comm3.Ild its trace.

AmbigUity in binding happens when both of two

binders are eligible for binding two traces.
into (29) and revise it as follows:

We incorporate this fact
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(34)

Ambiguity in Binding (1)

Binding of traces is ambiguous if sentences have two binders
both of which

(al c-command two traces,
(b) are in i-positions, and

(e) are in COMP positions.
Two binders meeting the three conditions, (al - (e), are taken to be of
the same sort.

Ambiguity in binding occurs when sentences have two

binders of the same sort.
Instances of RI-l involve application of two of the rules
listed in (1) of Chapter 2, all of which (except for Left Dislocation)
are postulated in the GB-framework as involving WH Movement.

Instances

of RI-l, then, have two binders (i.e., !!!!-phrases) in COMP position.
Since the two binders are of the same sort in the sense stated above,
instances of RI-l are declared, by (34), to contain ambiguity in
binding.

Sentences containing ambiguity in binding are excluded by

the UBCT, (7).

This is the explanation, in tile free indexing theory,

for the ill-formedness of instances of RI-l.
Rule Incompatibility - 2

Almost the same explanation applies to instances of RI-2.

The

following sentences are examples of RI-2:
(35)

a. *John sent [a review

!J

!. last week [of Chansky's new book]

[to the professor in London] •
b. *Tan plays.!!. every night [on this violin of his
brother's] [nocturnes composed by little-known musicians].
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These sentences contain two binders of the same sort, i.e., two
a-binders.

A- and

Therefore, it is reasonable to suppose as to RI-2 also that

two occurrences of binders of the same sort give rise to ambiguity in

A-

binding.

and Q-binders are the same as

they fall under A-binding.

with regard to condition (b) of (34).

binders is that

A-

A-

and O-binders in that

This means that RI-l and RI-2 are the same
The difference of the two

and Q-binders appear in COMP positions, whereas

and a-binders appear in non-CaMP positions.

A-

This infoDllation can be

incorporated into condition (e) of (34) by ramifying the condition in
such a way that both of the hinders are either (i) in COMP positions

or (ii) in non-COMP positions.

For such a ramification of condition

(e), the separate reference to caMP position and A-position in (34)
is meaningfuL
not

st~te

If only COMP position were referred to in (34), we could

the similarity between RI-l and RI-:2 on the one hand, and

the difference between them on the other.
The remaining condition in (34), 1.e., condition (a), seems
necessary to RI-:2 also.

compare the ill-formed sentences in (35) with

the following sentence:

(36)

John made [a
~

claim~]

yesterday [that we should offer help

immediately [to developing countries in Africa]].

This sentence is well-formed, but contains, like those in (35), two

i-

and O-binders~

of the well-famed
respectively:

The structures of the ill-formed sentence (35a) and
s~tence

(36) will be drav."ll as in (37) and (38),
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(37)

(38)

v3

(=

s)

~2

I
I
John

~(=S)

V~NP

I

made

NP-------------V 2

"(T'T
a

claim

i

3

I

The boxed categories are binders of traces.

~~-_

offer help

i

to developing
cOWltries

In (37), the two binders

c-command both of the traces; in (38), one binder, the boxed PP, obviously does not c-command both of the two traces.

Ill-formed sen-

tences like (35) are distinguished from well-formed sentences like (36)
by condition Cal. i.e., that two binders bath c-command two traces_
We must, hence, keep conditions (al and (b) of (34) intact; what we

need modify is only condition (e).

as fallows:

We revise (34), along this line,
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Ambiguity in Binding (2)

(39)

Binding of traces is ambiguous i f sentences have two binders

both of which:

(al c-command two traces.
(b)

are in A-positions. and

(e) are either in COMP positions or in non-coMP positions.
(39) can also make a correct prediction as to sentences similar
to instances of RI-2, but different in curical points.

The sentence

in (40). like instances of RI-2, has Wlderqcne two rightward movement

rules, i.e •• PP shift and Agent Postposing:
High grades· were awarded! by the instructor [to the

(40)

students who participated L"'l the class eagerly].
However, one of the two rules involved. Agent Postposinq. does not leave
traces which remain in S-structures; sentence (40) has only one RM.trace.

Therefore, (40) does not satisfy condition (al of (39), and

accordingly, does not involve ambiguity in binding.
The follwinq sentence involves two O-binders, hut is wellformed:

John seems! to have read

(41)

~

a long time ago [Chomsky's hook

on binding theory1.
One of the two involved traces occupies an A-position, and therefore
does not meet condition (b) of (39).

occur in

(41)

~

Ambiguity in binding does not

either.

Condition (al of (39) is stated in terms of the notion ccommand.

This condition is motivated by the necessity to differentiate
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(37) and (38).

These two structures, however, can be differentiated

in terms of the notion command also, which is defined as follows (cf.
p.. 11);:

~

commands

~ if

neither! nor!!. dominates the other, and the

bOWlding node that most immediately dominates
bounding nodes means V3 , V4 , and NP.

~

also dominates

In structure

!!..

where

(37), the first

bounding node dominating the two binders is the v 3 , and this V3 domi-

nates the two traces; hence, the two binders both COOlIlIand the two
traces.

In structure (38). on the other hand, the first bounding node

dominating the boxed PP is the embedded v 3 , and this '13 does not
dominate the trace left by the rule Extrapositioni thus, one of the

two binders does not command the two traces.

In this way, the notion

conunand can also differentiate (37) from (38).

A difference in empirical consequence between the two notions is
that while the notion command can handle a case like (42a)
a structure like (42b)
(42)

a.

* [A

I

review

I

which has

the notion c-command cannot:
~)

was sent to [professors ! i J last week (who

attended the Pisa lectures)i [of Chomsky's book an binding
theory] j.
b.

NP

~

v2

~

a review ~
V
pp

I
was
sent

A~v

last

~eek

to professors!

~
of Chomsky's book

~ on binding theory

who attended
the Pisa lectures
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Structure (42b) has undergone Extraposition-from-Object and
Extraposition-from-Subject.

The former rule has moved the boxed

v3

to the end of layer v 2 , and the latter rule has moved the boxed pp to
the end of layer v 3 ,

If condition (a) of (39) is stated in terms of
3

the notion c-command, the boxed V

does not c-conunand the trace in the

subject position, which is under v 3 i
(42a).

(39) cannot cover sentences like

If condition (al is stated in terms of command, on the other

hand, the two boxed phrases (Le., the two binders) command the two

traces;

(39)

can cover sentences like (42a).

Though Chapter 2 has tentatively presented sentences like (42a)

as instances of RI-2 involving Extraposition-from-Subject, it has been
noted at the same time that the sale application of Extraposition-fromSubject also creates ill-formedness to some extent when input sentences
have heavy complements of a verb (cf. p. 73 fn). The following sentence
has Wldergone only Extraposition-from-Subject, and is evidently not
an instance of RI-2.
(43)

* [A

Nevertheless, (43) is not well-formed:

review!] was sent to professors who attended the Pisa

lectures [of Chomsky's book on binding theory] •
If (42a) and (43) are ill-formed to the same extent, the ill-forrnedness
of (42a) should not be attributed to the involvement of ambiguity in
binding, but to the same cause as the ill-fonnedness of (43).
status of (42a) and (43) is not obvious.

The

We follO"w here the' judgment

that no plain difference in acceptability is felt between (42a) and
(43), and preclude sentences like (42a) from instances of RI-2.
cause sentences like (42a) are out of the range of (39),

Be-

(39) need not
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be modified to cover them, and may be preserved as it is.

The pre-

servation of (39) as it is will bring a desirable result to RI-4, to
which we turn below.
Rule Incompatibility - 4
RI-4 occurs just in case a rightward movement rule applies to
an NP, and a leftward movement rule also applies to an NP.

This is

clear from the comparison of the four sentences in (44), where the af-

fected categories are written in the brackets:
a. *Who did you tell.! [to!.l yesterday [the problem

(44)

concerning his job}?

b.

(NP, NFl

To whom did you tell .:!=.

!

concerning his job]?

(PP, NPl

Who did you talk [to j:,l
concerning his job]?

d.

yesterday [the problem

~

yesterday [about the problem

(NP I PP)

To whom did you talk!.

! yesterday [abou,!: the problem

concerning his job)?

(PP, PP)

All of these sentences have equally one

A-

and O-binder and one

A-

and

a-binder.
We have assumed, as to RI -1 and RI - 2, that the cause for ambiguity in binding lies in the similarity of two binders.

Analogously,

a similarity can be found between two binders of RI-4 too.
two binders are equally NP.

That is,

Thus, it is reasonable to suppose that

in the case of RI-4, the similarity in syntactic category of two binders

(i.e., NPs) gives rise to ambiguity in binding.

If so, RI'"':'4 is also

characterized as a phenomenon involving ambiguity in binding, and can
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be combined with RI-1 and R1-2.

All of the three phenomena will be

uniformly handled by the UBCT.

What we need to do is just to add to

the list of Ambiguity in Binding (39) another environment where ambiguity in binding takes place.
Before concluding that the cause of RI-4 is the similarity in

the category of two binders, let us consider another possible property
common to two binders of RI-4.

Following Case theory, Cases (or more

specifically, syntactic Cases) are assigned to NPs or their traces
governed by Case-assigners (i.e., AGR, V, and P), but not to other cate-

gories such as PP and S, or their traces.
RI-4 are both Case-marked.

Two traces in instances of

For, Heavy NP Shift applies to the object

NP and leaves a trace governed by a transitive verb; WH Movement, when
applying to NP, affects the object of a verb or a preposition, or the
subject NP, and leaves a trace governed by V, P, or AGR.
being governed by Case-assigners, are all Case-marked.

These traces,
Thus, instances

of RI-4 have the characteristic that two traces in them are both Casemarked.

This characteristic is sufficient to distinguish (44a), an

instance of RI-4, from other instances in (44).

Notice, however, that

Ambiguity in Binding, (39), is defined in terms of the properties common not to traces, but to binders.

We therefore need a property common

to binders.
Case theory and a-theory have a close relat..ion, especially there
is a correlation between marking of Cases and .,retention of 8-'t:oles.
Chomsky formulates this correlation as follows (1981a, p. 177):
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(45)

[0.131 cannot retain (though it may transfer) a a-role i f

a lacks

features.

Since Cases are taken as a kind of feature, Case-marked traces retain
a-roles and do not transfer them to their antecedents.

Non-Case-marked

traces, by contrast, cannot retain a-roles and must transfer them to
their antecedents .. Given the observation that the traces in RI-4 are
Case-marked, it follows, from the correlation between Case-marking and

retention of

a-roles I that the traces do not transfer a_roles, and

their binders do not have a-roles.

Thus, the lack of a-roles is con-

sidered a property common to the binders of RI-4.

One might be tempted,

then, to suppose that the lack of a_roles is the cause for RI-4, and
to revise Ambiguity in Binding by incorporating this property into con-

dition (e) as the third subcondition. 7

Condition (c) of (39) will

be revised as follows:
(46) are either

(i) in COMP positions,
(ii) in non-COMP positions,
(iii) not assigned a-roles.

Though the revised Ambiguity in Binding can differentiate the
instance of RI-4 in (41) from other instances, it poses some empirical
and theoretical problems.

First of all. it is evident that adverbs.

especially when not subcategorizing verbs, are not assigned any

e-roles.

Therefore, when moved adverbs bind their traces, neither adverbs nor

7. I took this position in an ear 1ier version of this paper.
But, this position is not plausible for the reasons to be stated below.
lowe the problems of this definition to Chisata Kitagawa (personal
communication) .
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their traces have a-roles.

The revised Ambiguity in Binding would pre-

diet that the movement of adverb, in conjunction with Heavy NP Shift,

causes RI-4, for neither binder in a resultant sentence has a 8-role:
(47)

When did you send! to Mary! [a book on binding theory}?

However, sentences like (47) are obviously well-formed, and not in-

stances of RI-4.

Thus, the definition of (46iii) is empirically

incorrect.
secondly, condition (iii) of (46) presumes that while binders
of the category NP have no a-roles, binders of other categories have

a-roles; otherwise, (46iii) canJlot distinguish real instances of RI-4

from instances where one or two binders are not NP.

This presumption

does not seem irrational from (45) and the a-criterion.
a pp is moved into a a-position.

Suppose that

The trace of the PP, not being-

Case-marked, cannot retain a B-role, by vittue of (45).

The B-

cri terion requires that each B-role be assigned to one and only one
argument.

Thus, the trace must release and transmit the B-role to the

moved PP.

Correspondingly, the moved PP must be supposed to have a 8-

role. 8

However, Chomsky states elsewhere (ibid., p. 180) that

8. However, this reasoning is based on not so obvious assumptions. First, we have assumed that 9-roles are assigned to PPs as well
as NPs. In fact, Chomsky (198Ia) states that "each complement position
is a 8-position" (p. 36) , and shows some examples where 8-roles are
assigned to PPs (cf. Chomsky's example (3vi) and (3vii) on p. 36).
But, Chomsky mostly confines the argument on B-roles to NPs.
secondly, we have assumed that the term argument referred to in
the 8-criterion indicates PPs as well as NP. Actually, Chomsky (ibid.,
p. 35) states that expressions assigned 8-roles are called arguments,

:~:~~s: ~~:, ":~~:~:~~' ;e~:!~h t!~~e~~~'P~:S:~:~I;fr:!~icts
them to NPs. Thus, it is not so clear whether PPs are assigned Broles, and whethe::- they are arguments.
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"it makes no sense to assign a El-role to an operator in COMP," and
postulates that 8 -roles are assignad to A-function chains (ibid.,
p. 179).

Relative to this postulate, it is theoretically difficult

to presume that some binders in A-positions have a-roles.

If so, con-

dition (iii) of (46) cann.ot differentiate NP-binders from binders of

other categories.
Thirdly, though (46iii) is combined with (46i) and (46ii), such

a. combination does not seem natural.

(46i) and (46ii) are stated in

terms of syntactic position in which binders appear, while (46iii) is
stated in terms of internal constitution of binders.

Syntactic posi-

tion and internal constitution are not of the same nature, and do not
form a natural class.

Therefore, it is not reasonable to combine these

three subconditions into a single condition.
In order to unify RI-4 with RI-l and RI-2, we have to discover

some syntactic property common to two binders in RI-4, and make use
of it to state condition (c) for RI-4.

As a structural property connnon

to two binders of RI-4, we have ,;lready pointed out the similarity in
the syntactic category, i.e., NP.

If we state the environment where

RI-4 occurs in tenns of this similarity, the problems posed above will
not arise.

Since the similarity in syntactic category is a structural

property in the sense that syntactic categories are referred to in syntactic representations, it is reasonable to combine this property with
(i) and (ii) in (46), both of which are stated in terms of .syntactic
properties.

The second problem also does not arise, for no reference

to 8-roles is necessary, and, accordingly, it does not matter any more
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',.,hether binders in A-position may have a-roles or nat.

Furthermore,

sentences like (47) are correctly excluded from RI-4, since the statement to be made will explicitly specify that RI-4 occurs only when
two binders are l'I7.

Hence, we suppose a part of the cause for RI-4

to be the similarity in the syntactic category of two binders.

This

property will be incorporated into Ambiguity in Binding (39) as the
third subcondition in condition (e).
Of the three conditions in (39), the other two conditions,

Cal and (b), need

"to be

preserved intact.

Condition (b) is necessary

because RI-4 contains a wh-trace and an RM.-trace, both of which appear

in A-positions.

Condition Cal also is necessary to distinguish the

ill-formed sentences like (44a) from the well-formed sentences like
(48) ,

(48)

Who did you order! to send ~ to John irmnediately [the

book on binding theory 1 ?
The phrase structure of this sentence will be something like (49):
(49)

v3

CO~v3

(=

s)

(=5)

1~3

who

did you order t

V

-

12

~

V

I

send

NP

I
~

pp
~
to John

the book on
binding theory
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Here, the boxed NP, one of the binders, does not c-command the trace
in the matrix clause.

Hence, ambiguity in binding must be supposed to

arise when two binders c-command two traces, as in (44a), but not when
at least one of the binders does not c-conunand two traces, as in (48).
What we need to modify is only condition (e) of (39).

We revise (39)

as follows:
(50)

Ambiguity in Binding (3)

Binding of traces is ambiguous if sentences
have two binders both of which:

(a) c-command two traces,
(b)

are in A-positions, and

(e) are either

(i) in

caMP positions, or

(ii) in non-COMP positions,
(iii) NPs.

The reference to the category NP in (ciii) assumes that binding

theory can "see" syntactic categories of binders.

It is certain that

A-

and a-binders are dominated under nodes labeled syntactic categories
(cf. the boxed NP in (49), for example).
tactic categories of

A-

and a-binders.

Binding theory can see synBut,

A-

and Q-binders are

dominated under the node COMP (cf. the interrogative pronoun in (49),
and it is not so clear whether
syntactic category.

A-

and Q-binders bear information about

There is a piece of evidence, however, which ar-

gues that binders in COMP must be supposed to have information about
syntactic category.

The derivation of sentence (51) below violates no

relevant principles or constraints except for Case Filter
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(51) *Who does it seem

[~

to see Mary]?

Hence, Chomsky (19Bla, p. 175) attributes the ill-formedness of (51)

to a violation of case Filter.
netic matrix must have Case.

Case F.ilter states that NP with a pho-

Case Filter needs to be sensitive to

three properties of elements 'on which it operates:

syntactic category,

presence of phonetic matrix, and presence or absence of Cases.
Case Filter operates on the

~-phrase

these three properties. concerning the

When

in (51), it must check all of
~-phrase

in COMP.

It must be

SUpposed, therefore. that !!!!-phrases in COMP bear information about
syntactic category.

Given this, binding theory also can nsee" cate-

gorical information of binders in COMP.

The definition in (50) makes an interesting prediction as to
RI-4.

It has been noted above that RI-4 occurs when a leftward and

a rightward movement rule both apply to NPs.

But, it is predicted

by condition (a) that even if a leftward and a rightward movement rule
apply to NPs, RI-4 does not occur when a leftward movement rule applies
to an NP in the subject position, for Heavy..NP Shift (the sale rightward movement rule to apply to NPs) moves constituents to the right
extreme position of the layer v.2 (or,

VP),

and this position does not

c-canmand the subject position, where a trace is left if a leftward
movement rule applies to the subject NP.

The prediction is borne out

by sentences like (S.2a). whose phrase structure is something like (52b):
(52)

a.

Who! sent! to Mary yesterday [the book on binding
theory] ?
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b.

v3

CO~---------;3
----------' 2
I
who

(=

5)

(:: 5)

~~

it

V
~.
! to llJar'y

sent

Nl?

the book on
binding theory

In (52b), the boxed NP, one of the binders, does not c-coromand the

trace under the layer
(a) of (50).

v3 ,

and correspondingly does not meet condition

This fact indicates that the definition of condition

{al in terms of the notion c-command is more plausible than the definition in tenus of the notion conunand, if condition (a) were defined
in terms of conunand, (52a) would wrongly be included in Rl.-4, and be
predicted to be ill-formed.
Subconditions (ei) and (ciii) in (50) are redundant to some
extent. because the following sentence can be handled by either of
them:
(53) *What do you wonder who John talked to

Since this sentence has two

~-phrases

!

about

!?

in COMP positions, it can be

handled by (ei); since (53) has two binders of the category NP. it
can be dealt with by (ciii), too.

To eliminate redundancy, we suppose

that the three subconditions in (SOc) apply disjunctively in the order
of (i),

(ii). and (iii).

When sentences satisfy .subconditions (a)

and (b), binding theory first takes account of the syntactic positions
in which the binders appear.
or (cii)

I

If the binders meet subcondition (ci)

they are declared, by (50), ambigUous in binding.

I f the
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binders meet neither (ei) nor (cii)

I

binding theory now takes account

of syntactic categories of the binders; and, if the binders meet subcondition (ciii), they are declared, again by (50), ambiguous.

Fol-

lowing such a procedure, sentence (53) is marked ambiguous only by
(oi), and redunda..cy is eliminated.

(50) states the environments of ambiguity in terms of the three
structural condi.tions, (a). (b), and (e).

These conditions seem very

natural as those under which ambiguity occurs.

Condition (al states

that both of two binders and two traces satisfy the Command Condition; 9
thus, both binders are eligible for binding either trace.

Condition

(b) means that though moved phrases may be associated with their original positions by A-function chains. binders in rule incompatibility
phenomena cannot be associated with, their traces by way of A-function
chains.

Binders in rule incompatibility phenomena appear in

A-

positions, and elements in A-positions do not have A-fWlction chains
(Chomsky 1981a, p. 179).

Therefore, binders and traces must be asso-

ciated with each other on the basis of some other clues.

It has been

postulated above that binding theory first inspects syntactic positions
in which binders appear, and, then, their syntactic categories.

When

binding theory inspects syntactic positions in which binders appear,
the two binders cannot be distinguished i f they satisfy (ei) or (cii),
namely, i f they appear in the positions of the same type; the syntactic
positions cannot be a clue for associating binders with traces

9.

Chomsky (1980, p. 10).
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uniquely.

Next, when binding theory inspects syntactic categories

of binders, the two binders cannot be distinguished if they satisfy

(ciii) , namely, if they are labeled the same syntactic category; the
syntactic category also cannot be a clue for the unique binding. 10

sentences meeting the conditions in (SO), hence, have no clue for
associating binders and traces uniquely.
hibits_

This is

~lhat

the UBCT pro-

Thus, these sentences, namely, instances of RI-l, RI-2, and

RI-4, are marked ill-formed.

Left Dislocation

Before turning to the remaining rule incompatibility phenomena

(Le., RI-3), we consider the treatment of the construction ignored

thus far, namely, the left dislocation construction.
Chapter 2 demonstrated that Left Dislocation is incompatible
with most of the other leftward. movement rules:
(54)

a. *Mary j ' the serious problemi , John talked to her j
about

--:1.

(Top + LD)

b. *What j • Maryi' did JOM talk to heri about _ _/
(LD + WH Front)

10. A question will arise why ambiguity in binding takes place
when two binders are NP, but not when they are PP:
{i} About what did you talk t t yesterday [to the boy
from New York1?
- One way to answer this question is to revive the idea of the transmission of a-roles, and define the environment of RI-4 as follows: RI-4
occurs when two binders are NP and not assigned 8-roles. This definition distinguishes instances of RI-4 from sentences like (i), and excludes sentences like (47)
from RI-4. f,loreover, we might provide a
plausible answer for the above question: since binders of the category
PP have a-roles, they can be associated with their traces on the basis
of the 8-roles_ However I we leave this problem open to future study.
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whether the left dislocation construction is derived by the rule of
Left Dislocation or base-generated directly, one obvious thing is that
the left dislocation construction does not contain traces.

~

The

r

(7), states that binding of traces must not be ambiguous, and (50)

states that ambiguity in binding arises when sentences have two traces
in particular relations.

According to (50) as it stands, ambiguity

in binding does not occur in the sentences involving Left Dislocation

because they have only one trace.

It follows, then. that sentences

like (54) cannot be handled by the tlBC'l'.

Though Left Dislocation is certainly different from. WH Movement
in that i t does not leave wh-traces behind, it shares a cruci.al

property with WH MoVement: a binder appears in an A-position.

Oi51o-

catad phrases appear in initial position of sentences which is not
assigned A-GF (namely, in an A-posi tion).

This is a very 'crucial com-

man property since (50) states that the occurrence of two binders in
A-positions is a necessary condition for bringing about ambiguity in
binding.

Moreover, traces left by WH Movement and pronouns in the

left dislocation construction are both nbound expressions."

By bolmd

expressions, we mean expressions that do not have any independent
reference, such as lexical anaphors, PRO, NP-traces, pronoWlS, RMtraces, or wh-traces.

Of these six kinds of bound expressions, the

first three are always associated with expressions in A-positions,
and pronouns also, in most cases, are bound to phrases in A-positions.
The sole exception is pronouns bound to left-dislocated phrases, which.
appear in an A-pas! tion.

Therefore, the property of A- or A-binding
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may distinguish the bound expressions which participate in ambiguity
in binding from those which do not:

A-bound expressions do not parti-

cipate in ambiguity in binding, and only A-hound expressions do so.
This finding enables us to incorporate instances involving
Left Dislocation into the UBCT by introducing a very slight modification to (50).

(50)

states that binding of

~

is ambiguous if

sentences have two binders both of which Cal c-command two traces,
(b) are in A-positions, and meet another condition, to which we turn
soon.

Left-dislocated 1"hrases satisfy conditions Ca) and (b); they

c-command pronouns with which they are associated, and are in an

position.

A-

Thus, the necessary modification is to replace the term

"trace" with "bound expression."

Though the term bound expression

covers a variety of expressions, condition (b) restricts them to RMtraces, wh-traces, and pronouns bound to left-dislocated phrases.
Subeondition (ei) of (50) says that RI-l takes place when two
binders are in COMP positions.
in a COMP position.

Evidently, dislocated phrases are not

Thus, subcondition (ei) also needs to be modified.

Binders of wh-traees and binders of pronouns in the left dislocation
construction are both in A-positions to the left of bound expressions.
We adopt this notion instead of the notion of being in a COMP positien.
Subcondition (cii) of (50) has been stated, analogous to subeondition
(ci) , in terms of the notion of being in a non-COMP pesi tien.

Now

that subcondition (ei) is stated by the notion of being to the left

9f,

it is natural to redefine subcondition (cii) in terms of some
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We replace "in non-COMP positions" in (eii) with

allOLlogous notionJ

"to the right of."
(55)

(50) is modified as follows:

Ambiguity in Binding (4)
Binding of bound expressions (BEs) is ambiguous i f sentences
have two binders both of which:
(a)

c-command two BEs,

(b)

are in A-positions. and

(el

are either

(i)

to the left of BEs, or

(ii) to the right of BEs, or

(iii) NPs.

Subcondition (eiii) is kept intact.

This

subcondition~

as it stands,

can account for instances of RI-4 involving Left Dislocation:

(56) *?Sally j , John told

~

to her j

The two binders in (56) are both NP.

[the story about the accidentl i "

Thus, subcondition (eiii) cor-

rectly rules out sentence (56).
Left Dislocation is

it applies to a subject NP.

~

incompatible with Heavy NP Shift when

In (56), Left Dislocation applies to the

object of the preposition, while in (57) below, it appliE.s to the subject, the latter
(57)

~s

obviously better than the former:

John j , he j told!'i to sally last night [the story about
the accident] i'

This fact can be acoounted for by condition (a) of (55).
(57)

I

In sentence

Heavy NP shift moved the NP to the rightmost position of V2 ,

and the position under v 2 does not c-command the pronoun in the subject
position which is bound to the left-dislocated phrase_

Thus, the
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i-

and O-binder does not c-command the two bound expressions, and does

not satisfy condition (a).

Therefore, sentence (57) is not subject

to the UBCT.
Ambiguity in Binding, (55), has been generalized from (A-bound)

traces to all i-bound elIPressions.

(55) is the list of the environ-

ments in which ambiguity in i-bind.tng occurs.

sentences meeting condi-

tions (a) - (e) are marked as involving ambiguity in A-binding_

sentences are subject to the tlBCT.

These

Since Ambiguity in Binding has

been qeneralized to all ~...~und expressions, the UBCT also should be
generalized from traces to all i-bound. e:gpressions. A generalized ver-

sion of the lJBCT is no longer a constraint on traces, but a constraint
on i-bound expressions in general.

The name UBC'l' (i.e., the Unique

Binding Constraint on Traces) is, therefore, not appropriate any more.

we

revise (7) as in (Sa), and rename the tJBCT "the Unique A-Binding

Constraint" (UABc):

(58)

The Unique A-Binding Constraint

i-hound expressions must be uniquely bound to their
antecedents ..
The uiBc is a constraint on A-binding, and covers A-bound expressions
in general.

Rule Incompatibility - 3
The above subsections have made it clear that RI-I, RI-2, and
RI-4 can be unified as phenomena involving ambiguity .in bindi.."'lg, or
two binders of the same sort.

The remaining rule incompatibility,
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RI-3, however I does not seem unified with such phenomena.

Let us see

some examples of RI-3:
(59)

a. *What j did you teil - - i to John [a story about
--j]i?

b. *Which journalj did you tell the story - - i yesterday

Eto the editor of

.1.?

-:J ,

*0£ which journalj did you tell the story - - i

yesterday [to the editor - j ] i?
The two binders in (59) both occupy A-positions:

one is in th!'l COMP

position, and the other is in the right extreme position of layer v 2 •
This is the 501e relevant similarity between the two binders.

If one

attempts to unify RI-3 with the other three kinds of rule incompat,..
ibility I one must discover other syntactic similarities between two

binders.

In (59), the two binders occupy positions of distinct types

(Le., a COMP position and a non-COMP position); the two binders may
or may not be of the same syntactic category; one of the binders contains a trace in it, but the other does not.

Hence, it seems hard

to incorporate the environment of RI-3 into Ambiguity in Binding (55).
One noteworthy property observable in the sentences of (59)
is that the phrases moved by the rightward movement rules are made
"inco:mplete" by the subsequent application of the leftward
::':'.lles.

mOV~l&1ent

This observation suggests a constraint to the effect that in-

complete phrases cannot bind traces.

By incomplete phrases are ten-

tatively meant phrases containing traces.

This constraint accounts

for the ill-formedness of the sentences in (59).

But, it is not always
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correct that incomplete phrases cannot be binders.

In the next sen-

tences, the complenent of the subject phrase is extraposed, arid the
remnant subject phrase is incomplete; yet, the subject phrase binds
the object position or the embedded subject position from which it

has been removed:

a.

(60)

[A book

~]

i will be published

~

[on binding

theorylj"

b.

[A review !'jl i seems

!i to

be appearing soon [of his

new bookl j "
A crucial syntactic difference betwcan the ill-formed sentences in
(59) and the well-formed sentences in (60) is that in the fanner group

of sentences, the binders appear in A-positions, while in the latter
group of sentences, they appear in A-positions.

Thus, the i11-

formedness arises just in case incomplete binders appear in
positions.

A-

This fact can be accounted for by limiting the range of

the suggested constraint to A-binding:

an incomplete phrase, i.e.,

a phrase containing a trace, cannot A-bind a trace.
As noted in Chapter 2, Left Dislocation also takes part in
RI-3.

The following are examples of RI-3 involving Left Dislocation:

(GIl

a. * [The girl in New York] j ' John talked - - i about the
problem on the phone last night [with her j ] i'
b. *[Chomsky's book on binding theorylj' the; paper will
publish [a review - - i ] soon [of itj] i'

That is, a pronoun left by Left Dislocation, as well as a trace left
by WH Movement, is a factor in creating incompleteness.

We have seen
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in the preceding subsection that a pronoun left by Left Dislocation
and a trace left by WH Movement are the same in that they are A-bound
expresssions, and these two sorts of bound expressions exhaust all
the A-bound ~ressions.

Thus. t..lJ.e notion incomplete phrase should

be extended to phrases containing A-bound expressions in general? and

the suggested constraint ought to be m;>dified as follows:

an incom-

plete phrase, i.e., a phrase containing an A-bound expression, cannot
A-bind a trace.

The definition of the notion incomplete phrase needs a further
refinement.
(62)

a.

Consider the following sentences: 11
The paper will publish a review

John wrote
b.

!

!i

this week [which

last week] i .

[Which car you own !1 i does he wish to borrow

~?

The bracketed phrases in thase sentences contain the A-bound trac~s,
but can bind the traces (with index

!.).

The traces in (62) are bound

to some phrases within the bracketed phrases; the bracketed phrases
are not incomplete in the sense that the traces in them need not depend
on some references out of them.

Phrases are incomplete just when they

contain traces or A-bound expressions which are bound by some phrases
out of them.
(63)

We define the notion incomplete phrase as in (63):

A phrase is incomplete if it contains an expression
A-bound to another phrase located outside of it.

11. This fact was pointed out by Dick Oehrle (personal communication) .
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The definition in (63) excludes the bracketed phrases in (62) from.
incomplete phrases.
It was noted above that the factor in incompleteness needs

to be extended to A-bound expressions in general.

It seems that

phrases which incoIt!Plete phrases attempt, but fail, to bind also need

to be extended from traces to A-bound expressions in general. Consider
the following sentence:
(64) *Maryj' John said that [the picture of herj]i' Bill bought

it i last week.
The first application of Left Dislocation moves the entire object NP

to the beginning of the embedded clause:

the second application of

the same rule dislocates part of the moved phrase, making the phrase
incomplete.

Though the incomplete phrase (Le., the bracketed phrase)

has to bind the bound pronoun

~,

it cannot in reality.

putting the

facts we saw above, we provide a constraint which we call the Constraint on Incomplete A-Binders (ClMI):
(65)

The Constraint on Incomplete A-Binders (Clrun
An incomplete phrase cannot i-bind a bound expression, where

a phrase is incomplete if it contains an expression A-bound

to another phrase located outside of it.
The crAB covers (64) as well as (59) and (61).
is not an instance of

Rl-3.

Sentence (64)

Thus, the CIAB is not peculiar to Rl-3;

instances of Rl-3 are special cases of those which are covered by the
ClABo

The CIAB can, furthermore, cover cases of preposition stranding,

as in (66):
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to t] John told that story t?

(66) *Who do you think [
COMP

The first application of WH Movement moves the entire PP into COMP I

and the second application of WH Movement moves only the object of
the preposition, leaving the stranded preposition.

The PP in COMP,

being incomplete, cannot A-bind its original position.

This chapter has offered the explanation for rule incompat..j.
ibility phenomena.

RI-l, RI-2, and RI-4 are characterized as phenomena

involving ambiguity in binding, and are ruled out by the

uABc.

RI-3,'

on the other hand, is characterized as a phenomenon containing phrases
not eligible to be binders, and is ruled out by the

crAB.

Though RI -1,

RI-2, and RI-4, on the one hand, and RI-3, on the other, are handled
~

the distinct constraints, they are all unified as phenonena to be

handled by constraints on A-binding because both the UABC and the CrAs
are constraints on A-binding.

Rule incompatibility phenomena are phe-

nomena concerned with A-binding.

CHAPTER 5

SOME THEORETICAL PROBLEMS

The explanation for rule incompatibility phenomena in Chapter 4
depends on two theoretical assumptions, namely, the absence of the
~-island

constraint and the free indexing theory.

This chapter dis-

cusses these assumptions in more detail.
In Chapter 4, we assumed that movement rules apply without
being subject to the !!!,-island constraint, and instances of RI-l are
generable as S-structures.

If, on the other hand, it is assumed that

movement rules apply subject to the

~-island

constraint, instances

of RI-I are blocked by the constraint (cf. Chapter 3).

Thus, RI-i

can be handled either by the UAoc or by the ~-island constraint.

Based

on the demonstration in Chapter 4 that the uABc can handle RI-l, we
may say that the
tion of RI-l.

~-island

constraint is not necessary for the explana-

However, we cannot conclude from such a demonstration

that the other alternative, the UAEC, is indispensable for the explanation of RI-l.
that the

To draw such a conclusion, we must demonstrate further

~-island

constraint is invalid or does not .hold for some

reason independent of rule incompatibility phenomena.

If we succeed

in doing so, we can claim that RI-l cannot be accounted for by the
~-island constraint; thus, the

tion of RI-l.

uABc

is indispensable for the explana-

The first section of this chapter is allotted to such

a danonstration.
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The two constraints proposed in Chapter 4 (i. e., the UAIle and
the criB) crucially depend on the free indexing theory.
on~'

It is only

the assumption ,of the free indexing theory that (a) ambiguity in

binding takes place, or (b) some antecedents cannot be acutal binders
of bawd expressions.

Thus, the proposed constraints, which intend

to rule out these situations, are plausible under the assumption of
the free indexing theory.

Chomsky (1981a, p. 186) suggests that the

free indexing theory may substitute for the slinultaneous indexing
theory, demonstrating that the examples he cites can be handled by
either theory of the two.

If we succeed in showing, furthermore, that

a certain kind of example can be handled by the free indexing theory,
but not by the simultaneous indexing theory, then this kind of example
provides substantial evidence for the free indexing theory.

The second

section of this chapter argues that rule incompatibility phenomena
are truly examples of this kind.

The Wh-Island Constraint
Motivation for the
~-Island Constraint
The account of RI-l in Chapter 4 presumes that the rule of
WH Movement is not subject to the

~-island

constraint.

The

~-island

constraint is not a distinct condition, but is derived from a more
basic condition, namely, the Subjacency Condition.

The Subjacency

Condition is motivated by the need to account for cases of the Complex
NP Constraint like (1) or instances as in (2):
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(1)

I

*[

81
I

Who] [
COMPl.

John saw

do you believe [
51

the claim I

(

82

NP

t, that]
COMP 2-

!.111l1?

82

(2)

*[

John] seems [ that [

S

NP
cream]]

it is certain [
51

t to like ice
5 2-

J.

In (1), the !!!-phrase who originates in the object position of the

embedded clause, and is moved into COMP 2 by the first application of
WH Movemeni:.; next, ~e ~-phrase is compelled to move into COMP 1. under

the matrix clause, since the category NP does not have a COMP i such

a movement crosses two bounding nodes (if, as "bounding nodes," we
assume NP and s) or three bounding nodes (if
bounding node).

S also

counts as a

Thus, the subjacency Condition, which prohibits trans-

formational rules from moving elements across more than one bounding
node, marks the second movement of the

~-phrase

as ungrammatical.

In (2), the rule of NP Movement moves the NP John from the subject

position of the deepest embedded clause to that of the topmost clause;
this movement also crosses two bounding nodes (Le., 52 and 51)
three bounding nodes if S counts as a bounding node; thus, the
SubjacenC".l Condition blocks the movement of
most S.

~

from 52 to the top-

(We refer to sentences like (2) as cases of the "constraint

on NP Movement.")
A parallel explanation holds for cases of the

~-island

constraint if we assume that the node COMP cannot be doubly filled:
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(3)

*[

What] [ does John know [ [
to whom]
,51 em-wI
51
52 COMP 2

[

Bill
52

gave~! 11]]7

The rule of WH Movement first moves one

~-phrase ~

whom into COMP 2;

the subsequent application of WH Movement must move the other
~

~-phrase

into COMP 1 because COMP 2 has already been filled with the

~

phrase, and cannot be doubly filled; the movement from 52 to COMPl

crosses two or three bounding nodes.

Therefore, the extraction of

what from 52 is blocked by the Subjacency Condition.

In this way i

a clause constitutes an "island" i f its COMP is filled with a
Such an island is called the " wh-island.
IlEnt is extracted from the

straint."

The

~-i51and

~-island

II

~-phrase~

The constraint that no e1e-

is named the "'!:!!!-island con-

constraint is derived from the Subjacency

Condition under the assumption that COMP cannot be doubly filled.
Because the Subjacency Condition is independently motivated
by cases like (1) or (2), it is reasonable to apply it to cases of
the !!!.-island constraint r too.

To put it differently I insofar as trans-

formational rules are assumed to obey the Subjacency condition, they
seem necessarily subject to the

~-island

constraint, too.

this reasoning is based upon two assumptions:
N!? is invariably a bounding node, and (ii)

filled.

(i)

However,

that S as well as

that COMP cannot he doubly

If either or both of these assumptions is/are changed, it

will follow that adherence to the Subjacency Condition does not necessarily imply adherence to the

~-island

constraint.

Examples like (1) or (2) and those like (3) are, according
to the above assumptions, absolutely the same in that constituents
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are moved across two or three bounding nodes.

Therefore, examples

of the two groups are predicted to be on a par.

However, some sub-

stantial differences are found between cases like (1) or (2) and those
like (3).

The first difference is that cases of the fanner group are

unacceptable to speakers of almost every dialect, whereas cases of
the latter group are acceptable to speakers of some dialects (cf.
Chomsky 1979; 19B1a).

That is, almost every dialect observes the Com-

plex NP Constraint or the constraint on NP Movement, but same dialects
do not observe the

~-i51and

constraint.

that in dialects which observe the

The second difference is

~-island

constraint, the accept-

ability of the two groups of sentences is different.

Sentences vio-

lating the COll"!Plex NP Constraint or the constraint an NP Movement are

less acceptable than sentences violating the
(Chomsky 19B1a).

~-island

constraint

These facts suggest that instances of the

~-island

constraint should be differentiated somehow from those of the Complex
NP Constraint or of the constraint on NP Movement.

Chomsky's Treatment of the
Constraint

~-Island

Chomsky (l9Bla* pp. 306-307) attempts to differentiate instances of the two groups by changing assumption (i) above, i.e., that
S as well as NP is invariably a bounding node.

Chansky proposes

bounding theory consisting of the following definitions of bounding
nodes:
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(4)

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

5

S is

a bounding node in the context:

[± WH]

S is a bounding node when governed

s is a bounding node in the context;

[± WE]

and governed 5 are invariably :bounding nodes, while S following a

camplementizer counts as a bounding node in some dialects, but not
in others.

we call the former two bounding nodes "absolute bounding

nodes," and the last one a "parametric bounding node.'!

The node NP

needs to be added to the list of absolute bounding nodes.

Given such

a bounding theory, it will turn out that adherence to the Subjacency
Condition does not always imply adherence to the !!!!-island constraint,
and the !!!-!sland constraint is differentiated from thEo. Complex lIP
Constraint or the constraint on NP Movement.

Let us consider instances

of these three constraints:
(5)

a.

*[ [

Who] ( do you believe [ the claim [ {
51 COMP l
s1
NP
52 COMl?2

that] [

John saw t]]]]]?

·2
b.

*[ {

(= (1»

-

John seems [

51 51

ice creamH]].

*[ [

:S.

What] [

51 COMP 1

gave! ::'11]]?

that [ it is certain [ ! to like
52
S2
53

(=

(2»

does John know [
to whom] [ Bill
51
82 CCiMP 2
52
('" (3»

In (Sa) ~ WH Movement lIIOves who £rom COMP 2 to COMP l ~ crossinq two ab-

solute bounding nodes (Le.,

92

and NP) and one parametric bounding

node (Le., Sl); 'this is obviously a violation of the Subjacency Condition.

In (Sb),

9 before S3 has been deleted

by the rule of
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S-deletion, and S3 is governed by the adjective certain; liP Movement

moves the· subject of 8 3 to the subject position of 51' crossing two
absolute bounding nodes (Le., 8 3 and 52) and one parametric bounding

node (Le .. , 8 2 ) i this movement is also in violation of the
Condition.

SI' crossing one absolute bounding node (i .. e.,
bounding nodes (i. e .. , S 2 and S1)"

movement of

Subjace~

In (50), WH Movement moves!!!!!! from 8 2 to the COMP of

~

62 )

~.d two parametric

In dialects which have (4iii), the

violates the Subjacency condition because it crosses

three bounding nodes; in dialects which do not have (4iii), on the
other hand, the movement in (5c) does not violate the Subjacency

Condition because it crosses only one bounding node.

In this way,

bounding theory can explain the fact that (Sa) and (Sb) are unaccept-

able in every dialect, and (5c) is unacceptable in some (maybe, very
many) dialects, but not in others.
Incidentally, the account of (b) crucially depends upon the
assumption that the rule of S-deletion has applied in advance; otherwise, the node 53 would not be governed ~ the adjective~.

8-

deletion must be supposed not to delete the node COMP concomitantly
with the deletion of the node

S.

To guarantee the derivation of well-

formed sentences like (6a) , we must provide underlying structures like
(6b) ,

What does John seem to be

(6)

h.

cer~in

to like?

what] r does John seem. [
t]
81 COMPi
51
COMP 2certain

t] I t' to like .!]]]]?'
COMP; 5 3-
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In (6h), though the
~

S

nodes posterior to the predicates ~ and

have been deleted, the COMP nodes dominated by them (Le.,

COMP 2 and COMP 3) are supposed to be kept intact; otherwise, the movement of the !!!!,-phrase from 8 3 to COMP! would violate the Subjacency
Condition.

Moreover, it is necessary to assume that the rule of

s-

deletion does not apply to finite complement clauses of predicates

such as ~, ~, ~, ~, etc.
to a finite

comp~ement

If S-de1etion applied

clause of these predicates. the subject of the

finite complement clause (as well as the subject of an infinitive com,plement clause) would be governed by the matrix predicate, and should

be marked objec.tive-Case.

In reality, however, the subject of the

finite complement clause is marked nominative:
I believe him to be intelligent.

(7)
h.

I believe (that) he is intelligent.

This means that S-deleti.on does not apply to delete the node

S of

finite complement clauses of the predicates in question.

Chomskyl s boWlding theory can surely account for the first

difference between the !:!!!-island constraint and the Complex NP

Con~

straint or the constraint on NP Movement, that is, the fact that the
dialect variation is observed with regard to the first constraint,
but not with regard to the last two constraints.

However, Chomsky's

bounding theory cannot give an explanation to the second difference
between the

~-island

constraint and the canplex UP Constraint or the

constraint on NP Movement. and, furthermore, poses new problems.
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Let us consider first the fact that his theory cannot account for the
difference regarding acceptability_

Dialects subject to the

~-island

constraint are assumed, in

Chomsky's bounding theory, to have the parametric bounding node in
(4iii), as noted above. In the derivation of (Sc), a case of the

island constraint, the

~-phrase

~-

what must be moved from 8 2 to COMPl

because COMP 2 has been filled with the other !!h-phrase.
crosses three bounding nodes (Le., S2'

82 ,

and is a violation of the Subjacency Condition.
of (Sa), a case of the Complex NP Constraint, the

from 8 2 to COMP 2 , then from COMP z to COMP 1 "

crosses three bounding nodes (Le.,

This movement

and 8 1 ) in those dialects,

In the derivation
~-phra5e

first moves

The second movement

82 , NP, and 8 1 ) in those dialects,

and clearly is in violation of the Subjacency Condition.

Similarly,

in the derivation of (Sb), a case of the constraint on NP Movement,
the subject NP in S3 moves from S3 to the subject position in
movement also crosses three bounding nodes (Le"
those dialects.

51'

This

53' 52 and 52) in

Thus, in dialects which have the parametric bounding

node I all the derivations of the three sentences in (5) involve the
violation of the Subjacency Condition, and the number of bounding nodes
across which the constituents are moved is equally three.
theory would predict I therefore, that cases of the

Chomsky's

~-island

constraint

violation are as unacceptable as cases of the 5ubjacency Condition
violation or cases of the violation of the constraint on NP Movement.
However, as Chomsky himself points out, cases of the latter group are
less acceptable than cases of the fonner group in the same dialects
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which have the parametric bounding node.

Chomsky's bOlmding theory

fails to account for this fact.
JUaother defect of ChCJIlsky's theory is that it faces additional
problemS.

(8)

consider first the following sentence:
[[

Who1 [

51 COMP I

[[

83

does Jolm seem [
t] [ to believe
51
001l!P 252
Mary will get married to tl]]}]?

t, that] [

COMP3-

53

-

The !!!.-plu:'ase ~ is first moved from S 3 to COMP 3'
to COHP 2' ~osSing

53

and 52;

Then, it is moved

9 3 counts as an absolute bounding node

by (4i), and 52 also counts as an absolute bounding node by (4ii),

since it is governed by the

verb~.

So, such a movement violates

the SUbjacency Condition, and the derivation wouJ.d have to cease at

this point.
stated above.

Note that

53

is not deleted by a-deletion for the reason

Thus, Chomsky's bounding theory would predict, contrary

to fact, that sentence (8) is ungrammatical in any dialects.
A more seriotlS problem is that the definition of bounding nodes
in (4) predicts that saae dialects do not allow elements to be ex-

tracted from any finite complement clauses at all.

Sentences like

(9) below have been repeatedly cited in the literature of generative

grammar as an example to shotl that verbs such as

~. ~.

!!I..

etc. are "bridge" verbs (cf. Erteschik 1973; Chaeslty 1977a), or that
unbounded rules suc:h as WB Fronting or Relativization must be fOJ:I!lulated by making essential use of variables (cf. Ross 1967; Postal
1971) :
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(9)

What] [ do you think [ [
t, that]
81 COMP!
81
82 COMI!2-

[[

John saw

"2

~llll?

(9) is predicted, in Chansky's theory, to be ungrammatical in dialects

which have (4iii), because the !!!!:.-phrase
nodes (i.e.,

82

~

has to cross two bounding

and 8 1 ) when it moves from COMP 2 to COMP l "

diction is presumably false:

This pre-

in reality, sentences like (9) are ac-

ceptable in almost every dialect.

Let us suppose, for the purpose

of argument, that there are some dial.ects which do not accept (9).

Chomsky's account now predi.cts that in such dialects, (9) is as ungrammatical as instances of the· wh-island constraint violation like
(Sc).

This prediction is also unlikely to :be verified.

Nonexistence of the
!!!,-Island Constraint
From the above discussiOn, it has become clear that bounding
theory must explain the fo11.owing three things:
(10)

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

the dialect variation of the

~-is1and

constraint

the difference in acceptability LI'l the same dialects

the distinction of well-formed sentences (e. g., (8)
and (9»

and ill-formed ones (e.g., (Sa), (Sb),

and (So»
Though Chansky's bounding theory could explain (lOi), it could not
handle (lOii) and (lOiii).
To provide appropriate explanations for the three things in
(10), we propose a revision in bounding theory".
th~ory

comprises the two items in (11):

The revised bounding
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(11)

iiI;.

S and NP are hounding nodes.

boO

COMP can be doubly filled in the transfox:mational

component.
That is I we modify ass'lmlpt.ion (ii) of the two assumptions stated on
p. 198.

Such a modification makes it possible to solve all the three

problems in (10) ..
Let us consider first the problem. of (lOUi)..

The revised

bounding theory, in conjunction with the Subjacency Condition, correctly excludes ill-formed sentences like (Sa) or (5h), and guarantees
the derivation of well-formed sentences like (al or (9)..

sentences in this order..

In (Sa), movement of

~

We see these

from COMP 2 to COMP 1

crosses two bounding nodes (i.e .. , UP and 81 '; in (Sb), movement of
Jam from 53 to 8 1 crosses two'ooWldinq nodes (i.e., 5 3 ,and 52); thus,
these sentences are violations of the Subjacency Condition..

to the well-formed sentences, WB Movement moves in (a) the

TUrning
~-phrase

who from the original position to COMP 3 , to COMP 2 , and to COMP I successively; each movement crosses only one bounding node.

In (9) too,

the .!!!!.-phrase is moved from COMP 2 to COMP 1 crossing only one bounding

node (i.e., 6 1 ).

The

deriv~tion

o£ these well-formed sentences, hence,

does not violate the Subjacency Condition.

Thus, the l:evised bounding

theory can correctly distinguish the ill-formed sentences from the
well-formed ones.
The remaining sentence to· be expla:ined is (Sc), wl>..ich is repeated below:
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c. *[

(5)

What] [

81
[

COMP 1

does John knO'll

51

Bill gave t t)]]]?
8
-2

This is an instance of the

~-island

constraint violation.

However,

given the assumptions in (11), sentence (Sc) is no longer an instance
of the

~-island

constraint violation.

Because a COMP position may be

doubly filled by virtue of (llb), a COMP which has been filled with

one

~-pbrase

can accept another

Of the two nodes inter-

~-phrase.

vening between one COMP and another COMP (L e., S and

S)

I

only the

node S counts as a bounding node by virtue of (lla); thus, the COMP-

to-caMP movement never violates the Subjacency condition.
for example, the
with another

~-phrase ~

~-phrase

.:!:9.

whom, and it can escape from it to COMPl

without violating the Subjacency Condition.
a clause whose COMP has been filled with a
~-island;

the

~-island

In (Sc),

can move into COMP 2' though filled

On the assumption of (11),
~-f.'hrase

is no longer a

constraint does not hold at all.

Assumption (lIb) would be unnatural i f COMP comprises only
one position.

But, COMP is assumed, in the GB-framework, to consist

of two positions:

one that is filled with a

~-phrase,

and one that

dominates abstract elements such as [± WIll:

ICOMP xl COMP j±WH)ll
for

(12)

(Chomsky 19B1a, p. 53)

One of the two positions may be used as an escape hatch.
Assumption (llb) will allow the juxtaposition. of complementizers.

We provide, to exclude it, a surface filter which prohibits
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a linear sequence of juxtaposed complementizers (cf. KWlO'S (1973)

Conjunction-Juxtaposition Constraint) .

necessary to rule out sentences as in
(13)

Such a filter is independentlyl
(13):

*That that John passed the exam pleased her was obvious.
*John longed for that Mary is surviving to become

b.

obvious.

c. ?*That for John to do it
Now that the

~-island

i~

necessary is quite clear.

constraint is not present, the trans-

£oDllational component has no device to block the derivation of sen-

tences like -(sc).

These sentences are derivable and grammatical as

far as the transformational component is conCeJ:Iled.

Thus, acme device

becomes necessary to mark them ill-foxmed (in some, maybe very many,

dialects).

We in fact have a device which is independently motivated

by the need to account for RI-2 and RI-4, namely the UBC'l' or its en-

larged version, the uABC.

The uAsC operates on output structures of

the transformational component, and rules out output structures i f

they involve ambiguity in binding.

sentences like (Sc) have two

binders of traces in A-positions and to the left of the traces.

This

1. Such a filter also serves to exclude an infinite sequence 4
of comp1ementizers which is incorrectly produced by a PS rule in the V
system (cf. note 2 of Chapter 1). PS rule (i) is part of the base
rules in the v 4 S".fstem, and it will produce a structure like (ii):
(i)
(ii)

1f- +

COMP

1f-

~

co"'-co?"~
COMP---:--V!!:

Structures like (ii) are ruled out by the proposed filter.
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situation accords with what is stated in (55) of Chapter 4.

That is,

these sentences involve ambiguity in binding, and, consequently,
subj ect to the OABc.

The

uABc,

as iso, expected I rules out these

sentences.
As is clear from the aOOve argument I

the revised bounding

theory correctly guarantees the derivation of well-formed sentences
like (8) and (9), and excludes ill-formed sentences like (Sa), (Sb),
and (Sc).

Notice that (Sa) and (5b) on the one hand, and (Sc) on the

other, are excluded by the different constraints.

The difference in

the causes of the ill-formedness is considered related to the difference in acceptability, which is mentioned in (lOii).

Sentences

like (Sa) and (Sb) are ill-formed because of violation of the sub-

jacency condition, a constraint in the transformational component,
while sentences like (5c) are ill-formed because of violation of the
UABe, a constraint at S-structure.

It is a natural consequence, there-

fore, that some difference in the degree of unacceptahility is observed
between the cases relevant to the Subjacency Condition and those relevant to the UAec.
Furthermore, the problem of (lOi) is solved by assuming the
following:

almost all the dialects are subject to the Subjacency

Condition, while the adherence to the UAEC varies or is parametric
among dialects.

Some dialects obey it very strictly,. some others,

loosely, and others do not obey it at all.
ation is observed as to the so-called
handled by the UABC in our grammar.

Thus, the dialect vari-

~-island

constraint, which is

Since the aaherence to the
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Subjacency Condition, on the other hand, is constant among dialects,
no dialect variation is observed 6.5 to the Complex NP Constraint and
the constraint on NP Movement, both of which are derived from the
Subjacency Condition.

Note that the dialect variation is observable not only in cases
like (5c), where interrogative phrases are extracted from interrogative
clauses, but also in other instances of RI-l.

For example, Baltin

(1982, p. 17) states that acceptability of sentence (14) var ies among

dialects:
(14)

He 1 s a man to whom liberty we would never grant _ _ __

(14) is an instance of RI-l involving Topicalization and Relativization.
Furthermore, Dick Oehrie (personal commUl'1.ication) reports that the
following examples of RI-l, among others, are acceptable to him:
(15)

This shelf, the vase is bard to place _ _ on _ _
b.

0

The table on which those books are hard to put
was thrown away.

Such a variation in judgments is not surprising in our explanation
for RI-l; all the examples in (l4) and (15), as well as (Sc), are instances of RI-l, and consequently, are subject to the uABc, the adherence to which varies among dialects.
In connection with variation in judgments on acceptability,
some differences in degree of acceptability are found categorically
among instances of rule incompatibility, as noted in Chapter 2.
few examples of categorical differences are the followL'lg:

A

(i) in-

stances of RI-I are generally less acceptable than ones of RI-2 (cf.
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(16»;

(ii)

among instances of RI-l, sentences with the crossing move-

ment of elements are less acceptable than ones with the nesting
movement of elements (cf .. (17»; and (iii) among instances of RI-2,
sentences in which two phrases are postposed in an order different
from their underlying relative order are less acceptable than ones
in which two phrases are postposed in the same order as their underlying relative order (cf.. (18»:

(16)

a.

To her best friend in New York, it was the secret about

b.

Mary told _ _ _ _ last night the secret about her

a.

The secret about her birth, to whom did Mary tell

b.

To her best friend in New York, what did Mary tell _ _

a.

Mary told _ _ _ _ last night to her best friend in

h.

Mary told _ _ _ _ last night the secret about her

her birth that Mary told _ _ _ _ last night.

birth to her best friend in New York.
(17)

last night?

last night?
. (18)

New York the secret about her birth.

birth to her best friend in New York.
In these examples, the (a) -sentences are less acceptable than the (b)sentences.

The explanation in Chapter 4 does not account for such

differences in acceptability.

We speculate that these differences

are concerned not with competence, but with performance.

To account

for the differences, we may suppose that when binding theory has failed
to associate traces with their binders, some subsidiary device comes
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into play to link gaps to elements in A-positions (i .e., fillers).
The device may be thought to apply subject to principles

~mch

as those

in (19), though the precise natures of the device and the principles

are not so clear at present:
(19)

a.

The more peripheral fillers are, the more difficult to

b.

Fillers in COMP positions and gaps tend to he paired 50

link to gaps they are.

that one filler-gap pair may be nested in another such

pair.
Fillers in non-CaMP positions and gaps tend to be paired
so that the first filler may be paired with the first
gap, and the second filler, "l1ith the second gap.

Principle (19a) is relevant to the difference of (i) stated above.
The notion of being peripheral in (19a) corresponds to the hierarchical
distance from gaps.

In RI-I, binders are moved into COMP, which is

dominated under a bounding node separate from one dominating traces, 2
while in RI-2, binders 'are moved to layer v 2 , which is within the same
bounding

nod~~,

as dominates traces.

Thus, fillers in RI-l occupy more

peripheral positions than ones in RI-2, and correspondingly, fillers
in RI-l are more difficult to link to gaps than ones in RI-2.
ciple (19b) is germane to the difference of (ii).

Prin-

The linking device

attempts, due to (l9h), to link fillers in COMP positions to gaps in
the nesting manner rather than in the crossing manner. 3

Thus, sentences

2.

Cf _ the second section of Chapter 1.

3.

See p. 21 for the notions of crossing and nesting.
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containing binders and traces in the nesting relation are more easily
handled than ones cont.aining them in the crossing relation.

(19c) is relevant. to the difference of (iii).

Princi.ple

The linking device at.-

tempts to link the first filler in a non-coMP position to the first
gap, and the second filler to the second gap.

Thus, sentences with

binders and trar:es in the parallel relation are more easil.y handled
than ones which do not have them in the parallel relation.

The easi-

ness or difficulty in linking will affect the degree of acceptability.
Di.fferences in acceptability as to (i), (ii), and (iii) are considered

as reflections of differences in the .easiness or difficulty in linking.
More accurate characterization of the linking device, however, is
needed.

To summarize, bounding theory needs to answer the three problema in (10).

Chomsky's bounding theory, (4), cannot answer the second

and third problems, whereas our revised boWlding theory,

supply answers to all of them.

(11), can

Given the revised bOWldinq theory,

the !!!,!-island constraint does notehold. at alL

RI-I cannot be handled

by the !!!!-island constraint any more, and must be accounted for by the

other alternative, Le., the uiBc.

The nonexistence of the ~-island

constraint strengthens the necessity of the

uABc

&

The Free Indexinq Theory

In the GB-framework, the free indexing theory is adopted regarding the assignment of indices to expressions other than traces.
As to the indexing of traces, two theories are proposed:

the free

indexing theory and the simultaneous indexing theory in our
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te:rminology.

Chomsky suggests, however, that the free indexing theorv

may substitute for the simultaneous indexing theory with respect to
the indexing of traces also, stating that "apart from traces, I have

been assuming that indexing is free; in fact, we might assume that
traces and moved elements are also freely indexed, say at S-structure
(1981a, p. 186)."

To substantiate this suggestion, Chomsky cites some

examples to show that traces can be correctly co-indexed with their
antecedents tmder the assumption of the free indexing theory.

If the

two theories are empirically equal, the free indexing theory is tbeoretically preferable, because this theory is independently necessary
to index expressions other than traces, and the indexing ways can be

unified into one.
To claim that the free indexing theory is empirically superior
to the simultaneous indexing theory, it is necessary to provide cases
which can be handled by the former theory, but not by the latter theory.

Rule incompatibility phenomena are actually cases of this

kind~

Before

entering into this argument, sane consideration of assunptions of the
two theories is in order.

The simultaneous indexing theory assumes that indices are as-

signed to traces simultaneously with application of movement rules.
Thus, in the following example, the indices are automatically assigned
to the traces as a result of the application of WH Movement:
(20)

What. did you see t.?
1.

-l.

• ."

The free indexing theory, on the other hand, assumes that indices are
assigned freely to traces and moved phrases, and the index "checking"
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Thus, in the following example, in-

is performed by binding theory.

dices are assigned arbitrarily to phrases (we assume that one phrase
is assigned only one index), and the actual association of the trace
with its antecedent is done by binding theory:
(21)

What i did you j see ~?

If the two theories are empirically on a par, as is suggested by
Chomsky, one may choose either of the two theories.

one theory over the other
other theory is dependent.

m~s ~duna.ant the

The choice of

assumption on which the

That is, when we choose the simultaneous

indexing theory, binding theory (on which the free indexing theory

depends) need not operate an traces, for the co-indexing has been established by the rule Move-a.

When we choose the free indexing theory,

the rule Move-a. (on which the simultaneous indexing theory depends)
need not assiqn indices to traces it leaves behind.

'1'0

el:iminate re-

dundancy, we must choose· one of the following two postulations:
(22)

a.

In the simultaneous indexing theory, binding theory

does not operate on traces.
b.

In the free indexing theory, the rule Move-a does not

assign indices to traces.
On either postulation, the correct co-indexing is guaranteed, for ex-

ample, to (20) and (21) without redundancy.
However, the two postulations in (22) make a difference with

regard to rule incompatibility phenomena.

Take, for instance,

of RI-1.:
(23) *'1'0 Maryj' I wonder [what i John gave ~ :!:'j1.

Under the postulation of (22a). the proper indices are assigned to
the traces and the moved phrases si..'I!\ultaneously with application of
Move-a, as indicated by the subscripts in (23).

Since the indexing

in (23) is proper, the ill-forrnedness cannot be attributed to the im-

proper assignment of indices.

If the

~-island

constraint exists,

th ill-formedness of (23) can be ascribed to violation of the
constraint.

in explanation, it should be attributed only to the
straint.

~-island

In the optimal theory which does not involve redundancy
~-island

However, because it has turned out that the

con-

~-island

constraint does not hold, we can no longer ascribe the ill-forrnedness
of (23) to violation of the

~-island

constraint.

It seems most

natural to suppose that the ill-formedness of (23) comes from the complicated binding of traces, because the ill-formedness arises just
in case sentences involve two or more traces in particular reJ.?,tions,
and does not arise when they involve only one trace.

However, because

of (22a), the simultaneous indexing theory cannot make recourse to
binding theory to account for the ill-formedness of (23).
reasonable explanation

can

Hence, no

be provided for RI-l under the postulation

of (22a).
Under the postulation of (22b), on the other hand, indices
are not assigned by the rule of Move-Ct.. Instead, indices are assigned
freely at S-structure, and the association of traces with antecedents
is performed by binding theory.

Since instances of RI-I involve

ambi-

guity in binding, however, traces cannot be uniquely associated with
their

ante~edentsi

they are, consequently, ruled out by the UBCT or
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the uABc.

!n this way, the ill-formedness of instances of RI-l can

be accounted for by the free indexing theory, but not by the
simultaneous indexing theory, relative to the postulations in (22).
Analogous arguments hold for RI-2, RI-3, and RI-4, as well.

The following are examples of these phenomena:
(24)

a. *Mary sent [a review !'j]

.!i

yesterday [to the editor

of the journal]i [of John's new book]j"
b. *sallyj, I gave the boOk.!i yesterday [to .!j]i"
*Which library j did you borrow

.!i

from ~j [the book an

binding theory] i?
Under the assumption of the simultaneous indexing theory, the proper

indices are assigned to the moved phrases and the traces, as indicated
by the subscripts in (24a) - (24c), as a result of the application of

Move-a..

Thus. the ill-£ormedness of these sentences cannot be attrili-

uted to the improper assignment of indices.

These sentences do not

violate major principles of the various theories, including the
Subjacency Condition in bounding theory.

It seems natural, again,

to suppose that the ill-formedness of these sentences stems from the
complicated binding of traces or the appearance of incomplete binders.
Howevsr, owing to the postulation of (22a), the simultaneous indexing
theory is not allowed to make recourse to binding theory or to provide
some constraints on binding theory.

Thus, no reasonable explanation

is provided for RI-2, RI-3, and RI-4 under the assumption of the
simultaneous indexing theery.

We have already seen in the preceding

chapter that under the assmnption of the free indexing theory, cases
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as in (24) are correctly excluded :by the constraints on binding theory.
Thus. all the rule incompatibility phenomena can be handled by the
free indexing theo%y, but not by the sito.ultaneous indexing theory.
I f the above argument is correct, rule inCOlllPatibility phenomena provide

substantial evidence showing that the free indexing theory is empirically

~erior

to the simultaneous indexing theory.

CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

From the arguments in the preceding chapters, we can draw cer-

tain conclusions, all of which converge on one general conclusion.
The arguments in Chapters 2 and 3 have shown that rule incompatibility phenomena cannot be handled by devices in the transformational component such as the SD and SC of .rules, rule ordering, or
constraints on rule application.

The argument in Chapter 5 indicates

that RI-l cannot be dealt with by the
the constraint does not hold.

~-island

constraint, because

Thus, rule incompatibility phenomena

cannot be accounted for in the transformational canponent.

The task

of explaining the phenomena must be removed from the transformational
component, and transferred to S-structure or the LF-component.
Chapter 4 has proposed the explanation for the phenomena along these
lines.
The discussion in the first section of Chapter 5 has shown
that in the revised bounding theory, the
not hold at all.

~-island

constraint does

The !!!!-island constraint, a constraint in the trans-

formational component, is necessarily removed from the component.

The

transfOl:ID.ational cO!r\POnent is thus reduced to that extent.
The argument in the second section of Chapter 5 has shown that
the choice of the free indexing theory is necessary to account for
rule incompatibility phenomena.

The free indexing theory releases the
219
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transformational rules (Le. I the rule of Move-a) from the task of
assinging indices to traces.

The function of the transformational

component is reduced to that extent.
All of these conclusions strongly suggest that the transforma-

tional component is exempted from many tasks which have previously

been assigned to it.

Those tasks are transferred to 5-structure, the

LF-component, or the PF_component.

Hence, it is concluded that the

role of the transformational component is very meager.
Remaining in the transformational component are the Subjacency
Condition and the rule Move-a.

It was noted in Chapter 5 that the

Subjacency Condition is necessary to account for cases of the Complex
NP Constraint and of the constraint on NP Movement.

The Subjacenc.¥_

Condition has, furthermore, been considered necessary to handle cases
of the Right Roof Constraint (cf. Ross (1967».

We have claimed in

Chapter 4, however, that RI-2, which involves traces left by rightward
movement rules (i.e., RM-traces), is accounted for by binding theory.
Given that RM-traces are handled by binding theory, what the Right
Roof Constraint specifies is automatically ensured by binding theory. 1
Binding theory treats RM-traces as if they are anaphors, requiring
them to be bound in their governing (or, binding) category.

This re-

quirement yields the same result as the Right Roof Constraint.
Similarly, the GB-framework ass1.mleS that NP-traces are handled by
binding theory.

L
cation) _

Given this, binding theory can do away with the

This idea was suggested by Ann Farmer (personal communi-
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constraint on NP

Movement~

Binding theory treats NP-traces as if they

are anaphors, which are bound in their. governing (or, binding) cate-

gory.

When an NP-trace is governed by some governor in the same cycle

(or, bounding node), it is bound in the same cycle; when it is gov-

erned by a matrix

pr~a:..(.!a't:2,

it is bound m the adjacent cycle.

is exactly the effect of the constraint on NP Movement.

This

Furthe:rm.ore,

we may assume that binding theory requires wh-traces to be bound in
the adjacent governing category.

This requirement concerning binding

theory makes the Canplex NP Constraint wmecessary, because the requirement prohibits wh-traces in the ccmplex NP construction from

being bcnmd to some expressions out of it.

In this way. binding theory

is expected to get rid of the Subjacency Condition completely.2

If

so, the transfo:cnational component is exempted from the Subjacency
Conditien.

2. It was noted in Chapter 5 that the difference in acceptability betwe~ cases ·of the Complex NP Constraint and those of tbe
so-called wh-island constraint is ascribable to the fact that the Complex N,P. Constraint is der:ived from t~_· S1lbjacency Condition
(a constraint in the transfcn:mational component) while the wh-island
constraint· cOIJU;!~ from the uAoc· (a constraint on binding theory>. Following the above argument, howeVer, the two constraints are both constraints o~ binding theory. Thus, it seems hard to account for the '
difference in acceptability between cases of the two constraints. Notice, however, that the Complex NP Constraint is reformulated as a
constraint on the domain of traces (:in th:i.s respect, the COIrg?lex NP
Constraint is treated sinti.larly to the constraint on NP Movement) I
wh:ile the wh-:island constra.int :is replaced by the uiBc, a constra.int
on the maniler of b:i.nding_ These two constra:i.nts, though be:ing constraints on binding, are of a different ~.~e. Thus,:it st:ill seems
natural to suppose that v:iolat:ions of the constraints of different
sorts produce differences :in acceptability.
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Turning to the rule Move-a, it has been assumed that the transformational component has Move-ct, and traces are created by Move-ct.
However, such an assumption does not seem necessary, at least for the
treatment of rule incompatibility phenomena.

The UAEc and the ClAB

do not care about the derivational history of S-structures at all.

What is relevant to them is structural configurations of S-structures.
If S-structures have certain configurations, they are declared as involving ambiguity in binding or containing phrases which are not eli-

gible to be binders.

Both cases are ruled out by the UAoc or the ClAs.

Therefore, instances of rule incOlTQ?atibility can be accounted for even
if it is assumed that they are not produced by Move-a, but are base-

generated directly.

The assumption of r-love-a is not essential for

the explanation of rule incompatibility phenomena, and, therefore,
may be eliminated from the transformational component.
If the Subjacency Condition and the rule Move-a are removed
from the transformational component. nothi~g remains there.

The trans-

formational component is not assigned any special function.

This con-

clusion accords with Chomsky's recent idea on the transformational
component, that is, "the components of transformations in the sense
of earlier work are virtually abandoned" (l98lb, p. 49).
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